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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation uses a political economy approach to analyze national 

telecommunications maiicets. The analytical framework combines stakeholder analysis with the 

Structure-Conduct-Performance paradigm of industrial economics. Since the telecom network is 

an important national resource, telecom policymaking can be expected to be a highly political 

process in which powerful stakeholders vie to influence policy. The central hypothesis is that 

national telecomniunications policy decisions reflect the main stakeholder's interests in each 

country. First, the introductory chapter discusses broad economic issues affecting 

telecommunications network development. Then, the literature on the political economy of 

telecommunications is reviewed. Next, the theoretical principles behind this analysis are 

presented. Data collection for the study was based on a multiple case study methodology using 

information on the markets for basic services, payphones, mobile telephony, paging, EDI and the 

Internet in Malaysia and Singapore. In Malaysia and Singapore, the primary stakeholders are the 

dominant political parties, UMNO and PAP, respectively. In both cases, telecom policy and the 

resultant maricet structures can be traced to the politics of the 1960s. Malaysian market structures 

are seen as the outcome of UMNO's goal of increasing Malay participation in the economy while 

maintaining high economic growth rates. This led to the formation of competitive markets 

composed mainly of Malay-ovvned companies. Singaporean market structures are viewed as the 

outcome of its one-party political sy stem in which the main stakeholder is the PAP. The result 

was a tendency towards monopolistic markets run by government-owned companies. At the time 

of data collection (1996), five of the six markets studied in Malaysia were competitive, while five 

of the six Singaporean markets studied were monopolies. Ownership patterns also fit in with 

expectations. In Malaysia, all but two of the twenty-si.\ companies studied were majority Malay-
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owned, while in Singapore all five of the telecommunications companies studied were owned by 

the Singaporean government. The Internet was the exception to this pattern. Malaysia's second 

Internet Services Provider began operations in November 1996, making it Malaysia's least 

competitive market, while Singapore's third Internet Service Provider launched its services during 

March 1996, making it Singapore's most competitive market. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction: An Overview of Telecommunications 
Economics 

"Surely, nothing can be more plain than the proposition that innovation, as conceived by us, is at the 
center of practically all the phenomena, difficulties, and problems of economic life in capitalist society 
and... however difficult it may turn out to be to develop that simple idea so as to fit it for the task of 
coping with all the complex patterns \vith which it will have to be confronted, and however completely 
it may lose its simplicity on the way before us. it should never be forgotten that at the outset all we 
need to say to anyone who doubts is: Look around you!" (Schumpeter, Business Cycles, 1939) 

1.1 Telecom's Global Wave 

There is a global wave of technological change underway in the field 

teleconmiunications. This global telecommunications growth wave is characterized by several 

factors, including: a rapid rate of adoption of telecommunications products and services, high 

levels of investment in telecommunications infirastructure, and the constant introduction of new 

products and services. The number of telephone lines worldwide, for instance, after a decade of 

growth at or below 5% per year during the 1980s and early 1990s, has now climbed to about 7% 

in 1994 and 1995, a 40% increase (ITU, 1995 and ITU, 1997). Similar growth can be seen in 

global cellular phone use. The rate of growth in the number of cellular subscribers worldwide has 

once again jumped, after "settling down" to annual rates of about 45% per year in the early 1990s. 

Since 1994, partly as a consequence of the change fi-om analog to digital technology and 

increased levels of competition, growth in the cellular market has rebounded to about 60% per 

year. 

Conceptually, this global diffusion of telecommunications can be understood along three 

dimensions: 
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1) How is new technology being generated and what technological trends are 
occurring? (Dosi's term "technological trajectory' enc^sulates this idea.) 

2) Who are the people and organizations that adopt? (the demand function) 

3) How are telecommunications products and services being provided? (the supply 
function) 

Following the above scheme, this introductory chapter is divided into three sections, one 

for each of three conceptual dimensions listed above. My goal in discussing these factors is to 

provide a vision of a more comprehensive theory of the growth and development of 

telecommunications networks so as to place the research presented in this dissertation in the 

broader context of the economics of the telecommunications sector. In the first section of this 

chapter, I begin by briefly discussing current trends in telecommunications technology, followed 

by a discussion of the Schumpeterian and neo-Schumpeterian approaches that describe the 

relationship between technology and economics. The discussion of telecommunications 

technology is followed by a section on the demand for telecommunications. This second section 

begins with a description of the correlation between telecommunications and level of economic 

development, sometimes referred to as the Jipp curve, and then goes on to discuss the 

characteristics of the demand for telecommunications services. Finally, in the third section, I 

discuss the economic factors which effect the telecommunications supply function such as the 

structure of the local telecommunications market, stakeholders in the national political process 

and their influence on policymaking, and international linkages in telecommunications. 

1.2 Technological Factors in Telecommunications 

For many years, telecom organizations worldwide were in the business of providing 
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"plain old telephone service" (POTS), but this is becoming less true everyday. Increasingly, the 

global POTS networic is being replace by a broad array of new technologies and new services 

such as wireless conununications, value added networks, and packet-switched, multi-media 

services. Thus, there is a technological dimension to the supply of telecommunications products 

and services in which inventions and innovations in telecommunications technology play a 

central role in the evolution of the telecommunications market. While it is true that the creation of 

new technology is really part of the supply fiinction, neoclassical economics has done a poor job 

of providing insight into this topic. For this reason, it makes sense to explicitly separate 

technological &ctors from the supply function per se and instead to look to less conventional 

perspectives on technology as sources of insight. 

1.2.1 Current Technological Trends in Telecommunications 

First and foremost, current trends in technologv' are driving the global 

telecommunications wave. Empirically, the essence of these technological changes can be 

characterized by the following five interrelated trends: 

1) Semiconductor Technology-

2) Digitization of Communications Technologies 

3) Optical Fiber Technology 

4) Convergence 

5) The Rebirth of Radio 

Semiconductor Technology. The capstone enabling technology for the global 

telecommunications wave now underway is semiconductor technology. For the last quarter of a 

century, the semiconductor industry has produced generation after generation of smaller, faster 
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and more powerful components. The price of these products has also been felling continuously. 

Together the effect of the felling unit costs along with greater computational power and versatility 

has been to unleash a floodgate of economic value, allowing the creation of more and more 

sophisticated products which are constandy finding their way into an ever broader array of 

applications. The near-term deplo^onent of X-ray lithography and quantum effect transistors will 

enable both of these trends to continue unabated for at least another decade. 

Digitization of Communications Technologies. Prior to the 1960s, all forms of 

telecommunications were based on analog technologies. Today, digital communications is 

replacing or is poised to replace all analog forms of communication. This process began in the 

1960s with the deployment of the first T-carrier digital telecommunications backbones. As of 

1995, the hitemational Telecommunications Union (ITU) reported that 73% of the world's 

telephone main lines were digital, up from 62% in 1994 (ITU, 1995 and ITU, 1997). Other forms 

of communications are also becoming converted to digital forms. While both Europe and Japan 

developed analog High Definition Television (HDTV) standards in the early 1990s, digital video 

standards, such as MPEG (cf. Motion Picture Expert Group), are now emerging for the next 

generation of high-resolution video. Digital cellular telephony has also recently emerged as the 

technology of choice for cellular subscribers because of the combination of higher fidelity and 

seciuity which digital cellular offers. Examples of digital cellular standards include D-AMPS, 

GSM and CDMA, along with higher frequency PCN and PCS networks. Together, these digital 

standards now form the festest growing segments of the cellular market. 

Perhaps the greatest remaining frontier for digitalization is in the local loop. Most 

telephone access lines are still analog, even though most of the trunk lines operating between 

telecommunications switches are now largely digital. Narrowband ISDN provides this digital 

link, but it has not been a commercial success to date. Pilot programs are now underway in a 
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number of countries around the world to provide end users with broadband connectivity, but these 

are largely in the early phases. Perhaps the main reason for this is that telecommunications 

technology is still quite fer ahead of demand, and so broadband connectivity is not yet required. 

Recent rapid increases in modem data rates, which have been doubling about every 18 months, 

would seem to indicate that end user connectivity will reach multi-megabit per second data rates 

in less than a decade away. 

Optical Fiber Technology. The first use of optical fiber as a waveguide occurred in 

1970 and the first implementation of an optical fiber backbone was in 1982. Although it is still 

uncommon in the local loop, optical fiber made of glass has become the backbone of choice for 

most long haul applications. Optical fiber technology is important for several reasons, the most 

important of which is its awesome theoretical data rates. The Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 

(SDH), called SONET in the US, is the worldwide protocol now in use for high speed optical 

fiber transmissions. Transmission speeds at 5 Gbps (OC-96) are now in use, and the standard is 

defined at speeds up to 13 Gbps. Still higher data rates are being developed. To date, single 

fi"equency laboratory tests have been made at speeds of up to 200 Gbps. Research is now actively 

underway to develop a new approach to sending information over fibers called wavelength 

division multiplexing (WDM), which is essentially frequency division multiplexing over fiber. 

Recent WDM laboratory tests by NEC have shown the feasibility of fibers employing 132 

channels each with a data rate of 20 Gbps were demonstrated, for an aggregate data rate of 2.6 

Tbps. 

Convergence. While broadcasting, telephony, computer communications and print media 

are still reasonably distinct forms of communications, the boundaries between these media are 

currently blurring. In the near future, the process of technological convergence will likely result 
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in the complete merger of all four of these areas into a single communications medium. The 

resulting information medium looks as if it will emerge early in the next century. 

The Rebirth of Radio. Radio communications have reemerged since the mid-1980s as 

an area in which rapid growth can be seen in a broad array of new technologies generally using 

higher frequencies in order to provide greater bandwidth. In fact, the deregulation of 

telecommunications in the US really began with the FCC's "above 890" ruling in 1960 which 

allowed private ownership of microwavc networks at frequencies above 890 MHz (Zajac, 1990). 

Furthermore, whereas connections through the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 

require the user to be in a specific location to be reachable, the ubiquity of mobile 

communications also allows subscribers to be available at any time and location. Examples of 

these new mobile technologies include: cellular telephony. Personal Communications Systems 

and Personal Communications Networks (PCS/PCN), direct broadcast satellite (DBS) 

communications, and Switched Mobile Radio (SMR). While older analog technologies, such as 

AM and FM radio operate at I and 100 MHz, respectively, these new communications 

technologies operate at higher frequencies from 800 MHz, in the case of cellular 

communications, up to 30 GHz in the case of Ka band satellite communications. 

Overall, the technological trends described above have become central fectors in the 

global economy. These trends will also likely continue to enable the transformation of the global 

telecommunications network from a circuit-switched, low bandwidth analog service into a 

packet-switched broadband network providing data rates orders of magnitude above those 

possible today. 
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1.2.2 Schumpeterian Economics and Telecommunications 

The inability to explicitly model technological change and other forms of innovation is 

almost certainly the greatest shortcoming of long-run equilibrium theory, the dominant theory of 

economics in the United States. 

For industries like telecommunications, where technological innovations play such an 

important role, the Schumpeterian and neo-Schumpeterian approaches to economics are of special 

importance. Schimipeterian economics has two advantages over long-run equilibrium theory. 

Foremost is the central role that innovations play. They are the fundamental driving force in the 

global economy because they are the ultimate source of new economic value. Schumpeter's first 

book. The Theory of Economic Development (1965, p.66 (the original German version was fi''st 

published in 1911), lists five fundamental types of iimovations, which he called "new 

combinations" that result in economic development: 

1) The introduction of a new good - that is one with which consumers are not yet 
familiar - or of a new quality of good. 

2) The introduction of a new method of production - that is one not yet tested by 
experience in the branch of manufacture concerned, which need by no means be 
founded upon a discovery scientifically new, and can also exist in a new way of 
handling a commodity commercially. 

3) The opening of a new market - that is a market into which the particular branch of 
manufacture of the country in question has not previously entered, whether or not this 
market has existed before. 

4) The conquest of a new source or supply of raw materials or half-manufectured 
goods, again irrespective of whether this source already exists or whether it has first 
to be created. 

5) The carrying of the new organization of any industry, like the creation of a monopoly 
position (for example through trustification) or the breaking up of a monopoly 
position." 
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The second great insight of Schumpeter's work was in the relationship between these new 

combinations and economic development, which gives rise to a dynamic concept of economic 

systems, as opposed to the static perspective of long-run equilibrium theory. The problem with 

the long-run equilibrium perspective is that no such equilibrium exists because the conditions for 

reaching equilibrium can not be met precisely because of the constant introduction of new 

technologies. 

Schimipeter, in contrast, made a direct connection between innovation and cycles of 

economic development. This was first discussed in his Theory of Economic Development 

(Schumpeter, 1965). In Schumpeter's view, both innovations and entrepreneurial activity were 

subject to swarming effects. The effect, in the case of entrepreneurial activity, of the introduction 

of a new innovation, would be to produce a swarm of entrepreneurs to attempt to enter the market 

and compete. In so doing, however, they would undermine the profitability of the good, 

producing an economic downswing. The effect of the downswing is not entirely negative because 

it frees capital and labor that can then be reinvested in new products and services during the next 

cycle. Schumpeter later called this the "Process of Creative Destruction" (Schumpeter, 1950). 

Zajac (1990) presents the idea that the dismantling of the Bell System in the 1980s was 

an example of the Schumpeterian 'Process of Creative Destruction'. Historically, AT&T was able 

to maintain itself as a monopoly for more than sevent\' years, even though this was in direct 

contradiction to US anti-trust laws. AT&T's used a threefold strategy to avoid anti-trust lawsuits. 

First, the corporation placed itself under the watchful eye of both state and federal government 

regulators, such as the Federal Communications Commission. Second, the company argued that 

the telephone network was a natural monopoly and thus it would not be in the public interest to 

dismantle what had become the world's largest corporation. Third, it cultivated the idea that it 
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fiinctioned as a benevolent monopolist whose operations continually generated new benefits, in 

terms of lower prices, rural subsidies, stock dividends and a continuous stream of new inventions 

and innovations. These inventions included coaxial cable, microwave communications, vacuum 

technology, the semiconductor, automatic mechanical switches and later, digital switches. It was 

these inventions that in the end effectively destroyed the Bell System's monopoly by lowering the 

technological barriers to entry for telecommunications markets. By the early 1980s, when the 

Modified Final Judgement under which AT&T was broken up into several companies, 

technological change had rendered obsolete the idea that the telecommunications network was a 

natural monopoly and should therefore be controlled by a single company. 

Schumpeter's later work. Business Cycles, expanded on the idea of economic cycles by 

producing a theory about how economic activity was composed of several cycles of different 

lengths culminating in the Kondratieff cycle that has a length of 50-60 years (Schumpeter, 1939). 

Schumpeter believed that, while the shorter cycles charted the progress of iimovations in products 

and services, the Kondratieff cycle reflected the introduction of new combinations of 

technologies whose introduction would transform the global economy, such as railroads in the 

mid-19''' century. Van Duijn (1983, p. 103) summarized Schumpeter's long wave theory as having 

four components: 

1) Innovation is the fundamental dynamic of capitalism. 

2) Innovations occur discontinuously in swarms. 

3) This produces a cyclical pattern of economic development. 

4) Cycles of different lengths are produced by different types of innovations. Certain 
innovations have such powerful developmental effects that they produce long waves. 

According to long-wave thinkers, we are now entering the fifth Kondratieff cycle since 

the beginning of the industrial revolution. This fifth Kondratieff might be called the I.T. wave. 
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since the global economy is being driven by the introduction of a wide range of products and 

services in information technologies, in much the same way that the second Kondratie£f is often 

referred to as the "railroad wave". Hayen (1985, p. 23), for example, argued that an upswing in 

global development would occur based on telecommunications, computer technology, optics, 

magnetics, audio, video, copying technolog\-, satellites, and transmission and broadcasting 

technology. He summarized his view of the fifth KondratiefF in four points: 

1) "The current economic recession is temporary. It will be followed by an economic 
boom projected for between 1995 and 2020. 

2) The innovations for this new upsurge will be based on revolutionary 
microelectronics. 

3) The classical industrial factors of capital and labor will be transformed into new 
fectors of technology and knowledge. 

4) The marriage of computer and communication technologies will open up novel 
perspectives in the technical infrastructure of societies." 

Schumpeterian long wave theory is still being researched, especially in Europe, but the 

concept has its limitations, chief among these is a lack of consensus on exactly when each long 

wave actually begins and ends, along with different views of what the technological driving 

forces are behind each wave. A recent example of research which attempts to address the 

methodological problems in this area is that of Alvarez and Rodriguez (1997) who compare long 

cycles in the volumes of telephone calls with GDP c>'cles in Spain between 1925 and 1994. 

In part because of these shortcomings, a new approach to appljnng Schumpeterian 

thinking to economic topics has developed whose chief proponents have been the members and 

associates of the Science Policy Research Unit of the University of Sussex in the United 

Kingdom. The neo-Schumpeterian school has generally avoided the criticisms of long wave 

theory through a return to the central themes of the Schumpeterian approach, namely the focus on 
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innovations as the core feature of a dv-namic, as opposed to static, model of economic 

development. 

The technological paradigm and technological trajectory concepts, which were first 

described by Dosi (1982), are fundamental to understanding the neo-Schumpeterian approach. A 

technological paradigm is based on Kuhn's concept of a scientific paradigm (Kuhn, 1970). It 

consists of the prevailing body of existing knowledge within an industry and describes the pool of 

experience from which new innovations spring. A technological trajectory, by contrast, describes 

the direction and pace of change of new innovations based on an existing technological paradigm. 

Examples of technological trajectories can be found in the difiEiision literature, which includes 

models of both the spread of new innovations within an economy and the successive replacement 

of innovations for older ones. According to Hobday (1990, p. 14), Grilliches (1957) classic work 

on the diffusion of new types of hybrid com in the U.S. is an example of a technological 

trajectory, while Mansfield's (1961) mathematical model of diffusion as a logistic curve is a 

model of a technological trajectory. 

Hobday (1990) used the concept of a technological trajectory as the using what he called 

a "Schumpeterian learning" approach in his study of technological development in Brazil's 

telecommunications equipment industry. Under Brazil's military junta, which ruled from the 

1960s to the 1980s, a central policy goal was the crcation of indigenous, high technology industry 

(Hobday, 1990, p. 114): 

"To sununarise Brazil's telecoms policy aims at this time, one can identify a 'three-
pronged' approach to building up the technological and industrial base of the country; 
first, the setting up of a major new govemment-ovraed centre in digital technology; 
second, to 'persuade' the MNCs to transfer ownership to Brazilian capital and to increase 
the level of manufecturing and technological facilities in the country; third, to sponsor the 
development of new Brazilian companies to manufacture equipment and develop 
technology. In terms of strategy, MINICOM planned to use its monopsony purchasing 
power and new legislation as a means of persuasion and direction." 
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Along with the Brazilianization of multinational corporations, a national research center, 

CPqD, v^-as created in 1976 whose main focus is in the area of information technologies. CPqD 

grew quickly, expanding from an engineering staff of 20 in 1976 to 762 by 1983. In addition, 

there were also about 300 contract employees. Research was carried out in a range of activities 

including digital multiplexing, digital radio, packet switched communications, fiber optics, 

satellite communications and the development of specialized electronic components for use in 

telecommunications equipment. All together, Brazil's CPqD registered nearly 200 patents 

between 1976 and 1984. 

The most ambitious project by far, however, v\'as the development of the Tropico femily 

of digital telephone exchanges. Roughly one third of CPqD's resources were devoted to the 

development of Tropico switches. At the same time, Telebras had reserved 50% of Brazil's 

internal maricet for the use of CPqD telephone exchange technology. Tropico switch development 

began with a small exchange, the Tropico C, which had a 200-line capacity. This switch was first 

field tested in Rio de Janeiro in 1982. This was followed by the development of the Tropico R 

switch, which had a capacity of 4000 lines. The development of the Tropico R switch also 

involved the inclusion of three new, wholly Brazilian firms. At the time of the writing of 

Hobday's research, a 10,000-line switch was under development, while a 60,000-line switch was 

being planned. 

Hobday viewed the transfer of new technology to local industry along with the 

development of successively larger switches as confirming his neo-Schumpeterian perspective on 

technology development. Thus, the creation of simple technologies was followed by more 

complex ones along with the transfer of technology experience to local manufacturing groups is 

akin to Arrow's "learning by doing" (Arrow, 1962). 

This protectionism is also the Achilles' heal of the Brazil's telecom equipment industry. 
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la spite of the lengths to which the Brazilian government has gone to ensure its success, the long-

term viability of Brazil's telecommunication's equipment manufacturing industry remains in 

doubt. While import substitution policies often work well for short periods of time, the "hothouse 

industries" created under their protection often die out once the protection against competing 

technologies is removed. Had a more open and competitive market stmcture for 

telecommunications been in place, the deplovinent of locally engineered switches would almost 

certainly not have been as successful. And, sooner or later these products will have to compete in 

the international marketplace. 

This is exactly what happened to the Brazilian computer industry with the end of that 

country's market reserve policy in 1992. Under the protective umbrella of the mailcet reserve 

policy, Brazil's domestic personal computer industry grew rapidly even though its products 

lagged a generation behind those on the international market and were being sold at several times 

the world prices for personal computers. Once the walls of protection came down and Brazilian 

consumers had a broader set of purchasing options, Brazil's local computer industry showed a 

dramatic decline. Dozens of firms suddenly went bankrupt. 

Brazilian telecommunications equipment would appear to have a similarly 

disadvantageous cost structure. Hobday (1990, pp. 184-185) also lists the relative prices of 

Brazilian teleconmiunications equipment. With the exception of telephone handsets and public 

telephones, prices for Brazilian equipment had an average price nearly two-thirds above 

comparable products in the international market. 

At the time of this writing, the Brazilian government is deciding how to privatize and 

liberalize its telecommunications industry' (Smith, 1997). As with the end of the maricet reserve 

for personal computers, it is once again caught between implementing new forms of 

protectionism on the one hand, and the possible demise of a local industry that took over a decade 
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to build up, on the other. Thus, Hobday's perspective that "learning by doing" is key to 

technological development begs a more basic economic question: how can a country produce 

technolo^ that does not require protection but is instead able to meet the price and quality 

standards found in the international market. 

1.2.3 Standards Competition 

Although once thought of as a benign endeavor in which disinterested parties worked to 

select the best candidate from a wholly normative standpoint, the standards setting process is now 

seen as an area of fierce competition in which vested interests work to influence the outcome that 

is to their advantage. This because the selection of a particular standard can provide a company 

with a great deal of influence, and sometimes complete control over the market for which the 

standard is relevant. Historically, standards have also been used as instruments of government 

policy in order to protect indigenous industry'. Whether we are talking about government policy 

setting or market competition, however, it is clear that the standards setting process creates 

conditions for technological competition which can sometimes have unpredictable results. 

Examples of this might include small firms beating larger ones by offering superior products or 

the way in which groups coalesce around new standards in an effort to dislodge the dominant 

player in a market segment. Standards arc especially important in the case of networked goods 

such as telecommunications, since communications equipment must use the same protocols to be 

able to commimicate. 

Besen and Saloner (1989) provide a model of standards competition in which they 

explain the standards setting process in terms of two criteria; whether or not one actor has a 

vested interest in a particular standard and how high the interest is in promoting the universal 
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adoption of a standard. Depending on the strategic interests of the corporate actors involved in 

the standards negotiations, they describe four possible outcomes to the standards setting process; 

Conflict occurs when more than one actor has a large vested interest in a particular standard and 
these actors have a strong interest in promoting that standard universally. 

Private Goods is the result of cases in which the actors have a strong vested interest in a 
standard, but are not interested in seeing it universally adopted. 

Pure Coordination occurs where there is a lot of interest in seeing a standard widely adopted but 
no strong vested interested in the standard. 

Public Goods are created when there is not a strong vested interest in a particular standard nor a 
strong interest having the standard widely adopted. 

In developing countries, especially those that are not producing technology at the local 

level, the inherent competition in the choice of standards is played out in a different way from 

developed countries. This is because developing countries are generally followers in the 

introduction of new technology, governments within tliose countries can often have an influence 

on the future wiimers and losers in the local marketplace by their decisions on who will receive 

licenses for new products. For example, the government might give the local PTT (which is often 

government-owned) its first choice in obtaining the licenses for new technologies thus giving it a 

competitive advantage in the market. An example of this might be in Jordan's recent liberalization 

exercise in which a second paging license was given to a new entrant (Keenleyside, 1997). While 

the new entrant received a license to operate a network based on the advanced ERMES protocol, 

the government reserved for the PTT the license to upgrade its paging network to the FLEX 

protocol, which is generally viewed as superior to ERMES. 
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1.3 The Demand for Telecommunications Services 

1.3.1 Linking Telecommunications and Development: The Jipp Curve 

Research on the link between tclecom networks and economic development is now well 

established and fairly extensive. Examples of published research in this area include Saunders, 

Warford and Wellenius (1983, 1994), Jipp (1963), Dordick and Wang (1993), CCl l 1 (1968), and 

ITU(1984). 

The first writer to demonstrate the strong relationship between telecom and the level of 

economic development was Jipp (1963). Jipp's research showed that a highly significant 

relationship existed between GDP/capita and telephone density, which he called "the wealth of 

nations". The correlation between telecommunications and economic growth, now called the Jipp 

curve, has been replicated many times since the publication of Jipp's first paper. Five years after 

Jipp's 1963 paper, for instance, the CCITT published a more ambitious report on the same topic 

which demonstrated a logarithmic relationship between telephone densities and GDP per capita 

(CCITT, 1968). 

The Jipp curve is amazingly robust and produces a highly significant correlation. In 

Figure 1.1, for example, I present the Jipp curve based on a data set taken fi-om Showers (1989) 

and listed in Appendix B that provides information on the telephone densities of 47 countries in 

Asia and Latin America. In order to linearize the data, a log transformation was performed. The 

Jipp curve for this data set, which is shown in Figure 1.1 showed a highly significant correlation 

(p<.001). 
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Figure 1.1 JIpp Curve Using GNP/capita vs. Telephones/100 persons 
(Source: Showers (1994). The data for this graph is h'sted in Appendix B.) 

Data from Showers (1989) was chosen as the source for this information because that 

author also provides information on another information technology, radios. In 

Figure 1.2, this correlation is graphed, which is also highly significant (p = 0.015). 

While a strong correlation between the level of economic development as measured by 

GDP per capita aud the use of information technologies will show itself in just about any data set 

related to information technologies, other variables whose levels one might think would naturally 

show a correlation with GDP/capita often do not. Showers, for example, also provides data on 

other variables not directly related to information technologies, such as illiteracy rates, number of 

college students per thousand, in&nt mortality and life expectancy. Amazingly, none of these 

variables show a significant correlation with GDP/capita for this data set. 
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log(GDP/capita) 

Figure 1.2 Jipp Curve Using GNP/capita vs. Radios/1000 persons 
(Source: Showers (1994). The data for this graph is listed in Appendix B.) 

The Jipp curve seems to also be independent of the maturity of the technology being 

analyzed. For instance, I also obtained a data set from the Internet Society taken during July 

1994, which gives the number of Internet hosts along v«th Gross National Product. This data set 

is graphed in Figure 1.3 and the data set is listed in Appendix C. It is worth noting that, at that 

time, the majority of these countries had, for the most part, only connected to the Internet with the 

last year or two. Thus, the level of use of the Internet in many countries was still limited (see 

Mesher, 1996a, 1996b, and 1996c for detailed descriptions of Internet development in Asia and 

the Middle East). In spite of the recentness of the adoption of the Internet, this data set also shows 

a highly significant correlation of (p = 0.0001) while e.xplaining 70% of the variance. Thus, the 

Jipp curve effect correlating GDP per capita with usage levels for conmiunication technologies 

may also be seen with very recent telecommunications technologies. 
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Figure 1.3 Jipp Curve Using GNP/capita vs. Internet Nodes/capita 
(Source: Internet Society (1994). httD://vvww.isoc.org/isoc/charts/host-gnp.txt. The data for this 
graph is listed in Appendix C.) 

Some of the best research on the relationship between telecommunications and economic 

development is that by World Bank researchers. Saunders. Warford and Wellenius (1983, 1994) 

have provided a comprehensive review of this topic, as well as a detailed discussion of the basis 

for the benefits of telecommunications networks at both the micro and macroeconomic levels. 

These authors summarize the societal benefits of improved telecommunications into four 

categories: 

1) improvements in market information which result in increases in local commerce, 

2) increases in information which result in a more efficient use of existing regional 
infirastructure, such as the transport system, 

3) the use of telecom systems to lower the isolation in rural areas and increase the 
quality of health and human services, and 

4) the use of telecom to coordinate international activity, especially for business 
communications. 
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Saunders, Warford and Wellenius (1994) conclude that the rapid development of national 

telecom networks is a critical component of economic development plans worldwide, especially 

in developing countries. 

1.3.3. The Economics of Telephone Demand 

Two interrelated interpretations can be put fonvard to explain the robust relationship 

between GDP/capita and phone density; that telephones are normal goods, whose demand 

increases with income, and the idea that telephones are factors of production. 

The idea that telephones are normal goods, and thus fevored items to be purchased by 

consumers is based on the value to individuals of telecommunications such as the ability to 

maintain contact with friends and family more easily, more often, and over long distances. This 

can be especially important when one considers the effect of the increasingly migratory nature of 

modem life, in which many people not only move from their birthplaces to live in other locations, 

but who may move many times in the course of their lives. 

The idea that telephones are a factor of production is based on a fundamental aspect of 

the nature of transactions. Every transaction really has two components, the flow of goods and 

the flow of information. Economists use of the word "market" goes back to the historical concept 

of a market in which goods and services were mostly traded at a specific location and time. At 

that market, then, the information regarding the goods being exchanged would be exchanged and 

the details of any purchase would be arranged between the buyers and sellers. 

With the worldwide growth of telecommunications networks, however, such markets, 

once extremely common, have become a curiosity in developed areas of the world. Instead, the 

exchange of goods and information has become increasingly less direct and is often now 

mediated through the use of the telecommunications network. In feet, it can be argued that the 
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telecommunication system plays a strategic role in enhancing this flow of information. The 

maiicetplace of yesterday has now evolved into a global virtual market of today in which the 

purchase of goods and services is typically preceded by a telephone call or a series of calls made 

to determine the transaction details such as price, quantity, dimensions, delivery date, capacity, 

etc. 

Furthermore, the importance of the telecommunications system has become even greater 

over the last several years as that system has taken on a new, broader role, with many new 

services being added such as data communications, fa.x. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), and 

mobile communications. Dordick and Wang (1993, p. 124), for instance, point out that a 

significant correlation exists between the spread of data communications terminals and the 

growth of GDP/capita in Thailand and the Philippines. These same authors discuss Japanese 

efforts to develop other informatization indices that have also been compared to GDP/capita. 

Examples of this are Japan's Research Institute for Telecommunications and Economics (RITE), 

which developed the Johoka Index, and JIPDEC, the Japanese Information Processing and 

Development Center, which developed a three dimensional measure composed of hardware, 

software and communications ratios. This 1-3 Index has been used by the Japanese government 

to monitor the development of information technology utilization in Japan. Although these 

correlates should not be mistaken for causal relationships, they do show that other types of 

information technologies may play a similar role in economic development as rhe telecom 

system. 

Taylor (1994) reviews the economics of the demand for telecommunications products 

and services. As a networiced good, telecommunications services are different from say, guns or 

butter, because they exhibit consumption externalities. In this case, an externality simply means 

that there is an interdependence of the utility and/or production functions of the other users of the 
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good. TrafBc congestion and pollution are examples of e.xtemalities that we deal with on a daily 

basis. 

In the case of telecommunications, two types of what are referred to as consumption 

externalities exist, networicing externalities and call externalities. Network externalities are much 

better known, and refer to the idea that when a new telephone subscriber gains access to the 

telephone network the utility of all of the other users is increased. CciU externalities refer to the 

idea that when a call is made there is an effect on the utility of the recipient of that call as well as 

on the caller. 

Taylor makes two interesting points regarding these consumption externalities. The first 

point is that while network externalities are well known call externalities are almost unheard of. 

The second is that while there has been a great deal of discussion about the network externalities 

in the economic literature, there has been almost no empirical research on the topic. 

The economics literature separates telephone demand into two groups, residential and 

business demand. Although one might assume that business demand, because of its economic 

impact, would be the focus of research, this has not been the case. The reason for this is that 

residential demand for telephone services is relatively homogeneous. This makes modeling the 

residential telephone demand a more tractablc problem than modeling telephone demand in the 

business community. 

Telephone calls have four main characteristics: type of call, duration, time of day, and 

distance. Call pricing generally reflects these factors, although many historical and political 

fectors are also part of current pricing structures. Subsidies for rural subscribers are a good 

example. Based on the distances that these calls travel over, and the low density of usage in rural 

areas, rural call prices should be much higher than urban call prices. For political reasons. 
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however, rural calls in most countries are highly subsidized in order to promote access to the 

networic by members of rural communities. 

Taylor also discusses business demand for telephone services, but here, unUke the case of 

residential demand, he resorts to a wholly qualitative approach. In sunmiarizing his view of the 

business demand for telephony, he lists five factors; 

1) As always, usage drives access, and t\pc of access and usage drives customer-
premises equipment. 

2) Multiple locations and their spatial distribution are the biggest complicating 
fectors in modeling business telecommunications demand. 

3) As a business expands and branches into multiple locations, internal 
commimications needs increase in relation to external needs. Growth in internal 
communications needs is what drives tlie construction of private networks. 

4) The primary determinant of usage (for a given technology and service 
coofiguration) is the number of people employed by a business. The effect on 
usage of additional employees depends upon whether the employees are added at 
existing locations, through ±e opening of new locations in existing localities, or 
through expansion into new localities. 

5) The telecommunications services purchased by firms in a telco's serving area are 
not synonymous with the services sold by the telco. Telco sales must be 
explained in the framework of models that reflect the distributional 
characteristics of the telco's customers. 

An important limitation of Taylor's book is that although its title is Telecommunications 

Demand in theory and Practice, the book focuses e.xclusively on the economics of telephony. The 

economics of other common telecommunications services, such as paging, EDI and the Internet 

are not discussed. This is an important point, since the economics of these networks is quite 

different. A paging network for instance, will not have the same network externality as the 

telephone network. The utility of the Internet, with its many different types of applications, such 

as e-mail, the Worldwide Web, Internet telephony and chat rooms, is also quite different fi-om 

that of the telephone network. 
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Thus, the rnicroeconomic theory of telecommunications demand, while rigorous in its 

understanding of some areas, especially, residential demand, is far fiom comprehensive and has 

two serious limitations in its inability to accurately model the business community and in its lack 

of an equivalent understanding of telecommunications services beyond basic telephony. 

More recently, Taylor (1997) has also presented his views on Intemet demand that he 

views as subject to three developmental constraints; computers, software, and access to the 

teleconununications network. The approach he has taken to this topic so far, as with his approach 

contrast to business telephone demand, is qualitative. He characterizes the Intemet as being: 

"Viewed as a networic of networks, one of the most striking features of the Internet is that 
it did not come into being fi^om the top down, but rather it has emerged and grown from 
the bottom up. Indeed, it is this feature that makes coming to grips with the Internet so 
difiBcult. Anyone, anywhere in the world with a personal computer, modem, and access 
to the telephone network can gain entry to the Internet, can use it, but perhaps most 
importantly can add to it and enlarge its scope. The Intemet is consequently essentially 
user-defined, and is a dynamic, living entity that is never the same from one day to the 
next, or even from one moment to the next. The enablers in all this are the protocol 
conventions which enable computers to ' meet, shake hands, and then speak' to one 
another. The Intemet is thus basically a medium for communication and information 
exchange and accordingly (unlike a telephone or a local area computer network) cannot 
be defined — and measured — in physical terms." 

The Intemet is unique amongst telecommunications services today in being a tme 

convergence technology, but it should already be more or less clear that telecommunications 

technology in general is moving in this direction. Thus, while the future of teleconununications 

would appear to be a very, very bright one, the future for predicting the demand for these services 

may well become increasingly murky. 

1.4 Telecommunications Supply Factors 

I have shown in the previous section that the demand for telecommunications services is 
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intiinately linked with economic development, and is, in fact, viewed as a key factor in that 

development. In spite of the benefits of improved telecommunications, the record of many 

telecom providers, especially in developing countries, has often been one of poor performance in 

meeting local telecommunications demand. Developing country telecom organizations are well 

known for long lag times in meeting the demand for new phone lines, large installation backlogs, 

and anecdotes of black market transactions and attempted bribery to help speed up the process. 

As an example of this inability to meet demand, 1 have listed the main line waiting lists, percent 

satisfied demand and main line installation lag times for selected Asian countries in Figure 1.4. 

Country Waiting List SatisHed Demand 
(%) 

Waiting Time 
(years) 

Bangladesh 131,000(1993) 64.2 >10 
Brunei 5,000 (1994) 92.4 0.7 
China 1,620,000 (1992) 94.4 0.3 
India 2,497,000 (1993) 79.7 1.9 
Indonesia 117,000(1994) 95.5 0.3 
Hong Kong 0 100 -

Japan 0 100 -

Korea 0 100 -

Laos 2,000(1994) 94.0 0.3 
Malaysia 111,000(1995) 95.9 0.3 
Mongolia 50,000(1995) 57.5 >10 
Philippines 847,000(1994) 56.7 5.5 
Singapore 157(1995) 100 -

Thailand 1,598,000 (1994) 63.3 4.0 
Vietnam 40,000 (1994) 74.7 1.5 
Asia 14,617,600 (1994) 91.6 LI 

Figure 1.4 Waiting Lists, Satisfied Demand and Lag Times in Asia 
(Source: The APT Yearbook, 1996, ITU, 1995) 

As Figure 1.4 shows, the installation of new phone lines can take up to several years. 

Thus, in spite of the demand for services, constraints exist on the supply of telecommunications 

services that limit the growth of national tclecom networks. Three important fectors act as 

constraints on the supply of telecommunications services: the structure of the local maricet, the 
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national political process and international linkages. In the following sections I will briefly 

discuss each of these. 

1.4.1 Local Telecxam Sector Stmcture 

While the rapid expansion of the telecom network has been occurring in some countries, 

there are many in which this has simply not been the case. The main stakeholders in the national 

telecom network may be content with the status quo or a slowly growing network. Telecom 

developments in both the Philippines and Japan illustrate such 'rent seeking' behavior. 

In the Philippines network development moved forward very slowly throughout the 

1970s and 80s. The level of immet demand is one of the highest in Asia for a non-communist 

country (see Figure 1.4). Even though the Philippine telecom market was in private hands, with 

about 70 telecom providers in the country, the market had a dominant firm structure. The 

management of PLDT, the dominant telecom firm which controls over 90% of the phone lines, 

has historically been content to keep investment levels low and profits margins high, and has been 

able to prevent competitors fi-om gaining market share simply by not allowing them to 

interconnect with its network. The situation occurred during the Marcos regime and continued 

under the Aquino Presidency. It was not until President Ramos issued Executive Order 59 in 1993 

that mandated the PLDT to interconnect with other operators that the situation began to change 

(Ure, 1995). 

The Japanese telecommunications market also has a dominant firm market structure with 

NTT controlling over 80% of the domestic market. While Japan does have a high telephone 

density (45.4 lines per hundred persons), local call charges are high as are access charges to the 

network levied on other telecom firms. The effect of this has been to retard the introduction of 
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Hata communications technologies such as the Internet. Thus, while the per capita income in 

Japan is significantly above US levels, the number of Internet users is only about 15% of that 

found in the US (see e.g., Mesher (1996a) and Mesher (1996b)). 

In early 1996, the Japanese government, which still holds majority ownership in NTT, 

annoimced plans to break NTT into three companies as a first step to fiirther liberahzing the 

Japanese telecom market. In spite of the benefits which liberali2dng the telecom market would 

bring to Jean's stagnant economy, Japan's large telecommunications worker's union was able to 

use its political influence to delay and later eviscerate government plans. In late 1996, a 'face 

saving' solution was arrived at in which NTT would be broken up into three companies, all owned 

by a new company, NTT Holdings. 

1.4.2 Stakeholders In the National Political Process 

As the above discussion has shown, the structure of the telecommunications maiicet can 

not be seen in isolation, however, from the political process. Since telecom is a regulated 

industry, any observed market structure for telecommunications will therefore be strongly 

influenced by local politics. Thus, in spite of the appeal of the economic argument, many 

countries have been slow to implement telecommunications refomi. Even when implemented, it 

may often be the case that the reformed markets turn out to be less competitive than they appear. 

Besides the SCP analysis, it is also necessary to analyze the political structure of the 

coimtiy being studied in order to understand the decision-making process upon which patterns of 

ownership and market structure are based. In Chapter 3, a simplified version of public choice 

theory, called stakeholder analysis, will be presented which can be used to analyze political 

processes. In stakeholder analysis, the goals of the powerful interest groups in a society are seen 

as the key fectors influencing the outcome of the political process. Interest group goals are thus 
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the key to determining the rules, whether explicit or not, of how telecommunications markets are 

set up and what sorts of organizations are allowed to take part in new telecommunications 

ventures. 

1.4.3 International Linkages 

A third dimension affecting the supply of telecommunications services is the 

international political and economic links in the telecommunications industry. The thinking on 

this subject generally fells into one of two perspectives: the dependency viewpoint in which 

external forces are seen as the causal fectors determining local decision-making process, or the 

'neoclassical' approach in which the decisions are made on the basis of rational-choices. 

From the dependency perspective, the world economy is divided into a developed center 

and an undeveloped or less developed periphery. Even as developing countries advance 

economically, they are still seen as being hampered by economic and technological dependence 

on developed countries for critical limiting factors such as capital, skilled labor, and technology. 

Some researchers, notably Sussman and Lent (1991), view the expansion of the global 

economy as heralding a new era of economic dependency tying less powerful developing 

countries to more technologically advanced ones. Evans (1979), for instance, argued that a three-

way alliance between the local private sector, the state and multinational capital made Brazilian 

development during the 1960s and 1970s possible. The alliance was necessary because the 

domestic capitalist class was too weak to foster local economic development by itself. 

Multinationals were necessary participants because they would provide technological inputs 

needed for development, while state participation was needed to undertake high-risk, long-term 

investments as well as to aid in the transfer and development of local technology, including R&D. 

GerefiG and Wyman (1990) and Gereffi and Korzeniewicz (1994) also present a new view 
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of dependency which they term "global commodity chains", in a process which Gereffi (personal 

communication, 1995) describes as a global perspective on the SCP paradigm described in 

Chapter 3. From this perspective, every commodity must be understood in terms of the global 

chain of parmerships that occur between developed and developing country entities to produce 

that commodity. 

Another approach to the international dimension is the bargaining approach used in 

political science. Grieco (1984), for instance, analyzed the development of the Indian computer 

industry by viewing the Indian government as an actor that sought to bargain for better terms in 

its relationship with corporate actors in the center-dominated computer industry, especially IBM. 

Grieco, Uke Evans, presents the idea that peripheral actors are not powerless, but are constrained 

by conditions emanating from the developed countries. Nevertheless, they can and do sometimes 

act to improve the terms of their economic relations with developed countries. 

A third perspective is that of Alam (1989) who analyzed the economic development 

strategies of three of the most successful economies of Asia: Taiwan, Korea and Js^an. Alam 

compares the Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI) policies, which were historically 

followed by many Latin American countries, with the Export Oriented Industrialization (EOI) 

policies of these three Asian countries. Unlike other analyses of the success of these countries of 

the "East Asian Miracle" (e.g.. World Bank, 1993), Alam's analysis is not simply a 

macroeconomic approach. Instead, he uses a political economy analysis to show that government 

interventions have been key in these countries' success at overcoming the problems of market 

feiliu-e, and increasing local producer's bargaining power and international competitiveness. 

Thus, governments can be key players in enabling domestic producers to successfiilly enter 

international markets. 

To simmiarize this section, a number of writers have now described telecommunications 
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and infonnation technologies by comparing the role of national governments in the international 

economic system. This approach is rather different from that used in this dissertation since it 

basically ignores the role of domestic Meters in policymaking. In contrast, the focus here will be 

specifically on the role which domestic factors play in policy. In the next chapter, I will review 

the literature on national telecommunications policy formation and discuss the literature on 

domestic &ctors efTecting policy formation. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

"The boiirgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of ail instruments of production, by the immensely 
gdlitated means of communication, dta^vs all, even the most barbarian nations into civilisatiorL 
The cheap prices of its commodities are the heavy artillery with which it batters down all Chinese 
walls, with which it forces the barbarians' intensely obstinate hatred of foreigners to capitulate. It 
compels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production; it compels 
them to introduce what it calls civilisation into their midst, i.e., to become bourgeois themselves. 
In one word, it creates a world after its own image." (Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The 
Communist Manifesto, 1848) 

Marx and Engels remarkable quote still retains its poignancy ISO years after its initial 

publicatiorL Yet, in spite of this anecdotal reference to the global nature of the political economy 

of telecommunications, the analysis of national telecommunications industries from a political 

economy perspective has, for the most part, only recently become a topic for academic research. 

The literatm^ on this topic is inherently interdisciplinary and includes work in a number a number 

of disciplines such as communications, economics and political science, to name but a few. In this 

chapter, I review what I believe are the most significant of the books and articles on the political 

economy of teleconununications. Creating a taxonomy of the work in this area is a slippery 

business since most authors do not fit neatly into clearly defined categories. Provisionally, 

however, I have divided the work reviewed in this chapter into the following four broad groups: 

1) Descriptive Research: Jussawalla (1993), Ure (1995), Noam, Komatsuzaki, and Conn (1994), 
and Cowhey, Aronson and Szekely (1989). The latter two are perliaps the most important 
since they provide a stage models of network development which include some discussion of 
the political and economic constraints on telecommunications network development. 

2) World Bank policy studies such as Smith and Staple, 1994a and 1994b), and Wellenius and 
Stem (1994). Although World Bank research is largely descriptive, it is based on an 
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economic perspective that provides the basis for most of the analysis included in their 
publications. 

3) Communications Research: Sussman and Lent's Transnational Communications, including 
p^rs by those writers on Singapore and Malaysia. Laurel Kermedys woric on 
telecommunications in Malaysia is also written from this perspective. 

4) Political Economists: Cowheys and Petrazzini's work on the political economy of 
telecommunications in Mexico and Argentina, Warren on the US, Japan and Australia, and 
Davies' woric on Telecom History in Europe, North America and Japan. Finally, there is Levy 
and Spiller's work on political institutions and regulatory governance. This section also 
includes a discussion of the work by Hills and Noam written shortly after the implementation 
of the Modified Final Judgement. 

2.1 Descriptive Research 

Much, if not most of the available literature on national telecom markets could be called 

descriptive case studies. This sort of work is often written by telecom professionals in the 

countries they are describing and generally does not contain any references to empirical or 

theoretical issues such as the effect of pricing or the effect of a particular maricet structure on the 

growth rate of a maricet. hi general, the idea is to discuss national telecommunications policy 

objectives along with a description of the current state of network development and plans for the 

future. Typically, this research is published as edited volumes that begin with an introductory 

section that frames the research presented. In this section, I will describe recent publications by 

four prominent writers who I feel represent some of the best work in this area. These are 

Jussawalla's Global Telecommunications Policies (1993), Ure's Telecommunicaticns in Asia 

(1995), Telecommunications in the Pacific Basin (1994) by Noam, Komatsuzaki and Conn, and 

Changing Networks: Mexico's Telecommunications Options by Cowhey, Aronson and Szekely 

(1989). 



Jussawalla (1993): Global Telecommunications Policies 

A good example of what I mean by descriptive research is Jussawalla's book. Global 

Telecommunications Policies (Jussawalla, 1993). This edited volume contains descriptions of 

telecommunications policy both by country and by region for much of the world. The book 

includes a short introduction in which four schools of regulatoiy economics are listed (but not 

described); public interest theory, the capture school, the cooperation theory and the political 

economy of deregulation. The chapters of the book include case studies on the United States, 

France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan, Canada, Australia and China along with region 

studies of Latin America, Southeast Asia and Subsaharan Afiica. The book's self-described goal 

is to: "offer a wide scope of coverage of telecommunications reforms over the 1980s" in order to 

"provide the benefits of different views of recent national and international developments in 

telecommunications policies" (Jussa\valla, 1993, p. 6). Thus, in spite of the broad set of cases 

presented, the book does not attempt to address any theoretical issues, but is clearly a descriptive 

approach to provide readers with an updated perspective on global telecorrmiunications 

developments. 

Lire (1995): Telecommunications In Asia 

John Ure is the director of the Telecommunications Research Project at Hong Kong 

University's Center of Asian Studies. His (1995) book. Telecommunications in Asia: Policy, 

Planning and Development (Ure, 1995) describes the contemporary telecom scene in Asia. It also 
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takes a descriptive approach to understanding telecom network development, lire's aim (1995, 

p. 1) is to: 

"focus on practical issues, such as policy and regulation, finance, trade-in-
telecommunications and related information and media services, and equipment supply 
and equipment standards." 

Two ideas, however, provide the underlving framework for the articles presented in this book 
(Ure, 1995, pp. 1-2): 

"The first acknowledges the common factor of the world market as a driver of 
telecommunications across the region, but argues that local conditions within each 
nation-state mediate the policy-making process, and attention must be given to this local 
context if the dynamics of Asian telecommunications is to be understood. The second 
highlights the role of local Asian capital, arguing that it is wrong to see Asian economies 
simply as large markets for Western and Japanese investment and equipment sales, and 
wrong to see Asian states as simply reacting against the invasion of Westem and 
Japanese cultural and information products, such as satellite TV. Rather, Asian states are 
encouraging a vigorous outward expansion of their own industries, meeting the Westem 
and J^anese multinationals at the regional level. The result is a volatile mixture of 
alliances and rivalries, cooperation and competition among local Asian companies 
expanding into one another's territories and forming equally volatile relationships with 
the multinationals." 

lire's worlc is also influenced by the work of two other writers. First, he cites the 

viewpoint of Huber, Kellogg and Thome (1993) that telecommunications technology is now 

being influenced by two main trends: the felling cost of switching and intelligence in the network 

on the one hand, and the renaissance in mobile communications services on the other. Second, he 

cites Noam's (1994) evolutionary stage model of network development that I discuss in the next 

section. 
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Noam, Komatsuzaki and Conn (1994): Telecommunications in the Padfic Basin 

Telecommunications in the Pacific Basin (Noam, Komatsuzaki, and Conn, 1994) is 

another example of what I consider to be descriptive research. This publication was the result of a 

joint project between Columbia University and Japan's RITE, and is mostly devoted to a 

compilation of case studies of the status of telecommunications in sixteen Pacific Basin countries. 

The book begins with an introductory section that includes the Noam article cited by Ure in the 

preceding section (Noam, 1994). Noam breaks network development into four stages as follows 

(Noam, 1994, p. 17): 

"The three (sic) stages of evolution in networks can be distinguished and will be 
discussed further 

1. The cost-sharing network. Expansion is based on the logic of spreading fixed 
costs across many participants, and increasing the value of telephone 
interconnectivity. 

2. The redistributory network. The network grows through politically mandated 
transfers among users. 

3. The pluralistic network. The uniformity of the network breaks apart because the 
interests of its numerous participants cannot be reconciled, and a federation of 
subnetworks emerges. 

4. The global network. Various domestic subnetworks stratify internationally and 
form networks that transcend territorial constraints." 

Noam's stage theory of network evolution is based on the underlying economics of 

networic growth. He sees these stages as a logical progression. In the first stage, growth is due to a 

combination of economic and technical considerations. This is followed by a period of network 

expansion based on political objectives. In the third stage of networic development, expansion is 
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characterized by the breakup of the monopoly-controlled network into separate subnets (Noam, 

1994, p. 17): 

"As the network provider succeeds in offering full service to every household, however, 
it also undermines the foundation of its exclusivity." 

Noam's stage model of network development is derived from Buchanan's theory of clubs 

(Buchanan, 1965). The theory of clubs is based on the realization that there are many classes of 

"impure pubUc" goods that are intermediate between private goods and public goods. While most 

of economics is based on thinking about "purely private" goods, that is, goods which are 

individually utilized and consumed, there are also "purely public" goods that show both nonrival 

consimiption and inexhaustabiUty. Thus, they are thought as public goods because they are 

readily shared. Examples of public goods are national defense, city paries and streedights. There 

is, however, a wide range of intermediaries between purely public and purely private goods. 

Noam sees telecommunications networks as fitting into that spectnun along with numerous other 

examples of cost-sharing arrangements such as public education, public transportation, health 

care, and electrical power and natural gas distribution networks. 

The theory of clubs can be easily understood using the example of a country club in 

which members jointly "consume" a number of semi-public goods owned by the club (e.g., the 

golf course, tetmis courts, dining fecilities, etc.). The cost flmction for this, based on the average 

cost of owning and maintain the club facilities, is convex to the abscissa. The benefit function, 

based on the value of sharing the goods with other members, is concave to the abscissa since it 

eventually starts to decline due to congestion (see Figure 2.1). For small club sizes, the costs 

exceed the benefits and there is no value for an individual to join the club. At a certain point, Nl, 

this situation changes and club members receive a net gain from the addition of each new 
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member. At some larger group size, N2, the combined effect of congestion, which lowers the 

benefit of joining the club and rising average costs moves the cost-benefit equation back to zero, 

so that further 
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Figure 2.1 Cost vs. Benefits of Club Size 
(Source: Buchanan, 1965) 

increases in total membership will decrease the value of belonging to the members. At some point 

intermediate between these two turning points, the optimal group size, N*, can be found where the 

difference between the benefit and cost functions is maximized. In theory, the club should close 

its membership once this optimal group size is attained. 

Noam's analysis of network evolution is based on the economics of clubs. A significant, 

but minor difference between telecommunications networks and clubs is that networks are more 

like public goods than clubs goods. This is because telecommunications systems are generally 

held to exhibit positive network externalities and so their benefit function is therefore seen to be 
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monotonically increasing, albeit at a declining rate. Nevertheless, the overall characteristics of the 

model are similar. Below a certain subscriber population, networic growth can only be sustained 

through an external subsidy. At a "critical mass" point however the benefits of joining the 

network exceed the costs and the network growth begins to be self-propelled. As with the growth 

of the club, however, both an optimal netvvoiic size and a second turning point exist. The optimal 

network size will be the point at which the network users, if left to their own, would close the 

network to new users. The second turning point is the networic exit point. As with the club, the 

exit point is the point at v^ch costs exceed benefits and network users can be expected to leave 

the network and form a new one. Noam points out that the universal service idea may be 

inherently flawed, since requiring a network to actually reach all possible users will likely imply 

creating a networic wiiose costs and benefits are unattractive to its users. 

In the final sections of the paper, Noam sets aside his economic model to "become more 

concrete". Noam sees telecommunications networks as undergoing several broad trends. These 

are: 

1) the saturation of basic services in the developed countries, 

2) the increasing cost of each new telephone line over the last four decades, 

3) the need for the equipment industry' to become more active in telecom and sell new 
prcxiucts since basic services are saturated, 

4) felling costs for telecommunications equipment, 

5) increases in usage levels per user, and 

6) the trend for cost curves to move upward for traditional monopoly netwoiks. 

Finally, he discusses the emergence of private networks separate from the public 

switched telephone networic and the idea that these private networics may ultimately force the 
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restructuring of global networking groups. Although today's global networks are largely confined 

to specific territories, the reasons for this are historical and political. As telecommunications 

technology continues to evolve, Noam speculates that it is likely that the current system will be 

replaced by an entirely different structure of specialized global netwoiics for groups requiring 

intensive commimications, such as multinational corporations. 

After the introductory section of the book, the rest of the book is organized according to 

Noam's network evolution model. The fourteen case studies presented in the book are placed into 

Noam's three stages of network development as follows: 

1) Network Formation (China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pacific Island nations, the Philippines 
and Thailand), 

2) Advanced Networte in Transition (Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and 
Taiwan) and 

3) Beyond Universal Service (Canada, New Zealand, Japan and the United States) 

In spite of the significance of Noam's paper, I retain the view that the book is descriptive 

since, in spite of the model presented in Noam's introductory chapter since the other research 

presented in the book is only very weakly linked to the ideas presented in his paper. Furthermore, 

while Noam's "theory of clubs" model of network development is interesting and insightful, at no 

point does he offer a hypothesis which the information presented in the rest of the book would 

test. 
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Cowhey, Aronson and Szekely (1989): Telecommunications Policy Scenarios 

Changing Networks: Mexico's Telecommunications Options by Cowhey, Aronson and 

Szekely (1989) is based on a workshop organized by these authors entitled "Mexico's 

Telecommunications Options in the World Service Maricet" held at the University of California at 

San Diego's Center for US-Mexican Studies during November 1987. The introductory article by 

Cowhey and Aronson (1989) provides a roadmap for the development of national 

teleconununications networks through a list of six models of networic development. These 

scenarios are interrelated and combine stages in development along with options for 

developmental paths. The six models are as follows: 

1. the Scarcity Model, 

2. The Cash Cow Model, 

3. The Monopoly Modernization Model, 

4. The Boutique Model, 

5. The Full Competition Model, and 

6. The Global (Regional) Communications Model. 

I have briefly sxmunarized each of these models below: 
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The Scarcity Model (SM). In countries where networks are the least developed, 

teleconununications services are typically unprofitable, highly subsidized and provided by a 

government-owned and operated monopoly. Consequently, capital for investing in network 

expansion is also scarce. Telecom planning groups have to compete with other interest groups for 

fimds to support network development but they may not have the political clout to succeed. 

Network expansion is thus limited. Special groups, such as government ministries, the military, 

state enterprises and foreign firms, which have both poUtical clout and their own sources of 

capital, may be more successful at obtaining the level of service they desire. 

The Cash Cow Model (CCM). This is an extension of the scarcity model in which the 

netwoik has grown to the point where telecommunications services are profitable, but the profits. 

are being used for other purposes. This can be expected to occur with governments that are 

themselves striped for investment fimds for other budgetary items. Cross-subsidization is also a 

prominent feature of the CCM and may include subsidization of rural telephony as well as postal 

services since posts, telephones and telegraphs have historically been organized under the same 

ministry in many countries. Key urban centers, which play a central role in national economies 

remain the main focus of network development. Although profitable, telecom firms in the Cash 

Cow Model are similar to those in the Scarcity Model in that vested interests and bureaucratic 

momentum combine to resist the restructuring of the telecom network operator into a more 

profitable enterprise. 

The Monopoly Modernization Model (MMM). At some point in network development, 

political pressures for modernization are sufiRcient to support a distinct change in national 

telecom policy to allow the monopoly telephone provider to keep and reinvest most or all of its 
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profits. This phase also includes the introduction of up-to-date technologies such as fiber-optic 

trunk lines, digital switching and transmission and ISDN. High levels of infiastructure investment 

are required for the MMM to be successful. Along with digital capacity, data communications 

and information services are provided, and these typically require lowered prices in order to 

attract a sufEciently large subscriber base. Because the political support for the MMM comes 

fi'om the reahzation that a modernized telecommunications network will stimulate the local 

economy, prices for local services are also brought down. International communications services 

remain the most profitable segment of telecom market, but some lowering of prices may occur in 

this area as well. 

The Boutique Model (BM). In this model, telecom service providers become more 

specialized as does the telecommunications services market. Like the MMM the BM involves 

heavy investment and modernization, but the Boutique Model also includes competition. The key 

feature of the Boutique Model is that the telecommunications market is partitioned into several 

segments in which the level of competition is separately determined. The Boutique Model has 

three variants that differ in how the market is partitioned and which market segments are 

competitive. The first is Basic vs. Enhanced Services in which basic services are still a monopoly 

but competition is introduced into enhanced services segments. Services Competition vs. 

Facilities Monopoly for Basic Services is a more competitive variant in which fecilities remain a 

monopoly but service providers are allowed to access them. This is analogous to the way in 

which natural gas pipelines may have a single owner and then transport the gas of several 

different private companies. The last variant is Reserved Services and Facilities in which some 

pockets still exist which are shielded fi'om competition, such as rural networics which are still too 

small for competition service provision. 
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The Full Competition Model (FCM). The Full Competition Model may come out of the 

MMM or, more likely, the BM. Like the BM, competition occurs, but in the Full Competition 

Model no differentiation occurs between different market segments. "Full competition" may still 

include restrictions on maricet entry, and so many variants exist of the FCM which are less than 

fiilly competitive. Examples of this are the maintenance of local service monopolies, oligopolies 

in international long distance and duopolies for cellular phone networic operations. 

The Global Communications Model (GCM). The previous five models deal with national 

telecom markets only, but say little about the globalization of telecommunications services. A 

new globally competitive telecommunications market is emerging, however. Under the older 

global telecom regime, monopoly providers who controlled access to their own national maricets 

derived a substantial percentage of their revenues firom their share in providing these international 

services. Now, as more and more satellites and transoceanic fiber optic cables are deployed, 

competition is increasing in international telecommunications. In response to this, large, 

developed country telecommunications companies have been forming alliances and even merging 

in order to stay ahead of the competition. Until recently, many, if not most national 

telecommunications maricets have largely been closed to foreign participation, especially in the 

case of government-owned, monopoly markets. As the pace of technological change has 

quickened, many countries have begun to open their markets to foreign investment in lcx:al 

telecommunications companies effectively drawing developing country telecommunications 

companies into these global alliances. 
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Cowhey and Aronson's scenario set can be simplified by grouping their models into three 

areas: "precompetitive", "efficient monopolies" and "competitive markets". In the 

"precompetitive" scarcity and cash cow models, the telecom organization is government-owned 

and either not profitable or the revenues fi^om network operation are not being used for netwoiic 

development, resulting in an economically inefficient operation. In the "efficient monopolies" 

stage, telecom networks are corporatized to be economically efficient, but the deadweight loss 

due to monopoly operation and the concomitant loss of consumer wel&re is still apparent. 

Finally, as markets are liberalized and competition is brought in, an eaviroimient is created which 

maximizes networic development as well as the introduction of new telecommunications 

technologies. 

2.2 World Bank Research on Telecommunications 

The World Bank has carried out an extensive program of case study research on the 

reform of telecommunications in a variety of countries using a multiple case study approach. 

World Bank researchers generally do not write about the political economy of 

telecommunications per se, since the goal of their publications tends to center on much more 

pragmatic issues of the efEcacy of development projects. Instead, their research publications tend 

to focus on performance issues firom a wholly economic perspective such as privatization and 

liberalization. In spite of the lack of analysis of local political issues, their extensive coverage of 

telecommunications issues on a worldwide basis is an important source of information on the 

status of the global telecommunications net\^'ork. 
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An example of this work is Wellenius and Stem's (1994) volume entitled Implementing 

Reforms in the Telecommunications Sector: Lessons from Experience which includes case studies 

on telecommunications reform for nearly 20 countries around the world. This volume focuses on 

economic issues, especially those surrounding efficiency of operation and performance. Two of 

the eight sections of the book, for instance, are devoted to the topic of privatization. 

Another example of World Bank research is Smith and Staple (1994b), which presents 

case studies of telecommunications reform in Mexico, New Zealand, the Philippines, Thailand, 

Singapore, and Sri Lanka. In simmiarizing their case study research on the telecommunications 

reform process in Asia, World Bank researchers made the following four recommendations in 

support of the liberalization of national telecom markets (Smith and Staple, 1994a, pp. ix-x): 

"Recent international experience and sector studies suggest that the following points are 
of utmost importance: 

1) The cost to national economies of providing only very limited or no 
telecommunications service to millions of people will be, in most cases, greater than any 
loss of economies of scale and scope from franchising new service providers. 

2) The very small base of telephones in most LICs (fewer than two lines per himdred 
persons) means that divestiture and privatization of a state-owned operator is, at best, a 
partial solution to closing the gap bet\veen demand and supply. More important than this 
"top-down" approach are likely to be "bottom-up" approaches, funded by a mix of public 
and private capital, involving new concessions to indeptendent wireline and wireless 
(cellular radio) telephone companies, build-transfer schemes, joint ventures, and revenue 
sharing contracts for transmission and switching facilities. 

3) A broadly available, mature telephone network is not a prerequisite to liberalizing 
maricet entry. To the contrary, the history of wireline and cellular service teaches that 
where telephone density is low, licensing multiple service providers is probably the best 
way to accelerate the investment necessary to create a more broadly based and mature 
national network. 

4) New services suppliers are unlikely to obtain reasonable interconnection terms from 
the incumbent operator without regulatory aid. Regulation is thus essential to foster the 
type of bottom-up investment necessary to close the telecommunications gap in Asia." 
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The four recommendations cited above provide a prime example of the World Bank's 

research focus on economic performance issues. In this case, the main idea is across the board 

support for the privatization and liberalization of telecommunications services. 

2.3 Communications Research: The Critical Perspective 

A few communications researchers have \vritten about the politics of 

telecommunications. This literature tends to be written from the 'critical perspective'. While there 

is an explicit effort to address political issues, the interaction between politics and economics 

tends not to be discussed. The critical perspective also includes a strong normative element, 

which is the reason why I have included this literature in a separate category. Laurel Kennedy, for 

example, uses a normative perspective in her research on telecommunications in Malaysia, since 

in her own words, she is looking for: "not whether or not the Malaysian telecommunications 

market is reasonably efficient but how it compares to what it could be" (Kennedy, 1995, personal 

communication via e-mail). 

Sussman and Lent (1991): Transnational Communications 

Sussman and Lent's edited volume entitled Transnational Communications (Sussman and 

Lent, 1991) use the criticai perspective to analyze telecommunications developments. This 

contrasts with what the authors refer to as the 'developmentalist approach of neoconservative 

economists' which is also sometimes referred to as the modernization perspective in the 
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dependency literature. These two approaches can be characterized as follows (Sussnian and Lent, 

1991, pp. 1-3): 

Developmentalist: Focus on Maricet mechanisms such as bairier-free information trading 
and 'getting prices right', and comparative advantage. Positivist. Based on "mathematical 
laws" of social transaction, such as rational choice, but which ignore social and historical 
contexts. 

Critical Perspective: Critical analysis based on dependency, Marxian, and world-system 
analysis fix)m a political, historical, social and cultural fiamewoiic. Rejection of'positivist 
formality*. Concerned with question of how power is ^propriated and mobilized for 
achieving interest objectives. 

In spite of these difierences in both theory and philosophy, the woiic retains its 

importance for this dissertation since it includes chapters on both Malaysia G^nt, 1991) and 

Singapore (Sussman, 1991). 

Sussman's article on Singapore attempts to present the development of Singapore's 

telecommunications infiastructures as part of a national effort to create and maintain that 

coimtry's special form of economic competitiveness, which he describes as a niche in the "New 

International Division of Information and Communication". The characteristics of this niche are 

somewhat contradictory since they include a high level of development of and investment in 

telecommunications infiastnicture, on the one hand, but the retention of an authoritarian 

government that maintains extensive political control mechanisms. Thus, in spite of the advanced 

development of telecommunications, the government maintains considerable "maricet power" on 

the spread of information in Singaporean society. 

Lent's article, on the other hand, discusses the discrepancy between ideal and reality in 

Malaysian development policies. According to Lent, while development strategists might claim 

that government policies are lowering economic inequality in Malaysia, this is not their most 
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salient feature. Instead, the central empirical of Malaysia's telecommunications industry has 

mostly helped large corporations and a selected few individuals who manage these organizations 

and who have also had the right political connections to obtain these positions. 

Kennedy: Telecommunications Policy As a Wealth Redistribution Mechanism 

Laurel Kennedy, now at Dennison University, was a Fulbright Scholar in Malaysia where 

she was affiliated with the Institute of Strategic and International Studies. Kennedy's research is 

in many ways a continuation of Lent's research brought forward in time to include developments 

in Malaysia during the late 1980s and early 1990s. Thus, while Lent's work focused on the 

liberalization of the telecommunications equipment manu&cturing market in Malaysia during the 

1970s and early 1980s, Kennedy writes about the events of the late 1980s which have included 

the privatization of Telekom Malaysia and the initial liberalization of telecommunications 

services markets in Malaysia. The essence of her perspective is (Kennedy, 1996, p. 219): 

"Rather than rationalizing dccision-making, under the auspices of liberalization and 
privatization, Malaysia has created a state regulatory bureaucracy whose actions are 
closely controlled by politicians at the level of the Ministry or the Cabinet." This 
bureaucracy fimctions to award contracts and licenses on terms which apparently have 
little to do with market competitiveness or with the economics and fimctioning of 
telecommunications markets, and much to do with the size and political ties of the firms 
involved." 

Di sutimiarizing the work of communications researchers, it is my view that while 

providing an insightful analysis of the political milieu of a country, their woik does not generally 

consider the relationship between politics and economics, but, instead focuses mainly on political 

issues alone. 
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2.4 The Political Economy of Telecommunications 

A number of writers have now published papers and books on the political economy of 

telecommunications. In this section, I discuss the writing of seven authors whose woik represents 

the major work to date in this area. For lack of a better way to organize this material, I will 

present it as what I will call a "Schumpeterian history". By this, I mean to look first at the 

historical backgroimd of the political economy of telecommunications in the developed countries, 

where these technologies were invented and first used. This is then followed by a discussion of 

the political economy of developing countries that have tended to lag behind the developed 

countries in their adoption and use of the same technologies. Thus, I begin by discussing the IQ"** 

century developments in the political economy of telecommunications in developed countries, 

followed by more recent events of the 1980s in those same countries, where the This is followed 

by a discussion of the research on the political economy of telecommunications in developing 

countries. 

Davies: Telecommunications and Politics: The Decentralized Alternative 

Andrew Davies is a British political scientist whose research began as member of the 

Science Policy Research Unit (SPRU) of the University of Sussex. His research (Davies, 1994) is 

on the economic history of telecommunications in the developed countries during two critical 

periods, which he calls "technological divides". Davies uses these case studies to shed light on 

key points concerning the development of the telecommunications industry. These include 
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Schuinpeter's approach to economic long wave theory, whether telecommunications truly 

developed as a natural monopoly, and whether or not economic forces of centralization will 

inevitably lead to the creation of highly concentrated telecommunications industrial structures. 

His central thesis is that (ibid., p.8): 

"we are living through a second technological divide in telecommunications. An 
understanding of the political options facing national governments in the period of digital 
technologies since the 1970s can be achieved by specifying the choices made in the past. 
An analysis of the conditions which led to the emergence of dominant forms of 
technology and organisation of the telephone infi'astructure during the first technological 
divide between 1876 and 1920s indicates the preconditions for the success of emerging 
alternatives in the current period." 

A technological divide occurs at the beginning of the substitution of one dominant 

technology by another, such as steam power substituting for sail in the 19"* century shipping 

industry. Technological history, then, can be broken into relatively short periods (the 'divides') in 

which experimentation and rapid technological change is occurring, followed by longer periods 

of relatively stability in which technology changes more slowly and a stable mix of economics 

and politics is maintained. 

The technological divide concept closely follows Schumpeter's economic long wave 

theory idea, and Davies uses information from his OVMI research to critique the details of 

Schumpeter's argument. For example, Schumpeter used a dichotomy analogous to the idea of a 

technological divide, namely that of primary and secondary competition (Schumpeter, 1964, 

p.3 IS). In primary competition new innovations produce fundamental economic changes by 

virtue of the &ct that the newly introduced products and processes have such a strong economic 

impact that they threaten the very existence of previous industrial forms. In secondary 

competition, by contrast, new innovations simply build upon a previously established trend. 
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Along with these two forms of competition, Schumpeter also presents the "hypothesis of New 

Firms and New Men" by which he means that new organizations will appear to drive the 

implementation of new technologies (ibid., p. 306). Davies takes this concept to mean that 

oligarchical firms in one long cycle will be replaced by completely new ones in the next. Thus, 

the early phases of each long wave are characterized by intense competition in which "an 

innovating sphere is warring with an 'old' sphere" (ibid., p. 82). Later, however, cycles of 

competition and concentration forge a new oligopoly whose products are based on new 

iimovations that are the dominant features of newly emerging industrial structures. 

Through his detailed descriptions of Europe and North America, Davies provides 

evidence that at the very least, neither the "New Firms and New Men" hypothesis nor is an 

oligarchical industrial structure inevitable in the case of telecommunications history. During the 

first technological divide in telecommunications that began in 1876, for example, Davies 

concludes that rather than economic concerns, it was the political power of the postal monopolies 

in Europe and large-scale private interests in the U.S., which led to the adoption of the monopoly 

service system. In the Nordic countries, however, telecommunications networks have had very 

different histories in which telephone service has been provided by numerous local telephone 

service providers rather than by a centralized national entity. This situation was also conmion in 

other parts of Europe during certain periods, such as Holland before World War II, Italy before 

1907, and in the municipal networks of the U.K. Thus, Davies' research on telecom challenges 

Schumpeter's concept that an oligarchy of new firms will emerge in two ways. First, he shows 

that the political power of "Old Firms" (the postal authorities) triumphed in many European 

countries, and second, he shows that in other countries a decentralized organizational structure 

prevailed under different political conditions. National telecommunications networks were not, as 

others have argued, natural monopolies, but instead were generally created through a political 
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piocess rather than through maricet competition, a process that has not been universal. This latter 

point supports what Davies views as his most important finding from a policy standpoint, that a 

monopolistic or oligarchical industry structure is by no means essential, and policies involving 

decentralized maricets should also be considered. 

This is an important revelation, given that we are now in the midst of the second 

technological divide in telecommunications, which began in the 1970s, in which analog 

technologies are being replaced by newer, digital forms of conununications. Although the 

outcome is not yet clear, the current divide has certain features that are. According to Davies, the 

most important of these features is the growth in demand for digital communications services by 

large business users. These large business users form the core of a new political alliance that also 

includes the manu&cturers of computer communications equipment and the new entrants and 

potential new entrants to the telecommunications services market. This new alliance finds itself in 

conflict with the older, more traditional alliance of telecommunications interest groups composed 

of the PTTs, the traditional telecommunications equipment manufacturers and 

teleconmiunications workers unions that stand opposed to these changes. In some countries, such 

as France and Germany, these groups have been reasonably successful at maintaining the status 

quo, or at least preventing radical change. Davies concludes that the new digital technologies 

continue to undermine the current economic status quo, so that the reason for maintaining 

national telecommimications monopolies continues to erode over time. Thus, the idea of a 

decentralized structure to telecommunications networks is, once again, becoming a more 

attractive alternative. 

Noam (1987): The Paradigm Shift in Telecommunications 
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"As in a Greek drama, the unitv- of the centralized network unravels because it reflects the 
reah'ties of the past." (Noam, 1987, p.39). 

One of the first writers to acknowledge what Davies calls the "second industrial divide" 

in telecommunications was Noam (1987). Unlike the other research reviewed in this section, 

Noam does not present case studies of any particular telecommunications network, but instead 

characterizes what he sees as a worldwide shift in organization of and thinking behind 

teleconmiunications networks. The main idea he presents is to contrast the past history of 

teleconununications monopolies with the present dramatic shift in the structure of the global 

economy. 

Noam begins by pointing out that today's monopoly telecommunications networks 

originated in European postal monopolies which begin in the early 16"" century. The entrenched 

political power of the postal monopolies enabled them to later control emergent telegraph and 

telephone technologies during the 19'*' century. The coalition supporting the monopoly structure 

of teleconmiunications has continued to grow until the present day to form what Noam refers to 

as the "postal-industrial" complex. This is made up of the government PTT as the network 

operator, teleconununications equipment manufecturers, residential and mral users, labor unions, 

the political left and the print media who received special subsidies for postal and telegraphic 

services. 

In spite of the strength of the postal-industrial complex, however, Noam argues that 

centrifugal forces are now at work which are undermining its power. These include: the 

worldwide growth of the service economy for which competitive telecommunications rates are 

essential; diseconomies of scale and scope along with user differentiation which is creating 

demand for specialized telecommunications markets to replace aspects of the single purpose. 
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monopoly networks of the past; the loss of control over user premises equipment; and the 

technological convergence of digital technologies. 

Noam then characterizes what he sees as the new main features of the emerging global 

telecommunications network that will continue to reinforce a move away fix)m the traditional 

monopoly market structure of the telecommunications network. These include: an absence of 

central control, the nonsustainability of most regulation, interconnectivity and transnationalism. 

Noam concludes by citing two technological examples; ISDN (integrated services digital 

network) and ONA (open network architecture), as reflecting the approaches to network 

development taken by the traditional telecommunications coalition in the case of ISDN versus the 

new, computer-centered interest coalition in the case of ONA. For Noam, the PTTs are the 

primary proponents of ISDN because it is their bid to incorporate the new computer-based 

teleconununicadons technologies into their networks while still maintaining as much control as 

possible over the network. It is thus no accident that ISDN standards have been the product of the 

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT), itself a cormnittee of 

the International Telecommunications Union whose membership includes most of the world's 

PTTs and other large telecom organizations. From the perspective of this global coalition, the use 

of ISDN will allow central, integrated monopoly telecommunications network providers to 

reassert their control over the network. 

The ONA concept, on the other hand, was a concept put forth by the FCC's Computer 

Inquiry HI. The idea began in 1985 as a move by the FCC to further open the public network. 

ONA's modular structure is intended to facilitate interconnection between the traditional 

telecommunications providers, their competitors and users. In spite of the inherent inefficiencies 

of moving towards an ONA-type network, Noam concludes that this is the trend of the future; i.e.. 
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away from the "absolutism of state monopoly capitalism" towards a telecommunications netwoiic 

which will "more closely resemble the rest of the economic system". 

Hills (1986): Deregulation and Liberalization's First Movers 

In Deregulating Telecoms, Hills wrote about privatization and liberalization in the "first 

mover" economies of the United States, the United Kingdom and J^an during the mid-1980s 

(FClls, 1986). Hills argued that the motive force behind these policy changes was the global 

economic recession of the 1970s and early 1980s. This slimip put the world's most advanced 

economies into a position of increased competition with one another. The decision to deregulate 

telecommunications in these countries was part of an effort to maintain or improve their 

comparative economic ctdvairtage. 

In all three of the countries Hills discusses, deregulatory ideology was based on the 

monetarist school of economic thought that argues that the source of economic weakness in 

national economies has been deficit spending. To pay for budget deficits, governments often 

borrow from private maricets, which forces up interest rates and uses funds that would otherwise 

go into the private sector ventures. Alternatively, some governments simply print more money, 

which causes inflation, since that newly printed money does not correspond to any newly created 

value in the economy. For monetarists, the solution is to downsize government by reducing the 

size and number of government programs and by privatizing government-owned enterprises. 

These actions will lower interest rates as governments lower their demand for capital. As more 

capital is made available for investment, economic growth will also occur. 

The privatization and liberalization of telecommunications is a vital part of this process 

since it takes the government out of a strategically important sphere of economic activity. A 
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competitive telecom maiket plays a key role in creating comparative advantage for a national 

economy by opening the telecommunications market to new products and services aimed at 

meeting corporate needs. 

Of the three countries, the UK underwent the most radical political change during the 

1980s. At the time, Thatcherism was at its height, and there was strong support for telecom 

reform by business. In the two decades leading up to the 1979 election that brought the Thatcher 

government to power, the British Post Office had lagged significantly behind most other 

developed countries both in the provision of telephone services and in the introduction of new 

technologies. In addition, inter-city and international trunk calling rates were kept high in order to 

keep the telecommunications network profitable. By the time the Conservatives were elected to 

government, the idea of privatizing and liberalizing telecommunications had gained support 

amongst the business community based on the promise of cheaper pricing and improved quality 

of service, both of which had been problematic in the recent past The forces that stood against 

that change, the labor unions and government workers, especially those at British Telecoms, were 

historical supporters of the Labor Party. Thus, the interest groups that resisted political change in 

the telecommunications industry were simply out of power at the time and unable to influence 

policy. The 1982 announcement by the British government that BT would be privatized, for 

example, was made without prior notification to BT itself. Later, in 1985, the British government 

also moved to license a second competitor for basic services, the Mercury group, while neither 

the US nor Japan has yet to liberalize their basic services markets. 

The US action to deregulate and liberalize telecommunications fell more or less midway 

between the British and Japanese changes. It should be noted that the Reagan Presidency, while 

resetting the agenda for national political debate, had serious limits on its ability to make policy, 

since Congress was still controlled by the Democratic Party. This limited the extent to which 
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telecom liberalization and deregulation could take place. This is likely why the structural changes 

that occurred in the US telecommunications industry during the early 1980s occurred outside of 

Congress. The two best known cases of this were the Modified Final Judgement, implemented in 

1984, which came fi-om the judiciary, and the FCC's 1982 Computer Inquiry II decision, which 

differentiated basic and enhanced services, effectively deregulating the latter. 

The J^anese move to reform its telecom market was, in many ways, the most modest 

compared to either the US or the UK. The Japanese reform included two main planks: the 

liberalization of the international calling maricet and the privatization of NTT. This is due to three 

interrelated &ctors. First, since World War II, the Liberal Democratic Party has dominated the 

Japanese political system. In spite of the relative weakness of any one political administration in 

Jstpan, the overall parliamentary coalition has been remarkably stable. Second, unlike the US or 

the UK, Japan's computer industry and its telecommunications equipment manu&cturing industry 

are primarily composed of the same companies, called the "denden" &mily consisting of Fujitsu, 

Hitachi, Mitsubishi Denki, Oki and Toshiba (Nambu, 1994). Thus much of the inherent conflict 

in telecommunications {}olicy which exists in most advanced countries is absent in the Japanese 

case. Finally, the J^ianese economy boomed all during the 1980s. Thus, unlike the US or the UK, 

the political economy of Japan has not changed dramatically over the last two decades, and 

basically the same coalition of interest groups are supporting the same political parties. Radical 

change of the economy is simply not possible in such a political climate, only modest change. 

In her conclusion. Hills pointed out a few similarities between the British and J^)anese 

cases. In both cases, an oligopoly of equipment manu&cturers sold their products to the PTT. 

R&D at these organizations lagged considerably behind the international market and little or no 

effort was made to export telecommunications products. 

In all three countries the winners and losers of policy changes were essentially the same. 
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Along with the equipment manufacturers, the PTT itself along with the telecommunications 

woricers were potentially the biggest losers in policy change. In the US, the situation was 

different, since AT&Ts extensive R&D effort kept its products at the forefront of the global 

telecom market. Also, AT&T had an export program. Hills saw the winners of the policy changes 

as the laige user companies, along with telecom equipment companies that were previously kept 

out of the domestic PTT maricet. Like Noam (1987), Hills also saw the computer industry as a 

key interest group in supporting the deregulation of telecommunications in order to allow fiuther 

development of data communications networks. 

Beyond considering the internal political dynamics of the three first mover countries. 

Hills also discussed how technological shifts in the global economy were changing international 

telecommunications traffic which had increased not only in volume but also in character as 

demand for high speed data communications services has also increased. Along with this shift, 

the structure of the international telecommunications market also began to shift, as was already 

apparent at the time of Hills' book. Previously, settlements for international telecommunications 

were based on agreements between consortia of national carriers and voice communications were 

the main focus of telecommunications services. By the mid-1980s, however. Hills saw that 

system as changing to one driven by the demand by large corporate users for international data 

communications services, users who had the political and economic clout to press for the 

implementation of a more open and competitive provision of telecommunications services 

worldwide. Hills viewed the liberalization of satellite communications as an important avenue 

for quickly providing a means to bypass the undersea cable networks that have been historically 

controlled by consortia of large telecommunications firms. Finally, Hills also noted that the 

global convergence of telecommunications and computer commimicadons was also creating 
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opportunities for innovative manufacturers in both sectors who wished to produce new products 

for a broader, unified maiket. 

Warren (1996): Political Economy of Telecommunications Services Trade and 
Investment Policy 

Tony Warren of the Australian National University did a comparative study on 

investment policies and the liberalization of telecommunications in the United States, Japan, and 

Australia (Warren, 1996). The paper focuses on the forces that resist the opening up of 

telecommunications markets. The central question he asks is (p.2): 

"why is it that even in countries which have liberalised many aspects of their 
teleconmiimications industry, certain parts of the industry retain restrictions on foreign 
service providers?" 

Warren places the forces seeking to have an affect on the outcome of policy into two 

categories; statist, that is, the power of the state to influence the outcome of the political process, 

and interest groups, groups outside of the government who have a stake in the political process. In 

interest groups theories, policy is the outcome of political competition between interest groups 

while policy makers are seen as "disinterested arbiters of these competing forces" (p.5). Examples 

of interest groups discussed by Warren include labor unions, equipment manu&cturers, 

incumbent telecom providers and new service providers. Industry actors are seen as likely to 

lobby for trade barriers if they feel that their position is threatened by international competition. 

In the case of foreign investment, reaction is expected to be mixed, depending on whether the 

interest group will be helped or hurt by the participation of the foreign partner or not. 
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Statist explanations focus on the role of the state as an independent power base in policy 

making. Thus, state actors' policy goals are seen to emanate from within the state apparatus itself 

rather than being seen as the product of outside forces. Examples of statist policy objectives that 

might result in resistance to liberalization of telecommunications are national security, the 

protection of national culture, and protection of the less fortunate within society. 

Warren goes on to remaric that statist and interest group explanations of the policy 

making process overlap and that, in fact, cases of successful resistance to liberalization woiild 

^pear to be the product of a coalescence of state actors and interest groups to stop or slow the 

liberalization process. 

In his three cases. Warren describes the historical details of liberalization such as bow the 

categorization of services in each of his study countries has changed over time. In each case, a 

process of differentiating what are termed basic versus enhanced services as well as 

differentiating local versus long distance or international services has occurred. 

Warren's conclusion is that there are two main stakeholders behind protectionist policy 

making: uncompetitive but politically powerful interest groups and state actors motivated by 

policy objectives which run counter to free trade and open investment rules. 

Petrazzlni's Research on Argentina and Mexico 

Petrazzini's (1995) research is on the political economy of telecommunications reform in 

less developed countries and represents one of the most detailed efforts to date in this area. 

Petrazzini's goal (1995, pp. 5-6) was to use the comparative method to illuminate the question of 

why some countries were able to privatize their state-owned telecommunications enterprises 

while others failed to do so. To answer this question, Petrazzini presents detailed case studies for 
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Mexico and Argentina followed by more cursor\- descriptions of privatization in eight other 

developing countries. The Mexican and Argentine cases were selected because of their relative 

contrast In die Mexican case, political power is concentrated in a strong, autonomous Presidency, 

while in Argentina power has generally been less autonomous and more difiused within the 

Argentine political system, even during the recent period of military rule. 

Since the end of the Mexican Revolution in 1920, Mexico has been ruled by the Partido 

Revolucionario Institucional (PRI). Political power is concentrated in the President, who is also 

the head of the PRI. Although pluralism does exist, the PRI-controiled Mexican State dominates 

nearly every possible form of potential opposition to its rule, such as the judiciary, the mass 

media, labor unions, business interests and opposition political groups. In spite of the potential 

disadvantages of such an autocratic political s>'stem, the high level of political stability created by 

this system has also produced long periods of steady economic growth. Between 1960 and 1976, 

for instance, annnal GDP economic growth in Mexico averaged 6.6 percent and this figure 

increasedto 8.4 percent between 1977 and 1981. 

The Mexican State has historically been large and interventionist and extensively 

involved in the Mexican economy. Thus, as the Mexican economy has expanded the role of the 

Mexican government in that economy has also grown. By 1982, there were 1,155 state-owned 

enterprises in Mexico, which constituted 15% of GDP. The dramatic decline in international oil 

prices in the early 1980s produced a long economic crisis in the Mexican economy that forced 

that country's government to rethink its economic policy. While the PRI maintained its grip on 

political power, the crisis forced the Mexican government to take steps to stimulate fiuther 

economic growth, including a program to privatize state-owned enterprises. Between 1983 and 

1992,81% of Mexico's state-owned enterprises were privatized, including the state-owned 

telecommunications company, Telmex. 
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Telmex was originally created in 1948 out of two foreign-owned firms that dominated the 

Mexican teleconmiunications services market, Mexeric, owned by Sweden's Ericsson, and 

Mextelco, owned by ITT. Originally, both Ericsson and ITT were minority partners in Telmex, 

but these foreign partners eventually sold out to Mexican investors during the 1950s. Later, in 

1972, the Mexican government became the majority shareholder of Telmex. Average annual 

growth in the telephone network was nearly 13% during the early 1970s. During the 1980s 

efforts were made to modernize the network, partly as a consequence of the destruction of the old 

network due to the 1985 earthquake, and partly in response to demands of the business 

community, especially from firms operating along the US-Mexican border. Telmex was 

profitable, though hampered by government policies requiring rural cross-subsidization programs, 

low tarifife levels for local services, and high tax rates. 

The Salinas Presidency, which began in 1989, brought into power a mmiber of politicians 

who supported fiuther economic liberalization of the Mexican economy, including the 

privatization of profitable state-owned enterprises such as Tehnex. The decision to privatize 

Telmex was based on three factors. First, the privatization of Telmex was meant to be a signal 

demonstrating the Mexican govenunent's commitment to economic reform. Second, as one of 

Mexico's largest corporations, the fiinds produced from the Telmex sale would be valuable in 

reducing the government's high debt burden, while simultaneously enhancing the attractiveness of 

the Mexican capital market. Third, the privatization of Telmex was but a first step towards the 

liberalization of Mexican telecommunications so as to ensure the rapid growth of telecom 

infiastructure. 

In Argentina, by contrast, political power has been much more difriised and much less 

stable. Even under military junta, which ruled be^veen 1976-1983, conflicts existed between 

different branches of the Argentine government. Although attempts were made to privatize 
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ENTel, the Aigentine PTT, under the military junta in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and again 

under the Alfonsin regime, which rxiled Argemina from 1983-1989, but both these efforts foiled. 

A third effort, under the Presidency of Carlos Menem, coupled with special conditions, eventually 

led to the privatization of ENTel in 1992. 

Petrazzini views Argentina's highly charged and fractious political system as the root 

cause preventing the privatization of Argentine telecommunications. In fact, the eventual 

privatization was only possible because the Argentine Congress gave the Menem government 

special powers to privatize telecommunications. This allowed the Argentine administration to 

create conditions similar to those which existed in Mexico during its privatization efforts, namely, 

a politically independent body charged with privatization of telecom which was both autonomous 

of and insulated from Argentina's contentious political environment. Even so, a key goal of the 

effort to reform telecom, the introduction of liberalized maricets, had to be abandoned in order to 

create broad enough support to prevent the privatization effort from being derailed during the 

implementation phase. 

In addition to these cases, Petrazzini also describes the telecom reform experiences in a 

number of other countries. With regard to the privatization process, he compares conditions in 

Thailand, Colombia, South Africa and Uruguay, where privatization failed, with those in 

Malaysia, Chile, Jamaica and Venezuela, where privatization succeeded. For Petrazzini, the key 

variable in the success of privatization was the existence of a powerful, autonomous government. 

Although he does not go into much detail in this, it is worth noting that the stakeholders arrayed 

against privatization typically included labor. In fact, labor's opposition to privatization occurred 

in three of the four feUed cases (Thailand, Colombia and South Africa). Furthermore, in two of 

the successful cases (Jamaica and Venezuela) the govermnent explicitly addressed the potential 

opposition of labor unions by giving workers shares in the newly privatized company. This action 
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undermined potential worker opposition to privatization by creating conditions for the woricers to 

benefit from the sale of the telecommunications operator. 

Petrazzini's main finding was that closed political systems are more conducive to reform 

than open participatory ones. Information presented in his two main case studies, Mexico and 

Argentina, supports this idea. In his conclusion, Petrazzini (1995, p. 193) states that; 

"... the achievement of privatization is strongly linked to the nature of local political 
institutions, the dynamics between the state and civil society, and the distribution of 
political power within the state itself. Countries with a long tradition of concentration of 
political power in the executive and of state insulation from civil society — such as 
Mexico and Malaysia — find a smooth road to reform. Those countries in which states are 
vulnerable to the pressures and demands of civil society, or which suffer from Icick of 
vertical integration in the state ~ such as Argentina and Thailand — encoimter a rocky trip 
towards reform and often never reach their destination." 

Deja Vu: Cowhey (1994) on Argentina and Mexico 

Curiously, Cowhey wrote a paper with the same title as Petrazzini's book which also 

discusses the politics of privatizing telecommunications in Mexico and Argentina (Cowhey, 

1994). Unlike Petrazzini, Cowhey is less concerned with the success of the privatization effort but 

instead seeks to explain the allocation of property rights as an outcome of the political process. 

He begins by recognizing the forgotten role of politics in policy formation (ibid. p. 546): 

"It is vital, however, to be aware of the ways in which the political roots of the current 
telecommunications system have been lost from sight. Today, countries are faced by new 
choices over the organization of their teleconmiunications system. A simple investigation 
of the elasticities of supply and demand, the optimal pricing system, or the best plan for 
the development of new regulation fails to appreciate many of the forces tiiat will decide 
the next form of organization for national and global communications systems." 

Cowhey begins his analysis of the privatization of telecommunications services by 
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considering the perspective of the main constituency for change. He presents the idea that large 

business users of telecom services provide the strongest political support for restructuring the 

teleconmiunications network because they have the greatest need to see new investments made in 

bringing the telecommunications netv^'ork up-to-date and seeing advanced services, especially 

data services, provided at affordable rates. 

The structure of a country's political system can also have major policv' implications. 

Three examples of this are whether the political system is presidential or parliamentary, the 

electoral system, and the degree of federalism. In a parliamentary system the government must 

support the political will of the majority, but in a presidential system there is a division of power 

between the legislative and executive branches of government. Parliamentary systems can 

therefore be expected to implement policy in a more coordinated and less contradictory manner. 

The system of voting can also have an effect on policy. While single constituency, winner-take-

all systems are the most common, other electoral systems do exist. In Japan, for example, voters 

have a single vote, but three to five members of the Diet are elected fi-om each district. This tends 

to result in Diet members being elected by minority constituencies. Finally, the degree of 

federalism tends to decentralize the decision-making process causing policy issues to be decided 

upon at both the national and state or provincial levels. 

In the case of Mexico, Cowhey, like Petrazzini, notes the power of the state over virtually 

any possible form of opposition. For Cowhey, the unusual characteristic of the Mexican telecom 

privatization exercise was the &ct that the PRI- government was not only able to dramatically 

change its policies essentially from one end of the political spectrum to the other, but that this met 

with almost no opposition. 

Cowhey's description of the Argentine privatization experience differs from Petrazzini's 

in that he brings in several important details of the Argentine political scene at the time of the 
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privatization. First, be acknowledges that the sale of the national telecommunications operator to 

foreign interests, while a big step in any countrj', did make sense in the Argentine context. The 

Argentine telecom operator was a notoriously poor service provider and losing money, a situation 

duplicated many times over by numerous equally inefBcient state-owned enterprises in Argentina, 

which controlled nearly half of the economy. The resulting political landscape was that of a large, 

heavily indebted and inefBcient state producing high levels of inflation. The sale of state-owned 

enterprises to consortia in which the majority were foreign investors held the dual promise of debt 

relief along with the rapid influx of much needed technical expertise for Argentina's outmoded 

telecommunications network. The particular circumstances of privatization also included ENTel's 

breakup into two separate providers, Telco Norte and Telco Sur, which would also allow 

performance to be benchmaiked between the two service providers. 

Finally, while Petrazzini viewed the privatization effort on the part of the Alfonsin 

govenmient as a feilure, Cowhey's perspective is that this was simply a delay. Both Alfonsin's 

Radical Party and Menem's Peronistas had the goal of privatizing ENTel, but once the Radical 

Party lost its legislative majority, the Peronista Part\' decided to defer its support for the 

privatization effort until after the 1989 presidential and legislative elections. 

Levy and Spiller (1996): Political Institutions and Regulatory Governance 

Levy and Spiller's research compares the political and social institutions, regulatory 

structures and the economic performance of the telecommunications operators in Jamaica, the 

United Kingdom, Chile, the Philippines, and Argentina. Thus, their study essentially focuses only 

on democratic societies. These author argue that: 
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"the credibility and effectiveness of a regulatory frameworic, and so its ability to 
encourage private investment and support efficiency in the production and use of 
services, vary with a country's political and social institutions. Performance can be 
satis&ctory under a wide range of regulatory procedures, so long as three complementary 
mechanisms are in place to restrain arbitrary administrative action: substantive restraints 
on discretionary actions by the regulator, formal or informal restraints on changing the 
regulatory system, and institutions to enforce the restraints." (Levy and Spiller, 1996, 
p.l). 

Levy and Spiller view regulation as a design problem with two components; regulatory 

incentives and regulatory governance. They point out that the literature on regulation has 

focussed almost exclusively on the issues surrounding regulatory incentives to the nearly 

complete exclusion of regulatory governance issues. For Levy and Spiller, however, 

understanding when regulation succeeds and when it &Is is very largely determined by what the 

institutional structure of a country as much as the quality of the regulatory incentives in place. 

They examine five fiictors, which they consider to be important in understanding regulatory 

governance: 

1) Legislative and executive institutions 

2) Judicial institutions. Are the courts independent? 

3) Custom and other informal but broadly accepted norms 

4) The character of the contending social interests 

5) The country's administrative capabilities 

Levy and Spiller's five cases studies &11 into three categories: traditional parliamentary 

systems (Jamaica and the United Kingdom), the archetypal presidential system (Chile), and rent-

seeking presidential systems (Argentina and the Philippines). In addition, in two of the cases 
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considered, Jamaica and Chile, the regulator\' structure was changed twice during their recent 

history. 

The traditional parliamentary systems of Jamaica and the United Kingdom are 

characterized by a two-party political system so the majorit>' party has an absolute majority in 

parliament. The two parties have alternated in power as well, as the political balance within the 

country shifts. In addition, a key restraining factor on administrative excess in these countries is 

the existence of a strong, independent judiciary. 

In Chile, according to Levy and Spiller, a strong presidency coexists with weak political 

parties, as well as with a strong, independent judiciary. Consequently, the Chilean parliament has 

been ruled by coalitions and the power in the political system has tended to focus on the 

presidency. Nevertheless, the existence of a strong, independent judiciary has provided a restraint 

on administrative excess, even during the Pinochet dictatorship. 

Although Argentina and the Philippines both modeled their political systems after the 

United States, they have also experienced extended periods of extraconstitutional rule, such as the 

Argentine junta and the Marcos dictatorship during the 1970s and 1980s. During these periods 

authority became concentrated in the upper echelons of the presidential administration and the 

lack of respect for each country's traditional institutions produced an ineffective government 

which resulted in a judiciary which lacked independence. 

Levy and Spiller conclude that the existence of the three forms of restraint on 

administrative excess, substantive restraints, restramts on changing the system and enforcement 

restraints have been responsible for creating an environment for high economic performance in 

Chile, Jaxnaica and the United Kingdom. 

In the remaining two cases, Argentina and the Philippines, Levy and Spiller conclude that 

the lack of restraints on administrative excess, especially the lack of respect for judicial 
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independence, have been responsible for the poor performance of these countries' 

telecommunications networks. 

2.5 Summarizing the Literature 

In Figure 2.2,1 have summarized nine of the articles and books reviewed in this chapter. 

This literature has a few noteworthy characteristics. For instance, even though a large fiaction of 

the world's population is still governed by autocratic regimes, the extant literature does not 

address the topic of telecom reform under non-democratic conditions. While democratic 

institutions would appear to be functioning well in some regions, such as Europe, Latin America 

and the Caribbean, in others, such as East Asia, where the research in this dissertation is focused, 

autocratic government continues to be the most common form of government. 

Another trend in this literature, which differs from the approach in this dissertation, is the 

lack of development of a stakeholder approach. In general, stakeholders are discussed in passing, 

but their identity, goals and influence on policy making is not made clear. Perhaps the most 

notable exceptions to this are Noam (1987) and Hills (1986) who explicitly cite the key 

stakeholders in their analysis. Thus, a stakeholder approach, such as that presented in the next 

ch^ter, will represent a significant contribution to understanding the mechanics of global 

telecommunications reform. 
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Author(s) Geographic Focus Research Focus Research Question 
Noam (1994) General Discussion. 

No specific research 
focus. 

Presents a Stage Model of 
Networic Evolution based on 
Buchanan's Theory of Clubs 

Model Presentation; No 
Specific Research 
Hypothesis 

Cowley and 
Aronson (1989) 

General Discussion. 
No specific research 
focus. 

Presents Six Network 
Development Models 
(Scenarios). 

No Research Hypothesis, 
provides a taxonomy of 
observable networics. 

Davies (1994) Europe, North 
America, Japan for 
both 19*^ and 20*^ 
century telecom cases 

How telecom networks 
became controlled by postal 
monopolies in some 
countries while in others 
thev did not. 

Are telecom monopoly 
networic providers the 
only solution? 

Noam (1987) Global Describes the global shift of 
thinking on the optimal 
network structure firom a 
monopoly to competitive 
markets 

What will be the 
characteristics of the 
newly emerging global 
telecom regime? 

Hills (1986) Japan, the United 
Kingdom and the 
United States 

Describes the background 
leading to telecom 
deregulation in 'first mover* 
countries 

Who were the winners 
and losers behind 
telecom policy changes 
and how does technology 
and economic 
considerations effect 
policy outcomes? 

Warren (1996) Australia, Japan and 
the U.S. 

Statist versus interest group 
explanations of the 
policymaking process. 

What parts of the telecom 
industry retain 
restrictions on foreign 
service providers? 

Petrazzini 
(1995) 

Argentina and 
Mexico. Brief 
descriptions of 
severd others 

Why does privatization 
succeed and why does it 
fail? 

Do countries with highly 
concentrated power 
structures succeed in 
reform telecom more 
fiequently than those 
with decentralized power 
structures? 

Cowhey (1994) Argentina and 
Mexico 

Do different political 
structures effect telecom 
reform outcomes? 

How does politics effect 
post-reform ownership 
patterns? 

Levy and 
Spmer(1995) 

Argentina, Chile, 
Jamaica, the 
Philippines and the 
United Kingdom 

Focus on Political 
institutions and regulatory 
structures 

Is an independent 
judiciary the key to 
creating a high level of 
economic performance? 

Figure 2.2 Summary of the Political Economy of Telecommunications Literature. 
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Chapter 3. Stakeholders-SCP: A Framework for Analyzing 
National Telecommunications Markets 

Man has almost constant occasion for the help of his brethren, and it is in vain for him to expect it 
from their benevolence only. He will be more likely to prevail if he can interest their self-love in 
his favor, and show them t^t it is for their own adv^tage to do for him what he requires of them. 
Whoever offers to another a bargain of any kind, proposes to do this; Give me that which I want, 
and you shall have this which you want, is the meaning of every such offer; and it is in this 
manner that we obtain fiom one another the far greater part of those good ofGces which we stand 
in need of" (Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 1776) 

3.1 Combining the Politicai and Economic Dimensions 

Current econoniic discussions on telecommunications tend to focus on neoclassical 

economic concepts such as what are the optimal organizational and market structures needed to 

produce efBcient network operation. Real world networks, however, generally do not conform to 

the neoclassical model. While economic models provide valuable insights into many aspects of 

the operation of telecommunications maricets, an economic perspective by itself does little to 

explain why deviations from a neo-classical model of network development are so commonly 

observed. 

Around the world, telecommunications is or was until very recently a monopoly, 

typically a government department or government-owned corporation. Over the last decade, 

however, in country after country this monopoly has been replaced by a new market structure. 

Often, the govenunent creates a regulatory c^ency to oversee the telecommunications industry 

that has been restructured into a more competitive form. The first step typically involves 

privatizing the government-owned monopoly. Later, the market is opened to new entrants. 

Typically, telecom services with relatively low entry costs, such as cellular telephony, become 

competitive sooner while market segments with higher entry costs, such as basic service 
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providers, are made competitive less frequently, if at all. 

While these actions are in line with World Bank recommendations, there is still a lot of 

resistance to the conversion process, and plans to privatize and deregulate a nation's 

telecommunications maiket often need to be changed or are even derailed entirely. This chapter 

presents a model for ^^y this should be. In short, the decision-making process behind policy 

formation is not developed through a normative process of what is Tiest' for the coimtry. Rather, 

each coimtry contains a number of special interest groups, including those within the government 

itself that work hard to influence how the telecommunications industry is privatized and 

regulated. 

Before further elaborating on the privatization process, I will briefly review the first 

principles involved in this analysis: the concept of exchange, the Structure-Conduct-Performance 

fiiamework of industrial economics, the theory of Public Choice, and stakeholder analysis. 

3.2 First Principles 

Much of economics is developed from two relatively simple concepts: self-interest as the 

basis for decision-making, and the idea that economic transactions are based on mutual benefits 

to the parties involved. Economic theor>' then emerges from the concept of self-interested, 

rational actors who make exchange decisions, called "Pareto improving" moves, based on making 

self-interested gains through exchange. A Pareto improving "move" occurs when, as a result of an 

exchange, ±e actor finds him/herself in an improved position, usually with regard to that actor's 

utility function, after the exchange. Only one further ingredient is missing, an objective function 

which defines self-interest. Objective functions vary depending on the situation one is 

considering. For consiimer behavior, 'utility maximization' is the objective function, though some 

economists see individuals as 'satisficers' who seek to achieve satis^ctory aspiration levels even 
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though these may aot involve maximizing anything. In industrial economics, the focus of 

behavior is the firm whose objective function is the maximization of profit. Public choice theory 

is also a bit different, since it combines the two objective functions just described (for voters and 

firms, respectively) with that for politicians who seek to optimize their popularity in order to be 

reelected. 

3.3 Industrial Economics: Firms and Production Costs 

The idea of Pareto improving moves described in the previous section explains what 

motivates two economic actors to exchange money for goods and services, but it is not enough, 

by itself to explain how markets work. In addition, it is necessary to understand what happens 

when those same economic actors compete under various conditions, especially with regard to 

their production costs. 

A fundamental concept for this is Coase's theory of the firm (Coase, 1937). The central 

idea of Coase's theory is that, under some conditions, it is more efficient to suppress the price 

mechanism of the market than to go to the trouble of searching for and arranging the optimal 

provider and transaction. Thus, firms operate as centers of coordinated activity where the constant 

pricing of transactions is replaced by the relatively efficient actions by salaried employees 

directed by management. This system of coordination also supports the perspective that firms, 

within limits, are "superindividuals", acting to maximize their profits. Two important limits are 

the feet that some organizations have goals other than profit maximization, and the principal-

agent problem in which the goals of agents, such as employees, are seen as being different fi^om 

those of the principals that engage them. 

Industrial economics takes this idea of the firm as a superindividual and extends it to 

seeing firms as economic actors that compete amongst one another in maricets with the goal of 
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maximizing profit. A widely accepted economic fi-amework used to discuss these concepts is the 

stracture-conduct-perfonnance (SCP) ftamework of industrial organization. The central idea 

behind the SCP paradigm is that the three parameters of the fi-amework interact to produce the 

different market conditions that we see around us. For example, the size and number of 

competitors in a market, along with their production costs, will lead to differences in the conduct 

of the actors and in the performance of those markets. 

In the case of the telecommunications industry, two different economic arguments have 

been used to describe the optimal maiicet structure of telecommunications, either as a national 

monopoly or a competitive market. These two possibilities lie at opposite ends of the economic 

spectrum. One the one hand, a national monopoly would have the advantage of reaping all of the 

economies of scale and scope from having the entire network operated by the same company. On 

the other hand, however, an open, competitive market encourages the lowest possible prices and 

the r^id introduction of new products and services. 

Before moving on to discuss the idea of the natural monopoly versus competitive 

markets, I want to first review two aspects of the limits to Coase's theory of the firm. The first is 

the principal-agent problem where the issue of what the limits are to agents, such as employees, 

acting in the interests of their principals (employers). The second is the topic of privatization in 

which the gains in efiSciency are generally achieved, when a government organization is 

privatized even though that firm continues to operate as a monopoly. 

3.3.1 The Prindpal-Agent Problem 

An important concept in considering the policymaking process is the principal-agent 

problem (See e.g., Zajac, 1995, pp. 55-66). In many political or economic situations an agent is 
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empowered to act in someone else's name. Examples, such as employer-employee relations, 

political parties and their leaders, or government agencies that are given a specific mandate to 

carry out, are a ^miliar part of the landscape of our lives. 

The problem is that instead of carrying out his or her actions in the best interests of the 

principal, the agent can be expected to act according to his or her own best interest. Examples of 

this occur when principals and agents might prefer different levels of risk-taking, when there is an 

information asymmetry between the agent and principal due to the differences in the information 

each has access to, and when the combination of incentives of the agents are insufi^^cient to 

motivate them meet their assigned tasks. 

Two common phenomenon relevant to the topic of telecommunications reform which can 

be viewed from a Principal-Agent perspective are what might be termed "the leadership problem" 

and regulatory capture. By the leadership problem, I am referring to the divergence between the 

interests of the leader and the group he or she represents. Consequently, one would expect the 

leadership of an organization to make decisions that correspond more closely to their interests as 

opposed to the interests of the groups they represent. Nepotism and fevoritism of all sorts can be 

seen from this perspective. 

The idea of regulatory capture can also be related to the Principal-Agent problem. 

Governments typically set up special independent agencies to monitor regulated industries such 

as telecommunications. Even though their mandate is oversight, these agencies must wodc closely 

with the industries they are set up to oversee through some sort of inspection and/or review 

process. Furthermore, the main source of employees for such regulatory bodies with the 

appropriate expertise is from the industry being regulated. This close relationship and repeated 

exposure to firms in the regulated industry can produce all sorts of coalitions between the two 

groups that can then undermine the regulatory process. 
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Inherent in all Principal-Agent problems is the issue of monitoring in which the principal 

invests in additioiial resources to ensure that the agent is complying with the principal's manHatp; 

The problem with monitoring, however, is that it can be of limited effectiveness, or it involves 

costs that are significant enough to alter the economics of the original contract. 

Perhaps the most important approach to resolving situations in which Principal-Agent 

effects are seen is the concept of incentive compatibility. Incentive compatibility is the idea of 

structuring an agent's incentives so that they are compatible with the principal's goals. Perhaps the 

best example of this is where woricers are paid according to a piece rate versus an hourly rate. In 

such cases, the incentives of the worker (who is the agent) have been restructured to be more 

compatible with the goals of the principal. In an effort to create more efiScient economic systems, 

many regulatory economists now support the view that the free market is the "mother of all 

incentive-compatible institutions", and for that reason, support the idea of unregulated markets in 

telecommimications (Zajac, personal communication). 

3.3.2 Privatization 

Privatization can be seen as a special case of the principal-agent problem. Government-

owned companies and organizations are often given contradictory mandates, and the workers 

incentives may have little to do with producing efficient operation. Removing these disincentives 

to efficient operation is one of the main reasons for privatizing government organizations, such as 

telecommunications departments. Govenunent telecommunications departments typically make 

efGciency gains if they privatize, since there is often no incentive to efGcient operation until a 

profit motive is introduced as the telecommunications entity's organizational goal. There are a 

variety of reasons for this, but they are mostly due to the &ct that a government agency is subject 

to various constraints on operating in an economically efficient manner. Once privatized. 
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however, it is typically freed of many of these. A recent World Bank publication (Galal and 

Shirley, 1994, p. 5) in reviewing that organi2ation's research into the privatization process cited 

the advantages of privatization as follows: 

• increased investment 

• a rise in prices towards levels which reflect scarcity values 

• greater productivity thanks to managerial effort 

• better marketing and diversification 

• the freedom to shed excess labor 

It should be kept in mind, however, that there is a strong political dimension to the 

privatization process that will effect the outcome of privatization effort more or less 

independently of the economic benefits of privatization. 

3.4 Natural Monopolies versus Competitive Markets 

True natural monopolies occur under special conditions in which the production cost 

curve for an industry naturally leads to a monopoly market because of the greater economies of 

scale and scope for a large firm. In theory, a natural monopoly is the outcome of market 

competition under those special circumstanccs. Just how "natural" a natural monopoly is, 

however, is another issue, since so-called natural monopolies are often only natural in the sense 

that those industries, such as telecommunications, seem to have been a natural targets for the 

creation of a politically-mandated monopoly structure. 

A monopoly market has two main features. First, there is only one firm operating in the 
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maricet, and high barriers to entry exist which prevent other firms firom entering the market. 

Examples of entry barriers are: patents, that give the firm inventing a product or process exclusive 

rights to produce or use it, high start-up costs, which can discourage or prevent potential 

competitors from entering a maricet, and limited access to resources, such as the ownership of a 

natural resource by a single firm, as in the control exerted on the diamond market by de Beers. 

To make a profit, a firm must offer some product or service, which can be described by 

some production fimction, which depicts the costs of producing various quantities of the goods 

which that firm sells. Two important cost curves are the marginal cost fimction (MC), which is 

the cost of producing each additional unit, and the average cost fimction (AC), which is the cost 

per unit divided by the number of goods produced. When graphed together, these two cost curves 

typically produce a pitchfork shape, instantly recognizable to economists. The average cost curve 

is usually U-sh^ed, which means that there is a diseconomy of scale at some point, resulting in 

an optimal firm size. 

Cost 
per 
Unit 

Quantity Produced -> 
Figure 3.1 Production Cost Curves 
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Sometimes the level of that diseconomy is rather large, large enough to provide a 

significant barrier to entry for potential competitors. A good example of such a high barrier to 

entry is in the idea of the Minimum EfiBcient Scale (MES) of production. In the case of the MES, 

the average cost curve, instead of being U-shaped, is L-shaped, or is U-shaped, but with a long, 

flat bottom. 

Cost 
Per 
Unit 

Quantity Produced MES 

Figure 3.2 Minimum Efficient Scale of Production 

Perhaps the best known case of MES is in automobile manufacturing. The MES 

now averages about 200,000 cars per year for an automobile plant (Adams, 1990; Adams 

and Brock, 1995). So, in a competitive market for automobiles, any producer whose 

production level is well below the MES, will be expected to produce cars at a much 

higher price than its competitors, and under competitive conditions, probably be driven 

from the market because of its high production costs. 
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The idea of a natural monopoly can be seen as an extension of the MES concept. Instead 

of some minimum level of efBciency, though, natural monopoly conditions imply that ±ere is no 

limit to the economies of scale and scope in the production of a good. Under such conditions, a 

competitive maricet will naturaUy transform itself into a monopolistic one, since large competitors 

will have a cost advantage over smaller ones and there is no point at which a further increase in a 

firm's scale of production is a disadvantage. This is most appropriate in the production of 

networiced goods, such as gas, electricity and telecom, since providers of these services have high 

fixed costs due to their netwoiics. Nevertheless, the model under which a natural monopoly will 

occur is rather different fi'om the reality in which governments and governmental regulatory 

agencies intervene in a market and mandate that it will operate as a monopoly. 

Returning again to Coase's theory of the firm and production cost curves, one can 

appreciate that the conditions under which a natural monopoly occur are uncommon to say the 

least. The larger a firm is the more difficult and costly it is to coordinate its activity, making large 

firms more inefficient than smaller firms competing in the same market. The idea of an optimal 

size to a firm is also depicted graphically by the U-shape average cost curve. Above a certain 

scale of production, costs start to rise, lowering profitability. Over the short term, it therefore 

makes more sense for firms to limit their production and size, leaving the maiket open to entry by 

competitors. 
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Cost 
per 
Unit 

Quantity Produced 

Figure 3.3 Average Cost Curve for a Natural Monopoly 

The SCP paradigm also makes a general argument for competitive markets as being the 

best way to maximize what is called social welfare, which is the stmi of consumer and producer 

welfare. In Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the social welfere in competitive and monopoly maikets, 

respectively, are shown. As a result of competition, firms in a competitive market must take the 

market price of the product in question. This price is still above the producer's production costs, 

resulting in a producer surplus marked by the lower triangle in Figure 3.4. Consumers also 

receive a surplus equal to the difference between the actual price of the product and the price 

given by the demand curve for that product, shown as the upper triangle in the diagram. 
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Cost 
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Unit 

Supply 

Demand 

Consumer 
Surplus 

Producer 
Surplus 

Quantity Produced 
Figure 3.4: Sodal Welfare of a Competitive Market 

The social welfare for a monopoly market is shown in Figure 3.5. A monopoly is a price-

giver since it is free of competition and can choose any price it sees fit. The monopoly's price is 

the one that maximizes profits, which corresponds to the ma.ximum difference between the cost 

and price functions. 
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Figure 3.5: Social Welfare of a Monopoly Market 

In the United States, the competitive market concept is the basis for the legal tradition, 

which began with the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890, that is the de fecto national industrial 

policy. In spite of the anti-trust laws and the fevorable way in which competitive market thinking 

has been viewed generally, a regulated telecommunications monopoly that is just now being 

dismantled was allowed to exist in the U.S. for over half a century. Why this should be the case is 

one of the curiosities of U.S. regulator>' history. The standard argument is that even if telecom 

maricets are not truly natural monopolies, they are close enough to be treated as such by 

regulators. In the words of a recent writer on U.S. Telecom Law (Kennedy, 1994, p. xvi): 

"To say that telephone service is a natural monopoly is to say that it can be provided most 
efBciently by a single firm. For an economist, this means that the average cost of 
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providing service declines indefinitely as output grows, so that the larger the firm (i.e., 
the firm with the greater output) is always more efficient than the smaller one. For a 
regulator, it may mean simply that competition appears to be messy, inimical to service 
quality, or otherwise contrary to the public interest. Whatever the rationale, once a 
service is labeled a natural monopoly the urge takes hold to enshrine in law what reality 
seems to have ordained and to forbid competition in that market as wastefiil and harmful 
to the public interest. In the telephone business, such protection fi'om competition became 
the rule and is referred to as a carrier's exclusive franchise to service the market in which 
it operates." 

Periiaps the best known proponent of the natural monopoly has been Chandler (1977), 

whose argument, which was widely accepted at the time, was that high levels of integration of the 

telecommunications system were the key to its efficiency. In spite of this view, however, it is a 

curious &ct that prior to the monopoly phase which has lasted through most of the 20''' century, 

the U.S. telecommunications industry began with a competitive phase in which the 

telecommunications industry thrived for roughly three decades. During that early competitive 

period, growth was robust and the industry does not appear to have been particularly inefficient in 

providing services (Mueller, 1997). 

3.5 Public Choice Theory and Stakeholder Analysis 

An important step in describing how the political process behind the development of 

telecom policy works has been the development of public choice theory (Buchanan and Tullock, 

1962). The utility of pubUc choice theory is that it allows us to view the electoral process as a 

consimier choice problem with special characteristics. The theory can be understood in terms of 

the actions of three types of actors; consumers (voters), politicians and interest groups. 

Consumers vote based on their voting preferences, interest groups try to influence policjmiaking 

decisions by supporting political campaigns on the one hand, and lobbying for the outcomes on 
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political decisions that they desire on the other, and politicians make decisions which maximize 

their ability to get reelected. 

3.5.1 Voters 

There are two important differences between the decision-making process used in voting 

and other, more standard forms of consumer choice. These are the relatively small influence on 

the outcome that the voter's decision has, and the fact that the voter's decision is typically based 

on very limited and imperfect information. 

In the case of buying a house, consumers have a lot of influence over the outcome, so 

there is a close correspondence between preferences and choices. Voters, on the other hand, 

"choose" by voting, but each person's vote is only one of a large number of others. Thus, each 

voter's "choice" has almost no influence on the election, and the level of satis&ction with the 

outcome is also quite limited. A second difference is that of imperfect information. A 

homebuyer is generally highly motivated to gather information which will be used in making his 

or her purchasing choice, including paying experts to inspect the house prior to purchase. Also, 

the voter, given the small effect he or she \vill have on the outcome of the election, generally has 

only a low level of motivation compared to a decision such as buying a house. 

Thus, the combination of small effect one's vote has on the election along with the lack of 

a good understanding of the relationship of between a politician's actions and the voter's true 

interests make the political process seem so different from other consumer choice problems. 
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3.5.2 Interest Groups 

Besides the public at large, there are also many other groups with specific policy interests 

that seek to directly influence the political outcome by contributing to political campaigns and 

then lobbying directly with politicians on issues which are critical to their interests. 

In democratic countries, policy making also generally includes a discussion in pubUc 

forums such as the mass media in which the positions of different interest groups are expressed in 

the public record. This is especially important for regulated industries in which there is a high 

level of governmental involvement in the decisions that determine maricet structure. Zajac (1995) 

provides a model of how the policy decision-making process operates in the U.S., called the 

Stakeholders-Faimess-Efficiency (SFE) model. It consisting of three parts: 

1. The Stakeholders in the Political Process 

2. The Fairness arguments used by each Stakeholder 

3. The efficiency arguments being made by Stakeholders or other more general efficiency 
considerations. 

Critical to Zajac's model are the &imess arguments through whose language the self-

interest of each stakeholder is expressed. Zajac lists what he considers to be the main categories 

of feimess arguments used in the U.S.; 

1. Economic Rights: every individual has rights to adequate food, shelter, clothing, etc., 
the deprivation of which is considered unjust. 

2. Equality of Pain and Gain: higher levels of taxation and other forms of sacrifice should 
be based on the ability of those individuals to pay; individuals with a greater ability to 
pay should pay more than those with less. 

3. Status Quo Rights: once a sense of ownership has been established, losing the 
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"property" rights to some good is generally considered unjust, even in the case of 
something as ephemeral as one's place in a queue. 

4. The Government as the Insurer of Last Resort: Society is expected to insure some 
forms of economic &ilure, especially catastrophes, when other forms of insurance fail. 

5. Economic EfiBciency: economic ineflHciencies are considered unjust especially when 
their sole purpose is that they benefit special interest groups. 

6. Resentment of Abuse of Monopoly Power: a product or service which has few or no 
substitutes may be considered an economic right, in which case the public expects the 
government to exert some control over the producing firm's activities, especially pricing. 

Zajac defines a stakeholder as a group of individuals or organizations who stand to 

benefit or lose from the outcome of some proposed government action or policy and who also 

attempt, therefore, to influence that action (Zajac 1995, p. 181). The concept comes fi^om 

Freeman (1983) who used it to analyze coalition politics in organizations but can easily be 

extended to more general situations. Freeman's idea of stakeholders will also be considered 

sjmonymous with the interest group concept of public choice. 

An important consideration in stakeholder analysis is the relative size, wealth and power 

of different stakeholders in a society. In general, if two groups have an equal interest in the 

outcome of some action, we should expect the more influential one to win out, so that members 

of smaller, weaker interest groups often feel left out of the political process in a country. This 

may also lead to building various sorts of coalitions in order to form a larger interest group, 

should the issue be stable enough and the benefits great enough. 

Group size is not the only important characteristic of a stakeholder. Another critical issue 

is in the distribution of the costs and benefits that will result fi'om the government action on 

consideration. In his study on the regulatory politics of the U.S., Wilson (1980) described four 

broad outcomes to the policy making process. The outcomes depend on whether the costs or 

benefits of a proposed action are either concentrated or diffused (Figure 3.6). This model provides 
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insight into explaining the observed range of public policy outcomes in which some issues are 

resolved, while others result in pitched battles. Wilson's analysis describes four possible policy 

outcomes: 

Concentrated Costs Diffused Costs 
Concentrated Benefits Interest Group Politics: 

Outcome unpredictable and 
contentious 

Client Politics: Vested 
interests prevail against 
weakly organized opponents 

Diffused Benefits Entrepreneurial Politics: 
Policy losers organize to effect 
changes 

Majoritarian Politics: 
Outcome impredictable 

Figure 3.6 Effect of Concentrated or Diffuse Costs and Benefits on Policy 
Source: (Zajac, 1995) 

1. Interest Group Politics occur when both the costs and benefits of a policy action are 

concentrated, powerfiil stakeholders are arrayed both for and against an issue. The outcome is 

unpredictable. In the U.S., the recent failed effort to pass health care legislation was such a case. 

Telecommunications reform in the U.S. has also followed this pattern to some extent. In such a 

case, there may also be an incentive for the different interest groups to cooperate, which helps to 

prevent any permanent deadlock in the process. 

2. Client Politics occur when the benefits of a policy action are concentrated but the 

costs are diffused. Under these circumstances, special interests will organize and lobby for their 

position. Because the costs are difiused across the population, however, it will be dilEEicult for an 

effective opposition to the policy to be organized. An example of this in the U.S. would be the 

&nn subsidy program, in which the farmers benefit, but the cost, spread over the general 

population is barely felt, making it exceedingly difficult for an interest group to form around the 

idea of changing these programs. 
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3. Entrepreneurial Politics occur when the benefits are difiEiised and the costs are 

concentrated, political activists may try to organize the beneficiaries and lobby on their behalf. 

The circumstances which lead to the creation of the Food and Drug Administration after Upton 

Sinclair's publication of The Jungle in 1905 is a f^ous example of this in the U.S. Under these 

circumstances, the beneficiaries might succeed in getting a policy outcome in their favor, but only 

if they have been organized. Because of the diffuse nature of the benefits, they would not 

normally organize themselves, but there is an opportunities in such situations for an enterprising 

politician to organize individuals around this issue. An example of this in the U.S. is the issue of 

gun control, for which the National Rifle Association is very well organized, and is against any 

fijrm of gun control, while the general public in America, according to polls, is overwhelmingly 

in &vor of it. To date, efforts to introduce any sort of gun control legislation have been minimal 

at best. 

4. Majoritarian Politics occur when both the benefits and costs of a policy action are 

diffiised through a large segment of the population. As with interest group politics, the outcome 

of a situation in which both costs and benefits are difiiise is difficult to predict. 

3.5.3 Politicians 

The third group of actors in the public choice model are politicians. Their goal is to stay 

in oflSce by balancing the support of the voter's, whose votes they need to be elected, with those 

of the interest groups, whose financial support their campaigns depend upon. 

3.6 Taking the 'Public' Out of Public Choice: A Stakeholder 
Approach to Analysis Policy in Authoritarian Regimes 
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3.6.1 Characteristics of Authoritarian Political Systems 

So &r, I have discussed how public policy can be analyzed in a democratic political 

system. There are, of course, many governments around the world, including both Malaysia and 

Singapore, that are either not democratic or whose democracy is heavily constrained and in which 

the policy making process is rather different. Unfortunately, this topic is not really discussed in 

the public choice literature. Although some writers elude to the role of non-democratic politics in 

their research (e.g., Petrazzini 1995) the topic of policymaking in non-democratic environments is 

essentially undeveloped in either the public choice or political science literature. TuUock (1987) 

for instance, wrote a book on the political economy of dictatorships, but the book's focus is 

mostly on how their power is maintained and essentially no space is devoted to policymaking. 

Thus, I find myself in the position of broaching a subject that has yet to be seriously explored by 

political scientists and economists who do research on policymaking. Instead, I will offer my 

observation based on experiences I have had living, working, travelling and reading about 

countries with authoritarian political systems. Authoritarian govenmients differ fi-om democratic 

ones in the following ways: 

1. Constraints on the Vote. While elections may occur, they are limited in some ways, 

the most important of which is the inability to change the group at the highest levels 

of government. Thus, the electorate is eliminated from having a voice in govenunent 

and its role in the political system becomes eroded to one of tacit approval of the 

status quo. 
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2. An explicit or de &cto social contract that legitimizes the existing power structure. 

The government has laid out a philosophy that justifies its control of the political 

system. This may involve sacrifices, such as "building socialism", or it may be 

justified in terms of the standard of living it provides, as the Singaporean government 

argues. 

3. Mechanisms of Social Control exist which effectively block dissent. Beyond naked 

aggression, the government typically also controls the mass media, and may use 

extensive means of oversight to watch the movements and activities of its citizens. In 

addition, the courts may be used to produce "show trials" whose role is to both 

destroy dissenters while simultaneously providing an object lesson to the population 

at large. The penalties for dissent vary with the country with imprisonment and 

torture being at one extreme and financial penalties including loss of employment at 

the other. 

4. Policy formation is no longer a "public" process. Since it has been removed firom the 

power structure and decision making, the public no longer needs to be consulted 

about policy decisions before they are made. The public debates over policy issues 

that occur in democratic countries are generally replaced by discussions that occur 

behind closed doors. 

5. The government IS the main stakeholder in policy matters. Having removed the 

electorate from the power structure, the group that runs the government becomes the 

main stakeholder in all policy issues. The government also has a much greater ability 
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to resist some stakeholders who would have a stronger voice in a more open system. 

This doesn't eliminate other stakeholders, however, and it is assumed that some sort 

of stakeholder lobbying process occurs in authoritarian countries. 

3.6.2 Policymaking in Authoritarian Political Systems 

The five fectors listed in the previous section effect the public choice model in the three 

important ways. First, there are constraints on both free expression and the vote. Second, the 

government becomes the central stakeholder in policymaking. Third, the social contract is given 

an elevated place in legitimizing the regime's actions while simultaneously serving as a signal of 

its hold on power. 

Voters are eliminated from the model. While democratic government maintain*! the 

vote as a centerpiece of its structure, the public at large is essentially reduced to the role of 

audience in authoritarian regimes. A system of control is also in place, which includes strong 

disincentives to those who would consider voicing their dissent or taking action against those in 

power. The role of the electorate is not completely eliminated, however, and the idea that the 

government serves the citizenry as well as the goverrunent's goal in supporting economic 

development are generally part of the ideology of government, as will be discussed below. 

The Government is the main stakeholder in policymaking. National politics are 

dominated by a central, more-or-less stable interest group that controls the policy-making process 

and runs the government. In such cases, the leadership of the government is the main interest 

group and plays the key role in the policymaking process. Meeting the goals of the group in 

power, including maintaining its hold on power, becomes a central policy goal under these 

circumstances. The idea that &imess arguments need to be made to the general public is no 
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longer necessary. Since the policy making process is no longer public, &imess arguments may 

not even come into play or may only be employed in the mass media as an ex post &cto 

justification for policy decisions. Stakeholders outside of the central power structure of the 

government can and do exist, but, as in feudalism, they are subordinate to it, though, in practice, 

they can be very independent of the executive leadership. 

Thus, fections within the government are at the top of the list of potential policy 

stakeholders. In feet. Freeman (1983) used the stakeholder concept to describe the politics that 

occiu" within a firm, an organization whose structure is analogous to government organizations. 

The Social Contract becomes the central fairness argument and combines with the 

system of social control to dominate the ideological landscape. Although variations on divine 

right still exist in a few instances, in most authoritarian countries, the citizenry is still generally 

considered to be the source of political power, and therefore, the foundation of nearly every form 

of government is based on a social contract between the govermnent and the people. 

First, every organized society can be considered to be based on a contract of government, 

which is the basis for the political system and part of the justification for allowing the ruling 

group to govern. In addition, there is a social contract that is the agreement by which the 

governing group justifies its rule over the governed. The social contract is an implicit or explicit 

agreement either between the citizens of a society or between the citizenry and their rulers that 

defines and limits the rights and duties of each. The concept has been written on extensively by 

such writers as Rousseau, Lxx:ke, Hobbes, Kant and Rawls, to name but a few (Medina 1990) and 

a vast literature exists on this subject, well beyond the scope of this dissertation. I introduce it 

here to help broaden the foundation for political analysis. Although public choice theory is buih 

on the idea of fieely elected government, the social pact between the citizens and the govenunent 

is often less consensual. In such cases, the political system includes a mixture of social control 
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along with support for or acceptance of the political system. 

The social contract then has two parts, one de facto and the other ideological. While 

decisions are made following the de &cto social contract, they are typically justified in terms of 

the ideological one. This becomes the fundamental &imess argument in these societies. Thus, in 

contrast with Zajac's (1995) list of fairness arguments, cited above, additional &imess arguments 

are made that are idiosyncratic to the authoritarian regime. In &ct, the use of fairness arguments 

can be seen as a direct extension of the manner in which they are used in democratic societies, 

where &imess arguments are used as an ideological justification for the self-interested behaviors 

of stakeholders. In societies with authoritarian governments, &imess arguments are often based 

on the central themes of the government's ideology which, given that it has no direct mandate 

based on the vote, is used to justify its own existence. 

Although political ideologies vary bet\\'een countries around the world, economic 

performance is commonly made an integral part of every national ideology in both democratic 

and authoritarian regimes. Populations ruled by authoritarian governments may not be able to 

"vote their pocketbooks", but people everywhere are obviously more content when living under 

prosperous economic circimistances. 

In many of Asia's authoritarian govcnunents, a country's economic performance acts as a 

surrogate for the govenmient's popularity. This then provides a basis for understanding the range 

of possible policy outcomes that a government might select. These possibilities can be related to a 

tradeoff between giving up control and improving economic performance. A high level of 

government control over the telecommunications network and low economic performance lie at 

one extreme versus and a relatively low level of control over the network and high economic 

performance at the other. Five such scenarios might be as follows: 
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1. Telecom monopoly operated by a government department. 

2. Telecom monopoly operated by government-owned corporation. 

3. Limited competition allowed between government-owned corporations. 

4. Limited competition allowed between several public and private corporations. 

5. Unlimited competition between private sector organizations allowed. 

In listing the above scenarios for maricet reform, I have two fectors in mind which relate 

to the present discussion. The first is increasing network performance by restructuring the market 

to be more efficient and competitive, while the second relates to balancing the goals of 

stakeholders outside of the government's central leadership. To the extent that the govenmient is 

already heavily involved in the economy, some of these stakeholders will be government 

departments or government-owned organizations who aspire to enter the telecom market. 

Similarly, in countries with large private sector concerns, there may be pressure to open the 

telecom market to new private sector organizations as well. 

Thus, the hypothesis of this dissertation is that market structures, ownership patterns and 

other telecom policy outcomes can still be understood in terms of meeting the goals of key 

stakeholders in each country. In general then, telecom policy reform in authoritarian regimes may 

present the paradox of being easier to understand at a general level but much harder to obtain 

du'ect and detailed information about. This is because authoritarian systems typically have a long 

policy history which scholars and journalists have extensively discussed. Even so, much of the 

policymaking process goes on behind closed doors and so the day to day details and positions of 

the stakeholders may be more difficult to understand. Based on Wilson's 2x2 taxonomy of policy 

outcomes then, the patterns of ownership and market structures that emerge can be seen as forms 

of client politics. In cases where the policy outcomes are less predictable, interest group politics 
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may be occtining. Entrepreneurial politics may also play a role, but I believe they act only with 

regard to broad policy issues, such as support for high rates of economic growth. This is because 

entrepreneurial political action is based on organizing support for policies that generate diffused 

benefits, i.e., benefits that supporters will not necessarily gain from. In all cases, however, the 

exact details can be research by using the case study methodology described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4. Methodology and Research Design 

4.1 Current Methodological Practices in Telecommunications 

Country Studies 

In Management Information Systems, the use of standard social science methodologies is 

given much attention as a means to provide some comparable basis for as well as to increase the 

validity of research. This focus is not universal in other disciplines. In Electrical Engineering and 

Economics, two of my dissertation's central referent disciplines, there are essentially no standard 

research methodologies, only a set of generally unstated heuristics used as research guidelines. In 

&ct, in reviewing other research in the area of telecommunications markets and policy, I have 

found no attempt to delineating what the appropriate methodology for empirical research should 

be, whether in conmiunications, economics, sociology or political science. Although the idea of 

the case study as a formal methodology is rarely explicitly made, in reviewing the research on 

national telecom policy, it quickly becomes apparent that a case study approach, or something 

similar, is often implicit in the thinking of these researchers. 

One recent example in which the term case study is explicitly used is Cowheys recent 

paper on telecomjnunications reform in developing countries (Cowhey, 1994). In that paper, 

Cowhey presents two case studies of recent telecommunications reform in Mexico and Argentina. 

The World Bank's research program on telecommunications reform also uses a case study 

£q)proacb. For example. Smith and Staple (1994b) present case studies of telecommunications 

reform in Mexico, New Zealand, the Philippines, Thailand, Singapore, and Sri Lanka. Another 
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World Bank volume (Wellenius and Stem, 1994), includes case studies on telecommunications 

reform for nearly 20 countries around the world. The recent volume by Noam, Komatsuzaki, and 

Conn (1994), which was the result of a joint project between Columbia University and Japan's 

RITE, is also mosdy devoted to a compilation of case studies of the status of telecommunications 

in sixteen countries of the Pacific Basin. Finally, Jussawalla's recent edited volume. Global 

Telecommunications Policies, takes a case study approach by providing descriptions of 

telecommunications policy both by country and by region for much of the world (Jussawalla, 

1993). 

Li Management Information Systems, perhaps the best known and most successful use of 

case study research is that of Markus (1983). Two examples of case study research on 

telecommunications and data communications networks at the University of Arizona have been 

Jarmoszko (1992), on telecommunications reform in Poland during the late 1980s, and Snyder 

(1993), on the growth of data communications networks in the former Soviet Union. Jarmoszko 

describes his research as an exploratory case study whose research goal was to: 

"...examine the foimdations of the emerging telecommunication regime in Poland. What 
has changed to make this a new reality? What new laws now govem the actions of 
policy-makers, service providers, subscribers, and equipment manufecturers and 
vendors? What are the new policies?" (Jarmoszko, 1992, p.33). 

In building on this earlier body of work, my goal is to broaden the research approach 

used by these earher studies by employing a more explicit use of both theory and methods. To 

this end, I have provided the theoretical framework described in the previous chapter, udiich will 

be the basis for interpreting the cases studied in this dissertation. 

For this project, an embedded, multiple case study approach was used, in which the cases, 

as with the previous studies cited above, were country studies. For each case, I describe the 

markets for six different teleconununications services, making possible a comparison of the 
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nature of these markets both within and between these countries, as well as providing replicates 

for the research hypotheses presented below. 

4.2 Case Study Research 

Yin (1989) formally describes the case study as a research methodology. He notes that 

case studies dififer from other research methodologies such as "experiments, surveys, histories, 

and the analysis of archival information (as in economic studies)". In Yin's view, three &ctors 

need to be considered in reviewing the decision of whether or not to use case study research: the 

type of research question being asked, whether or not the investigator has control over events in 

the study, and if the focus is on contemporary as opposed to historical events. Yin (1989, p.23) 

views case study research as being most appropriate when three conditions hold: 

1) investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context 
2) the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident 
3) multiple sources of evidence are used 

4.3 Research Design 

The following sections of this chapter provide a template of the components of the 

telecom case studies that were completed during the final research phase of this dissertation. Each 

case study was divided into eight parts. The first two sections provide background material for 

understanding the current status of the telecommunications sector including: 

1) a description of the political economy and national industrial policy, and 
2) the historical background on the national telecommunications system and its reform. 
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This is followed six sections on the six target markets as follows: 

3) Basic Services, 
4) Payphones, 
5) Mobile Telephony, 
6) Paging, 
7) EDI and 
8) The Internet. 

4.3.1 Political Economy and Industrial Policy 

For each case, I describe the political and historical background in order to 

determine the major stakeholders and their political goals. I also describe the background 

on the history of each coimtry's industrial policy to see if this is consistent with the 

stakeholders' objectives as well as to look for general trends in national industrial policy. 

For each case, the central questions that need to be answered are: 

• What is the Social Contract on which policy-making is based? 
• Who are the main stakeholders, what are their goals, and how do they 

influence the policy making process? 
• How are telecommunications policy decisions made at the national level? 

4.3.2 Telecom Privatization 

A brief history of each case country's telecommunications system will be given with 

regard to efforts to privatize government telecom agencies, create a regulatory apparatus, 

introduce new technology, and any other aspect of telecommunications policy and practice which 

appears relevant. In each case, the policy will be analyzed with regard to the general political 
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background and industrial policy given in the previous section. As a first step to understanding 

the political economy of a national telecom market, I see the following questions as relevant; 

• Has there been a privatization process? Who owns the privatized telecom 
entity? 

• How is the maricet regulated? 

• How many firms participate in the market and what are the constraints on 
entry and competition? 

• Do any firms have special claims on certain market sectors? 

4.3.3 Basic Services 

The basic service concept originated in the 1980 FCC Computer Inquiry II Decision. The 

goal of that decision was to as distinguish basic services from enhanced services so that the later 

could be deregulated, thus enabling the sale of customer premises equipment without tariff being 

involved for each type of equipment. At the time, the idea was that basic services should be 

regulated, but that enhanced services would be best provided by competitive maiicets. In the 

Computer Inquiry n Decision, basic services were defined and distinguished from enhanced 

services as follows (Stallings, 1991): 

Basic Service: limited to the common carrier offering of transmission capacity for the 
movement of information 

Enhanced Service: any offering over the telecommunications netwoiic that is more than 

a basic transmission service. Such services employ computer processing applications that 
act on the format, content, code, protocol or similar aspects of the subscriber's transmitted 
information; provide the subscriber additional, different, or restructured information; or 
involve subscriber interaction with stored information. 

This dichotomy has proved useful in partitioning the telecommunications market between 
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service providers that in some way add value to the informatioa product being delivered by 

transforming it in some way, as opposed to those that solely provide access to the network. 

Although the basic service concept originated in the U.S., the dichotomy has now spread 

worldwide. DataPro Corporation, for example, which provides biannual reports on 

telecommunications on a country by country basis, discuss the status of basic services as a section 

in each of its reports (see e.g., Mesher and Dhilawala, 1997 on Malaysia's telecom industry). 

While 40 years ago, nearly all telecommunications were based on copper wire as the 

transmission medium, basic services today employ a broad variety of transmission media 

including geosynchronous satellites, mobile satellite systems, fiber optics, microwave 

transmission, infiared transmission and coaxial cable as well as copper wire. 

What constitutes basic services has also changed dramatically over the last few decades. 

At one time, the idea of basic services would have been nearly synonymous with the provision of 

plain old telephone service (POTS), but that is now changing as many new technologies and 

telecommunications offerings are now becoming available. In 1984, as part of the Modified Final 

Judgement, local versus long distance services, which are both basic services, were separated in 

order to deregulate the latter. Although the dividing line between basic and enhanced services is 

not clear, other exanqjles of basic services are analog and digital leased lines, ISDN, Frame 

Relay, and ATM services. 

In addition to basic services, many enhancements of basic services are now becoming 

available to telecommunications subscribers. While the goal of the Computer Inquiry Q Final 

Decision was to deregulate enhanced services only, the Modified Final Judgement (MFJ) started a 

process of deregulating basic services in the U.S. Since that time, a wave of privatization, 

deregulation, and liberalization, though not necessarily in that order, has been occurring on a 

global basis. 
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A key feature to creating competition in basic services is allowing competing netwoilcs to 

interconnect their networks without undue delay and at reasonable prices. A critical &ctor in the 

development of a truly competitive basic services market is the creation of interconnection 

agreements between the network incumbent and new entrants. 

In the U.S., this idea was embodied in the MFJ concept of "equal access" which was defined as 

the requirement that the RBOCs provide access services to AT&T's competitors that were 

equivalent to those provided to AT&T. 

The U.S. is exceptional in that, although a monopoly, the telecommimications maricet has 

always been in the private sector, while the regulatory body overseeing that maricet, the Federal 

Communications Conmiission, has been in operation for fifty years.. In most other countries, 

however, the process of privatizing the incumbent telecom provider and the creation of a 

regulatoiy body are recent events. Thus, the U.S. model of a regulatory body independent capable 

of taking action independent of the interests of the incumbent telecommunications provider is not 

generally the case, or only recently so. 

Two recently described examples of this are the telecommunications systems of India and 

China, both of which are now in a transition from a govemment-nm monopoly maiicet to a 

corporatized, liberalized market. In the Indian case, a regulatory body, the Telecommunications 

Regulatory Authority of India has been created, but not yet empowered to take independent 

action (Chowdary, 1997). To date, while decisions to liberalize the Indian teleconununications 

maricet have been made, these have been extremely &vorable to the interests of the incumbent 

(the Department of Telecommunications), such as liberalizing local services, but keeping the 

more lucrative long distance maricet a monopoly. Numerous restrictive practices have also been 

engaged in by the incumbent operator. In the case of China, a second basic service provider, 

Unicom, was created in 1995, but the regulatory body, the Department of Telecommunications 
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Administration, and the incumbent telecom provider, China Telecom, are both still part of 

Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. The result has been that while Unicom has been able 

to set up its own telecommunications net\\'orks in China, it has not been able to secure an 

interconnection agreement from the China Telecom (Xu, Pitt and Levine, 1997). Thus, in both 

cases, it is still &r from clear if the "equal access" concept will take hold. 

4.3.4 Payphones 

Public payphones, although essentially a segment of the basic services maricet, are a 

distinct enough service to be considered separately from other aspects of basic services. Three 

frictors distinguish the payphone market from basic services; patterns of ownership, quality of 

service, and the adoption of new technologies. The quality of payphone service can be seen in 

how effectively payphones are maintained and what sorts of locations are chosen for payphones. 

The adoption of new technologies is mostly seen in the use of new payment systems, including 

telephone cards, telephone access using credit cards and most recently the use of so-called smart 

cards, which contain imbedded silicon chips. Finally, new services beyond POTS such as data 

conununications access can be made possible through payphones, although that sort of 

technology was not observed in the study area. 

4.3.5 Cellular Telephony 

Cellular communications refers to the situation in which the telephone handset or mobile 

station (MS) transmits a signal to a nearby base station (68) that represents one cell of a network 

of such stations linked by a common switch. At any one time, the signal from the MS will be best 
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received by a particular base station and therefore considered to be within that ceil. Each base 

station then receives the signal for a number of mobile users simultaneously. Cellular 

communications was not possible before the computerization of telecommunications switches 

because of the problems associated with managing these networks, such as frequency allocation 

and handofif. For instance, whenever a call is made, transmission channels must be dynamically 

allocated to a subscriber. Also, because the handset is mobile, the network must also deal with the 

problem of "handoff' whenever a user moves between cells (see e.g., Bellamy, 1991, pp. 52-54). 

Cellular systems began to operate in the late 1970s with the Nordic Mobile Telephone 

analog protocol at 450 MHz. This was followed by other analog protocols operating at higher 

frequencies of 800 to 900 MHz, such as ETACS, NMT-900, and AMPS. In the early 1990s, the 

European Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) digital standard was introduced and 

has been extremely popular in many parts of the world, with GSM networks now being 

introduced or online in over 60 countries in Europe, the Middle East and the Asia-Pacific region. 

Unlike analog standards, GSM uses Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) along with the 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) method used by the analog protocols listed above. 

Technological change in mobile communications has been extremely dynamic and a 

number of newer mobile technologies have been introduced. One of the strongest challenges has 

been from Qualcomm's Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) spread spectnun protocol (see, 

e.g., Schneiderman, 1994, pp. 20-25). CDMA offers tremendous promise because a spread 

spectrum protocol will allow for a much more efficient use of available bandwidth and an 

increase of up to twenty times in network capacity. 

"Cordless" is another cellular technology based on the use of localized cells, either in an 

office environment or for "telepoint" applications. The two main standards currently available for 

these "cordless" phone applications are CT2 and DECT (see, e.g., Paetsch, 1993, pp. 307-313 for 
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a discussion of cordless telephone technologies). Cordless Telephone 2 (CT2) is a second-

generation voice protocol used in telepoint applications that operate in the 864-868 MHz band. 

With an average radiated power rating of only lOmW, CT2 is one of the lowest power mobile 

protocols now in use. As a digital protocol, CT2 is considered superior to the previous CTO and 

CTl protocols that allow other nearby receivers tuned to the same frequency to eavesdrop. 

Although a digital protocol, CT2 uses FDMA multiplexing. Digital European Cordless 

Telecommunications Standard (DECT) is another short range, low power mobile protocol popular 

in Europe that uses TDMA. At power levels of 250 MW DECT is considerably less powerful 

than other cellular system, though it uses much more power than CT2. Like CT2, DECT uses 

ADPCM encoding. Perhaps DECTs most popular application to date is for use in mobile PBX 

systems. 

Finally, there are the higher frequency Personal Communications Networics (PCN), 

Personal Communications Systems (PCS), and Personal Handyphone Systems (PHS) 

(Schneiderman, 1994, pp. 39-54). These networks work in a fashion similar to cellular, but use a 

networic that has many more cells. This means that users will be closer to the networic's base 

stations. This has the twin virtue of allowring greater amounts of bandwidth to be allocated per 

user while at the same time lowering the power outage needed by each handset. Frequencies 

allocated to PCS networics are between 1.8 and 1.9 GHz, which is roughly twice the frequency 

used in cellular communications. Because greater band\vidth allocation is possible at these higher 

frequencies, wide band ^plications such as video and high-speed data are being developed along 

with voice. For this reason, some writers speculate that eventually all cellular communications 

may convert to these networks. That will probably not be for a number of years, however, since 

the licenses for these networks are just being given out now. Perhaps the most developed networic 

in this category in Asia is the Japanese Personal Handyphone System (PHS) network that now 
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has about several millioa users. PHS is a mobile POTS application, and does not so &r include 

other advanced features that this class of systems is capable of. 

4.3.6 Paging 

Paging is the simplest type of mobile communications now marketed. Historically, 

mobile communications has used receive-only devices on frequencies similar to cellular 

telephone (Hon, 1993). Because of this, the network is less complex than that used for cellular 

telephony, since it requires orders of magnitude fewer antennas. Paging systems are essentially a 

type of wireless packet network. Each message includes the destination address of the pager 

intended to receive the message. Because of this addressing scheme, and the short length of 

paging messages compared to voice communications, paging networks are hcensed for a relative 

narrow frequency band, typically about 25 KHz for the entire network. Also, as receive-only 

devices, a Forward Error Correction mechanism must be built into the messaging scheme. 

Over time, paging technology has continued to evolve towards higher data rates, 

alphanumeric paging with larger displays, roaming agreements between maricets or countries, 

and, most recently, two-way paging systems in which preset messages can be sent in response to 

a received message. 

The original paging standard was POCSAG, but now two new standards have been 

developed, ERMES and FLEX. POCSAG stands for the Post OfBce Standardization Advisory 

Group. POCSAG, which was first developed by Philips in 1978, became the first true paging 

standard when it was adopted by the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) as 

Radio Paging Code No. 1 about ten years ago. While POCSAG standardized the paging code, it 

did not use a standard transmission frequency, so that each operating network would transmit on a 
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different firequency or even frequency band. This also meant that roaming would not be possible 

between countries. Contemporary with POCSAG were other proprietary coding schemes such as 

the Golay Sequencing Code (GOLAY) and 5/6 Tone. Older PCOSAG paging networics operated 

at relatively low data rates of 512 bps, and newer ones at 1200 bps. At this data speed, the 

subscriber population is limited to about 100,000 subscribers on a single network. 

Recently, two new international standards have begun to enter the market, ERMES and 

FLEX. The European Radio Messaging System (ERMES) was developed by the Paging Standard 

(PS) Technical Committee of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). 

ERMES was designed with a number of advanced features such as: roaming capability, higher 

speed transmission rates and a built in migration capability that allows POCSAG netwoik 

operators to migrate to ERMES without discontinuing service to their existing customer base. 

The roaming capability is made possible by the explicit specification of transmission 

frequencies in the ERMES standard. This is composed of several 25 KHz channels in the 

169.4125 to 169.8125 MHz band. ERMES also operates at a data rate of 6250 bps, which means 

that it can support a much larger subscriber population of about 500,000 users. As of late 1994, 

ERMES was being used by 34 operators in 21 countries, and was the recommended interaational 

standard of the ITU. The first ERMES trial net\vorks occurred in Europe in 1991. For Asia, 

however, the 169 MHz may not be universally available, and so a standard at 280 MHz is now 

being examined. Malaysia's Celcom became the first Asian member of the ERMES Steering 

Group in 1994. 

The FLEX protocol is another advanced paging protocol that is now being deployed in 

Asia, first introduced there in 1993. FLEX was developed as an advanced, high speed paging 

protocol by Motorola, and its focus is on data communications and data fidelity, and 

interoperability with existing protocols. It operates at speeds of 1600, 3200 or 6400 bps and is 
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completely compatible with the ERMES, POCSAG and GOLAY protocols. Like ERMES, FLEX 

can siipport a much higher user population than POCSAG systems, up to 800,000 by some 

estimates. In addition, FLEX has a much stronger focus on data conununications. Long messages 

of up to 220 bytes can be sent in a single packet, and longer ones can be segmented into several 

packets. These can be sent as pure tones, ASCII, HEX or other numeric or alphanumeric tones. In 

addition to all of this, numerous new features and services are being added to the paging networks 

such as group calls, in-house paging, information paging (such as stock maricet information), and 

Chinese paging. 

In spite of all of the new features of the paging system and its rapid growth, some writers 

predict that it will eventually be replaced by the sorts of cordless or other forms of mobile phone 

systems discussed above. Already, some CT2 cordless models include pagers to receive the 

number of someone trying to call them and a special button to "check in" when they are close to a 

base station and can receive calls directly. 

Three fees are typically associated with a paging subscription: 1) the rental or purchase 

fee for the receiver, 2) a monthly fee for paging subscription and 3) a per call fee for each page. 

4.3.7 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

Electronic Data Interchange is a protocol used over data networks to &cilitate the 

transmission of business documents of all kinds. Historically, EDI use has been over private 

networks specially dedicated to that purpose, but that will likely change with the availability of 

the Internet (PfeifFer, 1992). Two main EDI standards are now common, the ANSI X. 12 standard 

that is used in the U.S. and the UN EDI for Administration, Commerce and Trade (EDIFACT) 
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standard. Efforts are now being made to work out some resolution of the differences between the 

two. 

The main attraction of EDI is in the time and labor savings involved in submitting 

electronic forms via a network versus other ways of moving the same information around. Time 

savings of as much as 97% have been reported. 

The growth of inter-organizational EDI networks is typically through the imposition by 

one large player on a community of smaller partners. In the U.S., an example is General Motors 

that buys parts for its cars from many smaller partners. GM was thus able to impose the use of an 

EDI system as one of the terms of doing business with it. Because of its speed, EDI has become 

part of the "just-in-time" system of manufacturing now being used in the automobile industry. 

In Southeast Asia, the best known example of EDI use is Singapore's TradeNet system 

for export declarations. In this case the Singaporean government was able to encourage freight 

forwarders to use the networic because of the savings involved. A similar system has been set up 

in Malaysia, where the conversion of the user community is now underway. Newer systems, such 

as interactive online shipping systems are being developed in Sing^ore. These second generation 

EDI applications will help ensure that EDI use will continue to grow in Singapore, even if the 

specialized networks that they have used to date become absorbed by the Internet. 

4.3.8 The Internet 

The Internet is a packet communications network that typically runs over leased lines of 

the Public Switched Telephone Network. Historically, the networic began as a research project in 

the U.S. in the early 1970s, but has now expanded to a global networic with millions of nodes and 

tens of milUons of subscribers (Claffy, Braun and Polyzos, 1994). Two major steps in the Internet 
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were the adoption of TCP/IP as the protocol for the network, and the Domain Name Sj^em, 

which enable the network to continue to grow in size without a central authority. For some time, 

the most in:^)ortant application on the Internet has been the use of e-mail. Increasingly, however, 

other Internet fecilities have been growing in popularity, especially, the World Wide Web, which 

is a global, virtual, hyperlinked multimedia information system that now has many millions of 

pages (Beraers-Lee et al, 1994). 

The barriers to the cost of entry are extremely low, and in the U.S. and other very open 

markets Intemet Service Providers (ISPs) abound. As of December 1996, for example. Hong 

Kong had 80 ISPs while Japan had about 500. Furthermore, the use of the Intemet is extremely 

popular because of its worldwide connectivity and the very low cost involved in sending 

messages. Politically, however, the entr\' of the Intemet into a country may run headlong into 

local governmental concerns over information policy. 

4.4 Intercase Comparisons and Inductive Theory Building 

Because this is a multiple, embedded case study, both within and cross-case analyses are 

possible. The six telecom market segments chosen provide a means to show that Singapore and 

Malaysia are implementing telecom policies that are consistent with national industrial policy. It 

should be kept in mind, however, that these market segments will not be restmctured in lockstep 

and differences may exist between them. For each case, four questions arise: 

1) To what extent do market segments reflect a unified national telecom policy? 

2) What are the differences between market segments? 
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3) What empirical reasons can be given for these differences? 

4) What changes have been observed over time in the market segments studied? 

Cross-case comparisons can be made in two ways, deductive and inductive. The 

deductive questions compare the observed differences and similarities in the cases studied. The 

inductive question is a more open-ended one; how does the research experience lead to fiuther 

theoretical insights and new research directions? One of the strengths of case study research is in 

the way cases studies provide an aid to inductive thinking which then results in novel theory. 

Eisenhardt (1989, p. 549) argues that while "most empirical studies lead from theory to data...the 

accumulation of knowledge involves a continual cycling between theory and data". These cross-

case comparison issues will be discussed in the concluding chapter of my dissertation. In the next 

two cheers, the cases for Malaysia and Singapore will be presented. 
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Chapter 5. Malaysia 

"^ow, as before, the Malays seem to be teetering between the desire to assert their rights and 
arrogate to themselves what they consider to be theirs, and the overwhelming desire to be polite, 
courteous and thoughtful of the rights and demands of others. Deep within them there is a 
conviction that no matter what th^^ decide or do, things will continue to slip from their control; 
that slowly but surely th^ are becoming the dispossessed in their own land. This is the Malay 
Dilemma" (Mahathir bin Mohamad. The Mcday Dilemma, 1970) 

5.1 The Political Economy of Malaysia 

5.1.1 The Political Economy of Ethnicity: Malaysia's Bumiputera Policy 

The modem history of Malaysia began in 1957 when the eleven states of what is now 

called peninsular Malaysia were formed into the Federation of Malaya. Six years later, three 

additional states were added, Singapore, and two former British colonies on the island of Borneo, 

Sarawak and Sabah. In 1965, the present geographic form of Malaysia was finalized when 

Singapore was separated from Malaysia as a consequence of the political differences between the 

leaders of the two countries (see e.g., Andaya and Andaya, 1982). 

Malaysia's political parties are largely ethnically based. Not unsiuprisingly, then, the 

main axis of Malaysian politics has been between the country's two largest ethnic groups, the 

Malays and the Chinese, who respectively comprise approximately, 45% and 33% of the 

country's population. The United Malay National Organization (UMNO), formed in 1946, is 

Malaysia's dominant political party. From its beginning, UMNO's primary goal has been the 

promotion of the economic position of Malays. UMNO has been the dominant party in all of 

Malaysia's federal parliamentary coalitions and the source of national policy. An opposition 
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Malay party, PAS, the Persatuan Islam Sa-Tanah Melayu ("All Malayan Islamic Association") is 

the center of Malay-based opposition. PAS is relatively small, but does control the government in 

the East coast state of Kelantan. Chinese political support is mostly divided between three parties, 

the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA), the Democratic Action Party (DAP) and Gerakan 

Rakyat Malaysia (lit., "Malaysian People's Movement", called Gerakan). Both the MCA and 

Gerakan are members of the Barisan Nasional (national coalition), while the DAP is Malaysia's 

largest oppositioa party. Both Gerakan and the DAP have non-secular, egalitarian platforms and 

their membership is open to all ethnic groups. In both cases, however, party membership is 

mostly Chinese. 

Under the first Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman, the country had a laissez-faire 

economic policy. This ended with the events following the 1969 elections after which Malaysia's 

political life took a dramatic shift. In that election, after opposition political parties did 

unexpectedly well (though UMNO and the Alliance still held a comfortable majority), 

demonstrations began. These turned into bloody riots and interethnic strife that bordered on civil 

war (See Comber, 1983). An estimated 800 people died in the fighting which followed. Martial 

law was then declared which remained in effect for nearly two years. 

In the aftermath, the government implemented the New Economic Policy (NEP), aimed 

at giving Malays and other indigenous ethnic groups, usually referred to as bimiiputeras (lit., 

"princes of the soil"), more economic power. For example, the majority of openings for students 

at Malaysian public universities were set aside for Malays, while government organizations, and 

govenmient-owned corporations gave preference to hiring Malay woricers. A further NEP goal 

was to increase the level of Malay corporate ownership, which stood at less than 2% in 1970, to 

30% by 1990 (Jesudason, 1989). Although the NEP did not reach that goal, a ten-fold increase in 
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Malay coqjoiate ownership to a level of about 20% was achieved by 1990, the year the NEP 

officially ended. 

To achieve this increase, the UMNO-led government encouraged the creation of Malay-

owned businesses and gave them preferential treatment. Consequently, a class of government 

officials and others with political connections began to emerge. These individuals were able to 

use their connections with the government to gain access to government licenses and contracts. 

Such political connections by 'insiders' continue to be a key fector in determining who receives 

government licenses and contracts to this day (Bowie, 1994). 

As part of the effort to increase Malay economic participation, the Malaysian government 

has long sponsored and promoted forms of "bumiputera" investment. Peih^s the most significant 

of these has been the creation of state-owned corporations charged with advancing bumiputera 

participation in the economy. Examples of such organizations are Perbadanan Nasional Beriiad 

(Pemas, "National Corporation"), the State Economic Development Corporations (SEDCs) which 

are organized under Pemas, Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB, lit. "National Equity 

Corporation"), which manages the Amanah Saham Nasional (ASM, the "National Unit Tmst") 

and the Bank Bumiputra. All of these organizations have essentially the same goal, namely, to 

enlarge bumiputera (read Malay) ownership in the economy by creating and participating in new 

business ventures. Three examples of this in the area of telecommunications have been the 

creation of a joint venture between Pemas and NEC during the 1970s to manufacture digital 

telecommunications switches, the creation in the late 1980s of the Public Services Network by 

PNB which is a packet switched network used for data communications by Malaysian banks and 

the postal system, and the participation by PNB as a minority share holder in Mobikom, one of 

Malaysia's mobile phone companies. 
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The Malaysian government has also been directly involved in numerous economic 

ventures, albeit in a less pervasive manner than the government of Singapore. Perhaps the most 

significant of these has been HICOM, the Heavy Industries Corporation of Malaysia. Created in 

1981 while Mahathir was the Minister of Trade and Industry, HICOM has been involved in the 

creation of heavy industry ventures including Perwaja Steel, Kedah Cement and by &r the most 

ambitious of HICOM's projects. Proton (stands for Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional, the National 

Automobile Manufecturer), which manufecturers the Malaysian national car. HICOM, however, 

has in large part been a spectacular and expensive &ilure with both Kedah Cement and Perwaja 

Steel losing approximately one billion Malaysian Ringgit before going bankrupt (Bowie, 1991). 

The Proton project has been more successfiiL, but this has in large part been through the creation 

of a "hothouse" industry whose competition is subject to special tariffe, ensuring that Proton's 

products, though expensive on an international scale, are the least expensive cars on the 

Malaysian maiicet. 

Finally, besides these investment and development efforts, the Malaysian government has 

also had a program to privatize state organizations (Jomo, 1995). By the mid-1980s, the number 

of partially or wholly state-owned enterprises in Malaysia had grown to over 1,000. During the 

1970s and 1980s, these organizations served a role in creating employment opportunities for 

Malays in public sector organizations tliat were relatively secure firom private sector competition. 

For a variety of reasons, including the relative lack of experience on the part of both management 

and staf^ however, the performance of many of these firms has been relatively poor. By the early 

1980s, partly due to these efforts to create public sector organizations, the government began to 

experience larger and larger budget deficits, reaching a peak during the global recession of 1985. 

Consequently, the Mahathir government announced a plan to privatize these state-owned 

organizations. Under the plan, dozens of state-owmed enterprises were scheduled to be privatized 
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over a period of several years. The stated goals of the privatization process were (Economic 

Planning Unit, 1991); 

1) Relieve the financial and administrative burden of government; 

2) Improve the efficiency and productivity; 

3) Facilitate economic growth; 

4) Reduce ±e size and presence of the public sector in the economy; and 

5) Help meet the national economic policy targets. 

Since the start of the program, dozens of state-owned enterprises have been privatized, 

including Tenaga Nasional Berhad (the power company), Malaysia Airline System (MAS, the 

national airline). Port Kelang Container Terminal (KCT), the Malaysian International Shipping 

Company (MISC), TV3 (an independent television station), and Sj'arikat Telecom Malaysia 

Beriiad (the telephone company). The privatization process is also ongoing since new government 

enterprises are continually begin created and later privatized, such as MIMOS Berhad, one of 

Malaysia's Internet Service Providers. 

The privatization process remains controversial, however, since privatized organizations 

often feil to meet expectations for better management, greater efficiency or improved 

profitability, and government protection and subsidization may continue indefinitely. In the 

worst case, privatization only moves an organization from the category of a public monopoly to 

that of a private monopoly with little de facto change in operations. Thus tiiere remains a question 

as to whether or not Malaysia's privatization program is actually meeting its stated goals 

(Rugayah Mohamed, 1995). 
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5.1.2 Malaysia's Export Oriented Economy 

The goal of increasing Malay economic power, although important, is not the sole &ctor 

in Malaj^ian policy making. Since before independence, foreign capital has played a critical role 

in fimding Malaysian economic development, and the Malaysian government has long made great 

efforts to encourage foreign investment. During the colonial period, Malaya's economy was based 

on mineral extraction and agricultural production, the vast majority of which were in tin mining 

and rubber production. The development of these primary products industries was based 

primarily on investment by foreign firms, and British capital was the dominant source of this 

investment. Prior to World War n, for example, about 90% of the coimtry's large rubber estates 

were foreign owned (Rasiah, 1995). 

Since independence, the relative importance of foreign capital in the economy has &llen 

considerably, but continues to play a critical role in Malaysian economic development. It has also 

shifted from being largely invested in rural areas and focussed primarily on agricultural and 

mineral products to being concentrated in urban areas where its role is in manu&cturing facilities. 

During the 1970s, Malaysia's state-owned investment corporations purchased the country's large 

plantations from their foreign owners (Gomez and Jomo, 1997). At the same time, foreign 

investment was encouraged in the manufacturing sector. The shift in focus and relative 

downsizing not withstanding, foreign capital, primarily as invested in Malaysia's export 

processing zones, has been the main engine of Malaysia's economic growth since independence. 

Efforts to attract foreign investment for manufacturing began in 1958 when the Pioneer 

Industries Ordinance was passed. This included a 2-5 year tax holiday for companies investing in 

Malaysia (Rasiah, 1995). Besides tax relief, the Malaysian government also created special 

corporations whose roll was to manage the development of industrial estates to provide 
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infiastnicture for roanu&cturing facilities. Through measures such as these, Malaysian economic 

development siace independence has been based supported by foreign firms that have Malaysia 

as a base for export processing. Foreign manu&cturing investment is especially prominent in the 

electronics industry. For example, Malaysia has become the world's leading exporter of 

semiconductors. In large part, Malaysia's current prosperity has been based on keeping and 

maintaining the country as an attractive site for foreign investment. As a consequence of policies 

to encourage foreign investment, Malaysia has had nearly four decades of almost uninterrupted 

economic growth. In the state of Penang, for instance, ±e site of some of the country's largest 

export processiag zones, the contribution of manufacturing to the State's Gross Domestic Product 

grew from 12.7% in 1970 to over 50% in 1994. Factors that have favored investment in Malaysia 

include its skilled, easily trained workforce, the use of English, good infrastructure, stable 

government and attractive tax incentives. 

In the domestic economy, another pattern for foreign investment has been the creation of 

joint ventures in which foreign minority partners are brought in to provide expertise and 

technological skills in exchange for access to the Malaysian domestic maricet. This pattern has 

been especially prominent in the telecommunications sector and many of Malaysia's large 

telecommunications firms now have foreign minority partners. For example, Binariang has US 

West as a minority partner, TRJ is in a partnership with Deutsche Telekom, Mutiara Telecom has 

brought in Swiss Telecom as its minority partner and STW is in a partnership with International 

Wireless Communications, a US-based company (Mesher and Dhilawala, 1997). 
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5.1.3 The Evolution of Malaysia's Economy From the 1980s to the Present 

During the 1990s, however, new directions for economic development have begun to 

emerge in the Malaysia economy. First, as a consequence of the success of the program to attract 

foreign investment to use Malaysia as an export-processing platform, there is now a labor 

shortage in Malaysia. This is especially true in the area of skilled labor and the government must 

now look to every available source of labor, thus giving non-Malays greater leverage in their role 

in the economy. It is in some ways fortuitous that the NEP ended in 1990, since the lapse of the 

NEP gives the government more leeway in promoting a more egalitarian approach to economic 

development. 

The combination of the NEP and export oriented manufacturing created a stable 

environment for economic development during the 1970s and 1980s and Malaysian economic 

policy was more or less balanced between the goal of attracting foreign investment capital and 

expanding the bumiputra sector of the domestic economy. In 1990, the NEP was replaced by two 

new policies: the National Development Policy (NDP) and Vision 2020. The name "Vision 2020" 

refers to a speech made by Prime Minister Mahathir in 1991 in which he proposed that Malaysia 

set the goal of becoming a developed nation by the year 2020. Both policies can be viewed as a 

continuation of previous policies that struck a new balance between the twin goals of Malaysian 

economic policy, foreign investment and special considerations for Malays (Gomez and Jomo, 

1997). The most visible change then is that there is a partial opening of the barriers to non-Malay 

participation in economic areas such as telecom, where non-Malay participation was previously 

prohibited under the NEP. 

Thus, during the early 1990s, two new telecom licenses were given out to companies in 

which the share of Malay capital was only 30% (the minimum required for a listing on the Kuala 
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Lumpur Stock Exchange). These were Binahang and Mutiara Telecommunications headed by T. 

Aoanda ICrishnan and Vincent Tan Chee Yioun, respectively. The entry of these two firms into 

Malaysia's telecommunications sector is also part of a trend to make Malaysian maricets, 

including those in telecommunications, more competitive, thus enabling the 'discipline of the 

market* to become a tool in the hands of Malaysian government plaimers. Historically, newly-

created Malay corporations have benefited from government subsidies and protectionism against 

both domestic and foreign competition. The opening up of domestic maricets to non-Malay 

participation can be viewed as a signal to all Malaysians that this sort of support cannot be taken 

for granted and that biuniputera firms most leam to compete on their own. 

Another recent case where telecommunications has emerged as part of a major national 

policy initiative is the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) project. The Malaysian government's 

goal in creating the MSC is to combine an export processing zone with a broadband 

telecommunications testbed complete with advanced teleconununications technologies such as 

fiber optics, ATM and TCP/IP (Greenwald, 1997). The MSC is still very much in the planning 

stages, but some major corporations are already involved, such as NTT, Microsoft and Sun 

Microsystems. Although the project may be slowed down somewhat by Malaysia's recent 

economic woes, it does appears that the MSC project is a serious attempt by the Malaysian 

government to use information technologies like the Internet to leapfi'Og into a 21st century 

economy. 

Finally, another recently emerging pattern is the transformation of Malaysian companies 

into multinational corporations. This is actually part of an international trend by which large 

organizations in developing countries have begun to sell their services and take part in foreign 

maricets. In Malaysia, this new direction has included Malaysian firms in the telecommunications 

field, such as Telekom Malaysia and Technology Resources, Incorporated (TRI), and Uniphone 
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Engineering, all of which are now involved in a number of overseas ventures mostly in countries 

in Southeast Asia and in the Indian Ocean Basin. 

5.2 Telecom Privatization and Liberalization 

Malaysia's NEP was implemented in response to racial unrest exacerbated by growing 

economic inequality. In order to produce results quickly, an immediate NEP goal was to create 

new jobs for Malays, especially in public sector organizations such as Jabatan Telekom Malaysia 

(JTM, the Malaysian Telecommunications Department). By the niid-I980s, however, what was a 

model telecommunications department for a developing country, had become bloated and 

inefficient (Kennedy, 1995). In spite of tripling its total staff from 7,000 to 21,000 employees, 

JTM was unable to fill the backlog of new line requests that had reached 133,000 out of400,000 

total lines by 1980 (Lent, 1991). 

JIM'S performance problems created opportunities for individuals within the Malaysian 

government to press for both the privatization of JTM and the liberalization of the 

telecommunications maricet as a means of increasing the level of Malay corporate ownership. 

Because access to contracts and licenses for the telecommunications network and its services 

have always been under government control, the liberalization process created a major 

opportunity for the government to establish new Malay-owned corporations in concert with the 

goals of the NEP. Liberalization began in the early 1970s with the establishment of several 

companies involved in the manufacture and installation of telecom equipment, including Sapura 

Holdings, Electroscon, Binafon and Sri Communications. When Mahathir Mohamad became 

Prime Minister in 1981, however, the fortunes of these companies skyrocketed, as the 
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government increased the size of the contracts they were receiving fiom several million dollars 

per year to hmidreds of millions (Lent 1991). 

JTM was privatized in 1987. At that time, the operational side of the organization was 

reorganized as Syarikat Telekom Malaysia while about 100 employees remained at Jabatan 

Telekom Malaysia, which was then given the role of telecommunications regulatory body. 

Although privatized, about two thirds of the equity in Telekom Malaysia continues to be held by 

the Malaysian govermnent. With the exception of the entry of Uniphone into the payphone 

market in 1971, most of the liberalization of the telecommunications services market began 

shortly after the Telekom Malaysia's privatization. Today, the Malaysian teleconununications 

industry is one of the most competitive in the world, with a large niunber of players in most 

market sectors. Multiple operators are now offering their services in nearly every major segment 

of telecommunications services market. A wide range of areas are now open to competition, 

including both domestic and international basic services, cellular telephony, payphones, paging, 

trunk radio, VSAT, and VANs. During 1996, Malaysia's first domestic satellite service, 

MEASAT, also went into operation. Tabic 5.1 lists the number of licenses issued by JTM as of 

the end of 1995 for telecommunications services. 

Two recent telecom market entrants, Binariang and Mutiara Telecom, no longer have 

majority Malay ownership. In both cases, however, corporate control is held by insiders known to 

have close ties with UMNO leaders (Gomez, 1994). 
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Service No. of Licenses 
Basic Network Services 7 
CeUular (includes PCN) 8» 

Int'l Gateway Services 5 
Mobile Satellite Data 1 
Paging 38 
Public Payphones 3 
Radio Leased Channel 7 
Satellite Services 1 
Telepoint (CT-2) I** 

Trunk Radio 20 
Value Added Network Services 17 
VSAT 4 

*iacludes 2 licenses by Ceicom 
•*of 3 licenses originally issued, 1 was returned and 1 converted into a PCN 

license 

Rgure 5.1 Malaysian Telecom Licenses by Market Segment (as at end 1995) 
(Source: JTM, 1996) 

In September 1995, Malaysia's Minster of Energy, Telecommunications and Posts, Datuk 

Leo Moggie, announced that the government would implement a rationalization program in 

which only three companies would be allowed to operate basic telephone networks and 

international gateway services. At that time, six licenses had been issued for both types of 

services. It was speculated that only Binariang, Celcom/TRI, and Telekom Malaysia would be 

allowed to continue holding their international gateway and basic services licenses, with Mutiara 

Telecommunications, Syarikat Telefon Wireless and Time Telekom being forced to sell their 

networks to one of these dominant operators (Mesher and Dhilawala, 1997). However, the latter 

companies pressed their concerns with the government. They raised both the questionable legal 

basis for the rationalization move as well as their inability to receive full value for the large 

investments they had already made in developing their networks given that their operating 

licenses would no longer be valid. After many closed-door discussions with operators, the 

government finally announced in July 1996 that it was backing out of its rationalization efforts 
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and that competitive forces, and not a government mandate, would instead be allowed to remove 

firms firom the market. At that time, the government also said that no further licenses for basic 

services or international gateways would be issued in the foreseeable future. 

Government pressures for rationalization did result in two main moves by major telecom 

players. First MRCB Telecommunications, which operates E-Martel, the PCN network with the 

smallest market share, began looking for a buyer in June 1996. Talks with Celcom, however, fell 

through. Instead, Telekom Malaysia, which had been looking to obtain a license for more 

advanced services in the cellular market for some time, succeeded in outbidding Celcom, and 

ended up buying the company for RM640 million. 

Time Telekom and Sapura Holdings also made several moves to form a strategic alliance 

during July and August 1996 in an effort to emerge as Malaysia's fourth major 

telecommunications giant. A 75% stake in Sapura Digital, operator of the ADAM PCN netwoik, 

was sold to Time Telekom, followed by the sale of 75% of Uniphone, Malaysia's largest 

payphone operator, also owned by Sapura Holdings, to Time Engineering, Time Telekom's parent 

company. 

During 1995 and 1996, another new owTiership trend emerged in which several 

Malaysian telecom companies sold minority shares of their operations to developed country 

partners in the US and Europe. So far, this has included Binariang selling a 20% stake to US 

West, Celcom/TRI seUing a 21% stake to Deutsche Telekom and Mutiara Telecom selling a 30% 

stake to Swiss Telecom. Other companies, such as Time Telekom and Telekom Malaysia were 

also said to be looking for foreign partners as well. One of the main reasons for these sales is that 

in order to continue developing their networks, these companies needed advanced country 

partners as a means to ensure the continued, rapid transfer of the latest telecommunications 
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technologies to Malaysia. Another reason is to continue to provide competitive rates for and 

access to international netwoiics. 

5.3 Basic Services 

Malaysia now has seven companies licensed to offer basic services. Telekom Malaysia 

became the first company to receive a basic service license in 1987 at the time of privatization. 

During the 1990s, six additional licenses for basic services were issued. This began in 1993 when 

BinaSat, a subsidiary of Binariang, became the second Malaysian corporation to receive a basic 

services license. In 1994, three more companies were issued licenses; Celcom, Time Telekom, 

and Syarikat Telefon Wireless (STW), a small wireless fixed line provider. Finally in 1995, 

licenses were issued to Mutiara Telecom and Fiberail, a joint venture between Telekom Malaysia 

and the national railway. Current holders of basic service and international gateway licenses are 

listed in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 

Operator License Issued 
Telekom Malaysia Berhad Jan. 1, 1987 
BinaSat Conununications Sdn. Bhd. Mar. 1, 1993 
Time Telecommimications Sdn. Bhd. June 1, 1994 
Syarikat Telefon Wireless (M) Sdn. Bhd. Dec. 24,1994 
Celcom Transmission (M) Sdn.Bhd. May 5, 1994 
Mutiara Telecommunications Sdn. Bhd. Jan. 18,1995 
Fiberail Sdn. Bhd. Jan. 31,1995 

Figure 5.2 Uoensed Operators for Basic Services in Malaysia 
(Source: JTM, 1996) 
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Operator License Issued 
Telekom Malaysia Berhad Jan. 1, 1987 
MeaSat Global Telecommunications Sdn. Bhd. Mar. 1,1993 
Celcom Communications Networic Sdn.Bhd. July I, 1993 
MutiaraTelecommunications Sdn. Bhd. Oct. 31,1994 
Time Telekom Sdn.Bhd. Dec. 1,1994 
Figure 5.3 Licensed International Gateway Operators in Malaysia 
(Source: JTM, 1996) 

JTM has set a deadline of Jannary 1999 for full competition in Malaysia's domestic and 

international services markets to be put in place. During that time, Telekom Malaysia's monopoly 

in local services will end and operators will have been given "eqiial access" to each other's 

networks. Interconnection agreements have already been signed between the other basic service 

operators and Telekom Malaysia. Interconnection agreements between all of the cellular 

operators, as well as between the cellular operators and Telekom Malaysia, were also completed 

during 1995. 

An important area for competition in the near future will be in the International Direct 

Dial (IDD) market. The IDD business is one of the most profitable segments of the 

telecommunications maricet and typically yields operating margins of above 40%. With annual 

growth is projected at above 20% over the next five years, there is a good chance that all 

operators will find enough revenue to sustain themselves. Currently, Telekom Malaysia derives 

25% of its revenues from DDD calls. As of December 1996, two of Malaysia's basic service 

licensees began to offer basic services in selected areas or to selected customers in competition 

with Telekom Malaysia. First, in December 1995, Time Telekom began offering basic, STD and 

IDD services to corporate customers who wished to connect to their fiber network. Binariang, 

operator of the recently launched Malaysian national satellite network, MEASAT, also began to 

market its MAXIS suite of services in late 1996, which includes basic services. Pricing for both 
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basic services and intemationai calls has started to fall in response to this competition. During 

September 1996, Time Telekom began to offer rate reductions of 10-25% over Telekom's rates to 

corporate customers. Subsequently, in November 1996, Telekom Malaysia also began offering 

reduced rates for intemationai calls. Malaysia's smallest basic services provider, STW, which 

currently provides basic services on Langkawi Island, also attempted to expand its basic services 

during 1996, but was unable to do so due to problems in implementing its interconnection 

agreement with Telekom Malaysia. 

Telekom Malaysia 

Telekom Malaysia became a publicly listed stock on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange 

in November 1990. The Malaysian government, however, still holds a majority 72% share in the 

company. The remaining 28% is publicly traded and owned by a combination of local (11%) and 

foreign (17%) investors. The company is now the largest corporation on the Kuala Lumpur Stock 

Exchange, with profits of RM1.95 billion on an annual turnover of RM5.2 billion in 1995. 

Corporate assets as of 31 December1995 were RMI5.0I billion, up from the previous year's 

RM12.18 billion. During financial year 1994/95. the group's total tumover rose by 16.9% to hit 

RM5.25 billion. Operating profits stood at RM 1.95 billion, an increase of 13.4% over the 

previous year. Telekom Malaysia accounted for 99.6% of the group's profit (Telekom Malaysia 

Berhad, 1996). 

At the end of 1995, there were 3.34 million main lines in Malaysia and a penetration rate 

of 16.8 lines per one hundred persons, or a growth of 16.3% over the previous year. According to 

the 7th Malaysia Plan, this number will grow to 5.578 million lines by the year 2000, which will 

correspond to a penetration rate of 24.7.1ines per 100 persons (Mesher and Dhilawala, 1997). 
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The digitalization of Telekom Malaysia's network has continued as planned. At the end 

of 1995, 97.2% of the switches in the Malaysian public switched telephone network were digital, 

while digitalizatiott of the transmission network had reached 84.1%. Both the switching and 

transmission networks are expected to be completely digital by the end of 1997. Telekom 

Malaysia currently purchases its switching equipment from five vendors: Alcatel, Ericsson, 

Fujitsu, NEC and Nokia. Total switching capacity rose to 5.49 million lines during 1995, up 20% 

over the previous year. During 1995, Telekom Malaysia reported that its aggregate international 

gateway exchange capacity had remained constant for the fourth year in a row at 11,100 lines. 

This is a curious feet since 25% cf the company's revenues are derived from international long 

distance calling. 

Telekom Malaysia launched its SDH backbone in 1994 with initial availability in high 

traffic commercial areas of the Klang Valley. Although initially the network was developed for 

telephony 2^plications only, it has since been reconfigured for broadband communications. 

Speeds of 155 Mbps, 622 Mbps and 2.5 Gbps are now possible over the networic's backbone. The 

Malaysian Domestic Submarine Fiber Optic Cable, when completed inl998, will also be part of 

the company's SDH backbone. In 1996, Telekom Malaysia also launched (COrporate 

INformation Superhighway), a service targeted at corporate customers for computer networking 

applications. By 1998, it is forecast that ATM services will be offered to COINS customers. 

Telekom Malaysia is also actively developing rural telecommunications. At the end of 

1995,401,000 lines were deployed in rural areas of the country. Between 1995 and the year 2000, 

an additional 537,000 rural lines are scheduled for installation in rural areas, raising the rural 

telephone penetration rate to 8.8 per 100 persons. In addition, at the end of 1995, 22,500 

payphones had been installed in rural areas. An additional 44,000 rural payphones will be 

installed by the year 2000. 
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Subscribers to Telekom Malaysia's voice telephony service have the option of 

subscribing to a number of enhanced voice services including voice mail, three-way calling, call 

waiting and caller ID. 

Faced with growing competition in the domestic market, Telekom Malaysia has 

increasingly turned to the international arena for new investments. The company currently has 

shares in twenty-four joint venture companies in Guinea, India, Malawi and Sri Lanka. In India, 

Telekom Malaysia has a 49% share in Usaha Martin Telekom (UMT), for which the majority 

partner is Usaha Martin Industries, Ltd. UMT holds a license to provide the GSM service in 

Calcutta and paging licenses to operate in 10 Indian cities. The GSM service was launched in 

1995. MTN Networks (Pte.) Ltd. is a joint venture in Sri Lanka between Telekom Malaysia 

(80%) and Sunpower Systems. Launched in 1995, MTN Networks operates Sri Lanka's first 

GSM-based cellular telephone network. Telekom Malaysia is also now involved in two joint 

venture projects in Afiica. In Malawi, Telekom Malaysia has a 70% stake in Telekom Networks 

Ltd., a joint venture with Malawi Posts and Telecommunications Corporation that operates the 

Callpoint 900 GSM network and provides an X.25 data service. The service went into operation 

in December 1995. Finally, during late 1995, Telekom Malaysia finalized a second Afiican joint 

venture project through the purchase of a 60% stake in Sotelgui, formerly the state-owned 

telecom company of the West Afncan Republic of Guinea. 

Binariang Sdn. Bhd. 

Binariang is a privately owned consortium headed by T. Ananda Krishnan. The company 

is one of only two large Malaysian telecom companies that have a minority Malay ownership of 

only 30%. In December 1994, a 20% stake in the company was sold to US West. The other 50% 
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of the company is owned by a consortium of Malaysian Indians. Even though Binariang is not 

majority Malay owned, Mr. Ananda Krishnan is known to have strong and long standing ties with 

Prime Minister Mahathir (Gomez, 1994). The company is licensed to provide basic services, 

international gateway services, a GSM digital cellular network, as well as to operate Malaysia's 

national satellite netwoiic. Measat 1 was launched in January 1996 followed by Measat 2, which 

went into orbit in November 1996. Binariang also operates the Maxis Mobile service. This is 

Malaysia's largest digital cellular netwoiic with a subscriber base of over 100,000 as of September 

1996. The company is expected to enter the International Direct Dial maiicet in the near fitture. 

Binariang's sister company, Measat Broadcasting Network Systems, which began 

operating the Astro Direct-to-User satelhte television service in October 1996, is a joint venture 

between the Usaha Tegas (85%), a company linked to Ananda Krishnan, and Khazanah Nasional 

Bhd (15%), the Malaysian government's investment arm. Measat Broadcasting Network Systems 

has reportedly spent RM500 million in developing its broadcast network and plans to spend an 

equivalent amount over the next few years. 

TRI/Celcom 

Cellular Communications Network Sdn. Bhd, or Celcom, is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Technology Resources Industries Bhd (TRI). Celcom was originally created in 1988 as a wholly 

owned subsidiary of Telekom Malaysia, but was later purchased by other investors who, in turn, 

were bought out by the current owner, Mr. Tanjuddin Ramli. Celcom operates Malaj^ia's largest 

cellular networic. Celcom's main cellular network, which began operations in 1989, is based on 

the ETACS standard. A second cellular network based on the GSM standard was launched in 
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1995. The license to operate the GSM network did not include further bandwidth allocation and 

so die company is gradually moving its customers to the digital GSM standard. The company also 

has subsidiaries in a wide range of domestic telecommunications-related activities, including 

paging, audiotex, trunk radio, EDI, and wireless Internet access. TRI also has a number of 

international joint ventures in Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, India, Iran, and Tanzania operating 

cellular netwoiics. TRI is also involved in projects to develop optical fiber backbones with Tenaga 

Nasional Beriiad (along with MRCB), Petronas, Sabah Electric and the Sarawak Economic 

Development Corporation. In October 1996, Deutsche Telecom (DT) bought a 21% equity stake 

in TRI for RM630 million. DT purchase of part of TRI will give the latter several advantages. 

These include financing for Celcom's fiber optic backbone project, operational support, and help 

in formulating a corporate strategic plan to make the most of the company's licenses in the 

provision of local and international telecom services - something the company has yet to do. 

In 1996, the company announced it would enter into the second phase of its 

reorganization process, called Focus n. Under Focus II, TRI will be restructured into the 

following seven strategic areas: Mobile Services, International Services, Value Added Services 

and Multimedia, Transmission, Fixed Network Services, Data Services, and International 

Ventures. Under the restructuring plan, Celcom will concentrate on cellular mobile (both digital 

and analog), trunk radio and paging services, while a number of companies which were 

previously Celcom subsidiaries will become directly linked to TRI, such as Celcom Transmission 

and Celcom Technology, which manages TRI's value added and multimedia services. Cellular 

services, which presently account for 65% of TRI's revenues will, in the future, account for only 

about 1/3 of total revenues since Celcom's cellular network is reaching maturation. On the other 

hand, the other divisions are just entering the phase in which high revenue growth is possible. The 

Focus n restructuring process is expected to take between 12 to 18 months to complete. TRI 
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reported a net profit of MR185 million in fiscal 1995 (year ending December 31) against MR162 

million in 1994. The company reported a turnover of RM 1.1 billion during 1995. 

Mutiara Telecommunications Sdn. Bhd. 

Mutiara Telecommunications was established in 1994. The company is privately owned 

by a group of investors with Tan Sri Vincent Tan being the dominant partner. As with Binariang 

then, Mutiara Telecommunications has only a 30% minority Malay ownership, the minimum 

requirement for the company to be listed on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange. Majority capital 

in the company is held by Malaysian Chinese. As with Mr. Ananda Krishnan, Vincent Tan is also 

known to have close ties to Prime Minister Mahathir (Gomez, 1994). Mutiara 

Telecommunications holds seven licenses to operate telecommimications services in Malaysia, 

including PCN (DCS-1800) mobile, international gateway, national trunk, VSAT, and value 

added network services. Mutiara was the first company to launch its PCN service in May 1995, 

and now boasts the widest coverage in Malaysia. The company also announced that it has 

invested RMIOO million in the construction of two Standard-A satellite earth stations to serve as 

its international gateway. Overall, Mutiara Telecom is reported to have spent some RM800 

million on its network and expects to spend RM1.25 billion to further develop its network over 

the next two years. In July 1996, Swiss Telecom acquired a 30% stake in Mutiara for RM710 

million, effectively putting the company's value at RM2.37 billion. 
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Syarikat Telefon Wireless (STW) 

Syarikat Telefoa Wireless, that claims to be the first digital wireless local loop company 

in the world, is Malaysia's smallest provider of basic services. STW began operations in 1994 on 

Langkawi Island. After the success of its pilot program on Langkawi, STW was subsequently 

provided a license to offer its services nationwide. The company set its value at RMl billion 

during the recent rationalization exercise. STW currently provides services to Langkawi, Penang 

and certain areas in Kedah claiming a total subscriber base of 4,500. In addition, STW has signed 

agreements for another 13,800 lines and hopes to have another 23,000 subscribers by the end of 

1996. Switches covering the Klang Valley, Seremban and parts of Johor have already been 

installed. STWs network uses the digital AMPS standard. A US company. International Wireless 

Communications, owns a 30% stake in Syarikat Telefon Wireless. Apart from voice, STW 

circuits also support &x and data communications services. Interconnection with Telekom 

Malaysia, originally signed in 1993, was slated to go into effect in January 1996 but was delayed 

by the rationahzadon exercise. A new interconnection agreement with Telekom Malaysia is 

expected to go into effect in November 1996. 

Sapura Holdings 

Sapura Holdings was established in 1975 and is one of Malaysia's oldest private sector 

telecom companies. Although not a basic services provider, Sapura is a major player in ±e 

Malaysian telecommunications mailcet, and so I will describe it in this section. Soma's core area 

is in manufacturing telecom equipment, but the company has since expanded to other areas 
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including the provision of telecom services. The company's two main subsidiaries involved in 

telecom services are Sapura Telecommunications Berhad (STB) and Uniphone 

Telecommunications Berhad (UTB). STB, in turn, has three subsidiaries involved in telecom 

services, Komtel and Sija, both paging companies, and Sapuia Digital, formerly known as 

Electronic and Telematique, which operates the ADAM PCN service. 

Malaysia's oldest private sector telecommunications company, the Uniphone 

Telecommunications Berhad, was established in 1972 as a subsidiary of United Motor Works and 

given the task of installation, collection, and maintenance of payphones (Lent 1991). Uniphone 

was later purchased by its founder, Shamsuddin Kadir, a former JTM ofiBcial after which it 

became part of Sapura Holdings. Uniphone's main activity is the installation and maintenance of 

public payphones. Uniphone is also involved in a joint venture to set up payphones in Vietnam 

and recently signed a ten-year contract with the Philippines Long Distance Telephone Company 

to provide payphone services in the Philippines. 

Sapura's other subsidaries include; Uniphone Ushasama, a joint venture engineering 

group involved in the design and installation of telecommunications cables and related systems; 

Teledata, that manufectures telecommunications equipment including payphones; Sapura 

Electronics Industries, that manufactures and assembles printed circuit boards for 

telecommunications equipment; and Sapura Business Systems, which distributes Alcatel 

telecommunications and PABX products. 

During July and August 1996, Sapura and Time Telekom began to form what was 

described as a strategic partnership through joint ventures and the joint ownership of 

complementary companies. At that time, majority ownership of both Sapura Digital and 

Uniphone were sold to Time Engineering, Time Telekom's parent company. 
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Time Telekom 

Time Telekom, a wholly owned subsidiary of Time Engineering spent EIM2.2 bilUon 

over the past two years laying 4,000 kilometers of fiber optic cable along Malaysia's North-South 

Highway. The company also operates a number of satellite earth stations, hi September 1996, 

Time Telekom was the first non-incumbent basic service provider to launch a combination of 

local, STD, and IDD services to corporate customers. 

Enhanced services provided by Time Telekom include corporate PABX link, 3-way 

conferencing, voice mail, call waiting, and caller ID. Leased lines for data communications are 

also being provided. The intemational gateway for Time's IDD service is being provided through 

gateways operated by Celcom and Telekom Malaysia. Time Telekom now owns a 75% stake in 

both the payphone (Uniphone) and cellular phone (Sapura Digital) aims of the Sapura Group for 

RM482 million, or RMI.2 billion, respectively, while Sapura Holdings now owns 15% of Time 

Telekom. During the rationalization exercise. Time Telekom estimated its value at RM4 billion. 

5.4 Payphones 

In 1972, Payphones became the first sector of the Malaysian telecom services market to 

be liberalized when the Uniphone Corporation was given the license to install and maintain them. 

As of June 1996 there were 110,000 payphones in Malaysia. This corresponds to a penetration 

level for payphones of about six tenths of one percent. Because a large number of payphones are 

not in working order due to vandalism or improper maintenance, however, a competitive 

payphone market was established to encourage a higher quality of service. Malaysia now has 
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three competing operators, Telekom Malaysia, Uniphone and Citifon. The newest entrant, 

Crtifon, which is partly owned by Telekom Malaysia, began operations in May 1995. Citifon uses 

payphones based on smart card technology. Telekom Malaysia also began installing payphones 

using thi^ technology in June 1996. In August 1996, 75% of Uniphone was sold by Sapura 

Holdings to Time Telecom. 

5.5 Cellular Telephones 

More than any other telecom sector, the cellular phone maricet is emblematic of the 

Malaysian government's policy of creating competitive, high growth telecom markets 

incorporating the latest technologies. By the end of 1995, Malaysia had seven companies offering 

cellular phone services: Telekom Malaysia, Celcom, Mobikom, Binariang, Mutiara Telecom, 

MRCB Telecom and Sapura Digital. A variety of standards are also in use including NMT 450, 

ETACS, AMPS and D-AMPS, GSM and DCS-1800. 

Digital cellular services were first offered on a widespread basis in 1995 when Binariang 

began offering its GSM-based MAXIS Mobile service and the three PCN services; Mutiara 

Telecom, MRCB Telecom and Sapura Digital also began operations, all three using the DCS-

1800 standard. The last cellular service to be launched was Celcom's GSM offering, which began 

operations in December 1995. In mid-1996, two cellular network operators were sold. First, 

MRCB Telecom was purchased by Telekom Malaysia, giving Telekom Malaysia a digital cellular 

license. Second, a 75% stake in Sapura Digital was sold to Time Telekom. Sapura and Time have 

a number of complementary services, as well as similar corporate cultures, and are expected to 

woric more closely together in the future. 
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Malaysia's cellular market is extremely competitive and has been set up so as to 

encourage the r^id development of cellular telephony in the country. Malaysia uses the lialf-rate' 

airtime pricing system, whereby band phone users only pay for outgoing calls, allowing users 

who tend not to originate calls on their hand phones the ability to subscribe to the service at a 

modest price. Furthermore, in order to increase the overall attractiveness of hand phones, 

interconnection agreements were signed between all of the cellular operators as well as with 

Telekom Malaysia by early 1995. 

Malaysia's main telephone service provider, Telekom Malaysia, became the first 

company to offer cellular communications services in 1985, two years before the company was 

privatized. The service, based on the Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT-450), and operating at 450 

MHz, is called ATUR 450. Demand for ATUR 450 has grown considerably since it was first 

ofifered a decade ago, and now stands at 95,000 subscribers nationwide. 22,000 of these are 

located in the Kuala Lumpur metropolitan area. Compared to newer cellular technologies, ATUR 

450 has some serious limitations, such as only having 180 available channels. 

In addition to the NMT-450 network, Telekom Malaysia began to offer, in 1992, an 

advanced Cordless Telephone (CT2) network, called Smartfon, which operates at 864 MHz. This 

network allows subscribers to make calls out as long as they are within about 50-100 meters of 

base stations, mariced with Smartfon signs. Subscribers simply take their cordless telephones with 

them when they go out. Smartfon service is offered in Malaysia's four largest metropolitan areas 

of the Klang Valley, Penang and Johor Bahru, and Ipoh, with a total of 8,000 subscribers. 

Smartfon rates are relatively cheap, but the technology does not allow incoming calls to be made. 

For this reason, Smartfon has not attracted the low cost segment of the hand phone market 

because in Malaysia band phone users are only charged for airtime on outgoing calls. Cost 

sensitive hand phone subscribers in Malaysia subscribe to hand phones and simply don't make 
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outgoing calls. In Hong Kong and Singapore where CT2 ofiferings have been significantly more 

successfiil, hand phone subscribers are charged on both incoming and outgoing calls. 

Malaysia's second cellular phone company is Cellular Conununicadons Networking 

(Celcom). Originally Celcom was a subsidiary of Telekom Malaysia, but it was quickly bought 

out by a group of investors, and later by Tanjuddin Ramli. Since its creation in 1988, the 

company has grown to become Malaysia's largest provider of cellular services, with a total 

subscriber base of 711,000. Celcom's market share now stands at two thirds of the Malaysian 

cellular maricet. 

Celcom's analog cellular offering is called ART 900 (Automatic Radio 

Telecommimications) and is based on the British ETACS (Extended Total Access 

Communications System), popular in many countries in both Europe and Asia. The system 

operates between 882-900 MHz. With a channel bandwidth of 25 KHz and a total bandwidth of 

23 MHz, ETACS is capable of a maximum of 96 chaimels per cell. Features offered by Celcom 

include call conferencing, call waiting, a call charge display, and call transfer. Celcom also has a 

roaming agreement with Singapore Telecom. 

During 1995, Celcom also began operating a GSM network. Since the company has not 

been able to obtain additional bandwidth to operate its network, it has instead partitioned its total 

bandwidth between their ETACS and GSM services and plans to expand its GSM partition, 

currently from 900-905 MHz as more of their customers move to that service. As of June 1996, 

Celcom had 65,000 GSM subscribers. 

Malaysia's third cell phone company, Mobikom, formed in 1994 and is a joint venture of 

Telekom Malaysia, Sapura Holdings and two other large government-owned corporations, EON 

and PNB. Mobikom's service is called Mobifon 800 and offers both digital and analog services 

over the same frequency band. Mobikom began its Klang Valley operations in June 1994, using 
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the analog Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS 800) which was developed in the US. 

Mobikom has been allotted a band just above 825 MHz and has 20 MHz of total bandwidth. A 

per channel bandwidth of 30 KHz translates into a total of666 channels available in analog mode. 

Digital signals that use only 10 KHz per channel are also possible. D-AMPS has over three times 

the c^acity of AMPS, or about 2000 channels total. Mobikom had 235,000 subscribers as of July 

1996. 

Binariang, which also operates Malaysia's domestic satellite networic, MEASAT, 

launched its Maxis Mobile GSM service in August 1995. This system operates using a bandwidth 

of 15 MHz and operates at around 900 MHz. GSM combines FDMA and TDMA techniques. 

GSM also uses encryption techniques, meaning more secure communications than previously 

available for analog systems. Binariang's Maxis Mobile now has over 100,000 subscribers. 

Three PCN licenses have also been issued in Malaysia. The first of these was to Mutiara 

Teleconununications that launched its Digi 1800 service in May 1995, using Ericsson equipment. 

The second PCN operator is Malaysian Resources Corporation Bhd. (MRCB) Telecom began 

operating its Alcatel supplied network in June 1995. The third operator, S^ura Digital, a 

subsidiary of Malaysia's large domestic telecommunications equipment manufacturer, Sapura 

Holdings, launched its Advanced Digital Access for Mobile communications (ADAM) service, 

supplied by Nokia, in August. By September 1996, these services had 71,000, 10,000 and 50,000 

subscribers for Mutiara, MRCB and Sapura Digital, respectively. 
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5.5.1 Statistics for the Malaysian Cellular Market 

Jabatan Telekom Malaysia (JTM), Malaysia telecommunications regulatory body, 

recently published growth statistics for the Malaysian cellular market as follows: 

Year Subscribers Growth Rate Companies in 
Market 

1990 77,931 2 
1991 131,678 69% 2 
1992 206,448 57% 2 
1993 340,074 65% 2 
1994 571,720 68% 3 
1995 872,248 53% 7 

Figure 5.4 Subscriber Base for the Malaysian Cellular Market 
(Source; Jabatan Telekom Malaysia, 1996) 

JTM also provides information on the regional distribution of cellular subscribers: 

Region Subscribers Market States Included 
Central 390,578 43% K.L. Fed. Dist. and Selangor 
Northern 174,239 19% Perlis, Penang, Kedah, Perak 
Southern 155,377 17% Melaka, N.Sembilan, Johor 
Eastern 59,756 7% Kclantan, Terenggannu, Pahang 
E.Malaysia 124,474 14% Sabah, Sarawak, Labuan Fed.Dist. 

Figure 5.5 Regional Distribution of the Malaysian Cellular Telephone Market 
(Source: Jabatan Telekom Malaysia. 1996) 

At the end of 199S, market shares for the seven cellular providers were as follows: 
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Firm Subscribers Market Share 
Telekom Malaysia 96,345 11% 
Celcom 561,314 64% 
Mobikom 149,580 17% 
Binariang 25,820 3.0% 
Sapura Digital 13.411 1.5% 
MRCB Telecom 2,513 0.3% 
Mutiara Telecom 23,878 2.7% 
Total 872,788 
Figure 5.6a Market Share by Company for the Malaysian Cellular Market 
(Source: Jabatan Telekom Malaysia, 1996) 

The relatively small market share of the four digital services; Binariang, Sapura Digital, 

MRCB and Mutiara Telecom, is mostly due to the fact that the services had only recently been 

launched. By April 1996, the maiket shares had not changed by much. In &ct, in spite of the 

increased number of competitors, Celcom, which also introduced its own GSM offering in late 

1995, had improved its maricet share slightly to a total market share of 66.7%. 

Firm Subscribers Market Share 
Telekom Malaysia 96,000 ^ 9% 
Celcom (ART-900) 650,000 63% 
Celcom (GSM) 38,000 3.7% 
Mobikom 176,000 17% 
Binariang 32,000 3.0% 
Sapura Digital 13,000 1.5% 
MRCB Telecom 5,000 0.5% 
Mutiara Telecom 23,000 2.3% 
Total 1,033,000 
Figure 5.6b Market Share by Company for the Malaysian Cellular Market 
(Source: Asian Communications, May, 1996) 

Over the next several months, competitors in the cellular market began large-scale efforts 

to compete for maricet share through heavy advertising on television and radio and special 

promotional sales of equipment. Three of the four digital services, Binariang, Sapura Digital and 

Mutiara have been involved in a heavy advertising and marketing campaigns. This appears to 
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have unproved their market shares as indicated by the market data for August 1996 (Figure 5.6c), 

that show that the same three digital hand phone services had a combined market share of 16%. 

This is an increase of twice the maricet share over the end of 1995. 

In absolute terms, these companies saw their combined subscriber base nearly triple, 

growing ftom 63,000 subscribers to over 200,000. One of the main reasons for this is the 

improved voice clarity possible with digital services. Because of the popularity of digital cellular 

offerings, Malaysia's two largest cellular operators, Celcom and Mobikom have also been 

emphasizing the availability of their digital services as well. 

Finn Subscribers Market Share 
Telekom Malaysia 95,000 7.6% 
Celcom (ART-900) 646,000 51.6% 
Celcom (GSM) 65,000 5.2% 
Mobikom 235,000 18.8% 
Binariang 80,000 6.4% 
Sapura Digital* 50,000 4.0% 
MRCB Telecom* • 10,000 0.8% 
Mutiara Telecom 71.000 5.7% 
Total 1,252,000 
*75% owned by Time Telekom as of August, 1996 
**owned by Telekom Malaysia as of July, 1996 

Figure 5.6c Market Share for the Malaysian Cellular Market 
(Source: Data collected by author, August 1996) 

In 1995, the number of cellular base stations in Malaysia were as follows: 
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Operator Technology Base Stations 
Telekom Malaysia NMT450 375 
Celcom (ART-900) ETACS 900 678 
Celcom (GSM) GSM 341 
Mobikom AMPS 800 226 
Binariang GSM 137 
Sapuia. Digital^ DCS 1800 307 
MRCB Telecom^^ DCS 1800 161 
Mutiara Telecom DCS 1800 288 
Total 2,513 
•75% owned by Time Telekom as of August, 1996 
••owned by Telekom Malaysia as of July, 1996 

Figure 5.7 Installed Cellular Base Stations by Company 
(Source: Jabatan Telekom Malaysia, 1996) 

Although this is changing rapidly as nearly all companies in the cellular market are 

expanding their networks, the above numbers give some important clues about the competitive 

strengths of each company since coverage and call completion rates, two of the most important 

fectors in quality of service, are both related to the number of installed base stations on a network. 

Furthermore, higher frequency communications attenuate more quickly, also requiring more base 

stations, which may be part of the reason why the new PCN services have not been expanding 

more rapidly. 

During 1996, all of Malaysia's digital services were very likely aggressively expanding 

the total number of base stations in their networks. At the time of the sale of MRCB 

Telecommunications to Telekom Malaysia, it was reported that the number of installed based 

stations in the E-Martel network was 563, three and a half times the number reported by JTM for 

the end of 1995. 
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5.5.2 Competition in Malaysia's Cellular Market 

Besides the recent acquisitions of PCN companies and the differences in the technologies 

and offerings provided by different cellular companies, Malaysian cellular operators also compete 

more directly in the marketplace in a number of ways. Examples of this are; quality of signal, 

coverage areas, advertising, hand phone subsidies, fee subsidies, aiitime pricing and promotions. 

Quality of Signal. Digital services have become increasingly more popular in Malaysia 

because of the clarity of their signals, a common distinction of any digital service because of the 

ability of digital transmission systems to reform the square waves on which the bit signals that 

make up digital transmissions are formed. 

Coverage. A company's coverage area is a critical component of a cellular service's 

appeal, especially for subscribers that frequently travel beyond their local metropolitan area, or 

subscribe in areas that are not well covered by a network. Limitations in coverage are one of the 

main reasons why hand phone subscribers switch services. 

New network operators have all followed a similar pattern of network development in 

Malaysia. First services are offered in the large metropolitan areas of Peninsular Malaysia West 

Coast: Kuala Lumpur, Ipoh, Penang and Johor Baru. Next, coverage is extended along the main 

roads connecting these urban areas. After this, coverage is extended to the towns along Malaj^ia's 

East Coast; Kuantan, Kuala Terengganu and Kota Baru, and finally the networks begin operations 

in introduced to East Malaysia. 

Thus, in some areas outside of the major cities, the choices of which hand phone operator 

to subscribe to are much more limited. Nearly one quarter of Telekom Malaysia's ATUR 450 

service is based in East Malaysia, for instance, because it is one of the few operators to have 

develop its networic in that region. 
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Advertising: many cellular operators advertise on television and radio to promote their 

services. Notably Binariang, Mutiara and Sapura Digital, operating Malaysia's largest digital 

services, all of which were launched slightly over one year ago, are still advertising heavily on 

television, radio and in the newspapers. Binariang, which launched a heavy television advertising 

campaign in July and August 1996, especially during the period of the 1996 Summer Olympics, 

claimed that its subscriber base was growing at a rate of 1% per day as a result. 

Hand phone Subsidies: cellular operators also compete by subsidizing the cost of hand 

phone purchases. Unlike paging operators who also serve as distributors for paging terminals, 

cellular hand phones are sold through separate channels to retail outlets. In order to encourage 

growth in their subscriber base, band phone operators tend to absorb a large fraction of the cost of 

hand phones. 

Promotions: competition in the cellular market can occur on a permanent basis, by 

setting prices for goods, or on a temporary basis, by offering goods or services for a limited time 

only. The latter form of marketing is used frequently in the cellular maiket. 

Airtime Pricing: although the prices for registration fees are fixed by the government, 

airtime prices are not and vary considerably between operators, vary according to time of day, 

and may also vary according the destination which the caller is trying to reach. Because of the 

many factors involved in pricing calls, this is a very complex area and so has not, as yet, played 

an important role in determining what service hand phone users subscribe to. 
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5.5.4 Data Communications Services 

To date, data services in Malaysia have not been an important part of the cellular market. 

In July 1996, S^ura Digital launched its data communications offering, called Adam Virtual 

OfSce, that allows users to use the ADAM network for data commimications as well as access the 

Internet. The service offers speeds of up to 9600 bps using a cable connecting the hand phone to a 

PCMCIA card inserted into a notebook computer. By September 1996, the networic had about 

1,000 users. Celcom also has a wireless data communications offering called WISE, with about 

2,000 subscribers, but it is not part of its cellular services. 

The lack of interest in developing or using data communications options for cellular 

communications is not really surprising, however. The Internet in Malaysia, which one might 

take as an indicator of communications use, still has only about 50,000 subscribers 

nationwide, compared to the 1.2 million cellular subscribers. Thus, the demand not has yet 

materialized for wireless data communications. 

Thus, while it is likely that other cellular companies will provide data communications 

offerings in Malaysia in the near future, at present this aspect of cellular conununications is not 

being emphasized and over the near term will probably continue to be only a tiny fraction of the 

total potential maricet. A much greater potential for cellular data might be realized over the 

midterm of three to five years hence as the cellular market matures and cellular providers start to 

look for revenue growth through the development of specialized applications for corporate 

customers. 
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5.5.5 Trends in Malaysia's Cellular Telephony Market 

Malaysia continues to be a fast follower in the adoption and use of cellular telephony 

technology. The following characteristics were observed in that industry: continuing robust 

growth rates, "half rate' pricing as a key stimulus to subscription, and the lack of a significant 

mobile data communications market. 

Continued High Growth Rates 

Malaysia's cellular telephony market, with seven different cellular network operators, is 

one of the most competitive cellular markets in the world. Also during 1995, a number of PCN 

and GSM based services began operations. The total subscriber base now stands at about 1.3 

million, making the penetration level 6.5% per 100 persons. The maiicet continues to grow at a 

rapid rate of over 50% per year, and analysts predict that maricet saturation will not occur until a 

penetration level of somewhere between 20 to 40 percent is reached. According to the Seventh 

Malaysia Plan, the total number of cellular subscribers in Malaysia is expected to reach 3.723 

million by the year 2000, which corresponds to a market penetration rate of 16.5% (Malaysia, 

1996). 

The Continued Popularity of Hand phones 

Continued high growth in the Malaysian hand phone market can be expected because the 

&ctors that make hand phone use popular can be expected to continue for the foreseeable future. 
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There are essentially two main reasons which might be cited for the popularity of hand phones in 

Malaysia: one cultural and one logistical. 

Culturally, Malaysia might be described as an 'information sensitive' culture. It is unlike 

Western cultures where information tends to be more freely passed between individuals. Hand 

phones are attractive because they allow communications to be made directly to the person 

desired without any intermediaries. Also, hand phone ownership denotes status in a culture that is 

status-oriented. Thus, for cultural reasons, hand phone ownership provides a superior substitute to 

terrestrial telephone access. 

Hand phones are popular because they are complement terrestrial telephone services. 

This is an outgrowth of the country's affluence. Members of Malaysia's large middle class own 

cars and commute to work by car. This has produced bad trafBc congestion in the larger cities, 

especially Kuala Lumpur. Because of the level of trafRc congestion, Malaysian professionals tend 

to go out for drinks, go shopping or take their evening meal before returning home. They thus 

spend long periods away from home and office phones. The bad trafBc also creates uncertainty 

regarding when someone will arrive to work or for an appointment or meeting. Furthermore, 

middle and upper class Malaysians often travel within Malaysia and hand phone users are also 

able to take advantage of the nationwide coverage areas provided by hand phone operators that 

allow hand phone users to still be in contact even though they are hundreds of kilometers from 

their homes. Indeed, roaming features, which allow hand phone users to remain in 

communication while travelling in other countries, have been a popular advertising topic. 

The Success of Half Rate Pricing 
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The pricing of band phone services is a critical factor in their popularity. The fact that 

callers need only pay for the calls they make and the subsidization of the hand phones and other 

associated costs have provided a strong stimulus to the market. Although many &ctors are 

involved in making inter-country comparisons, the total size of the hand phone market in 

Malaysia is about three times that of Singapore, where a full rate call charging system is used. 

The use of half rate call pricing is undoubtedly an important &ctor in this result. 

The Lack of Data Communications Applications 

Data communications using hand phone networks have not been a significant part of the 

Malaysian market to date. Data communications are still relatively unimportant in Malaysia and 

until data conununications markets, such as the Internet, develop fluther, the use of hand phones 

for data communications can not be expected to play a major role in the growth of cellular 

networks. Over the next three to five years, this may change, but data communications will likely 

continue to play only a minor role in cellular communications until the overall size of the data 

communications maricet increases significantly (see discussion of estimated Internet market 

below). 

5.6 Paging 

Malaj^ia's paging mailcet became prominent in the late 1980s, when the first r^onal 

licenses were given out. In 1992, a number of nationwide paging licenses were granted. The 

paging sector in Malaysia has a number of both large and small players. To date, thirty-eight 
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paging licenses have been issued. These companies can be categorized into three groups; five 

relatively large paging companies that offer nationwide or peninsula-wide services, about twenty 

more small providers of localized paging services operating in Malaysia's state capitals, and 

roughly one dozen companies which hold licenses but have not developed networics. In 1995, the 

Malaysian government published the list of 28 Malaysian paging operators that I have reproduced 

in Appendix D. 

Growth in the paging market has not lived up to expectations, to say the least. 

At the end of 1995, there were an estimated 150,000 paging subscribers, a penetration rate of only 

0.8% and the paging market was reported by JTM to be growing at a 16% annual growth rate. In 

fsLCt, growth in the paging maricet has been essentially flat during most of the 1990s, and turned 

out to be much lower than originally estimated by Jabatan Telekom Malaysia, as shown in Figure 

5.8. 

Year Subscribers (1994 data) Subscribers (1996 data) 
1985 4,000 
1986 6,000 
1987 11,892 
1988 17,767 
1989 30,629 
1990 38,727 42,442 
1991 40,000 62.000 
1992 110,000 80,000 
1993 130,000 109.000 
1994 200,000^ (JTM 1994 est.) 128,818 
1995 250,000^ (JTM 1994 est.) 149,268 
2000 500,000* (JTM 1994 est.) 

Figure 5.8 Growth of Paging in Malaysia 
(Source: Jabatan Telekom Malaysia^ 1994 and 1996) 
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The downward revision of published data by the government is puzzling to say the least 

and would ^pear to indicate that only negligible growth has occurred in the Malaysian paging 

market since 1992. Since that date corresponds with the point at which intense growth began to 

occur in the Malaysian hand phone market, competition from hand phones would appear to be the 

reason for the poor performance of the paging market. Malaysia's "half-rate" cell phone call 

charging system, in which only the caller pays, would appear to be the source of that negative 

impact This is because half-rate charging means that cellular phone owners who only use their 

phones to receive calls are buying a service superior to paging, but at a similar cost, since it is 

also based on a monthly access fee. 

Malaysia's paging market is dominated by five companies that offer nationwide or 

peninsula-wide paging services and control about 90% of the market. These are; 

Electcoms 

Established in 1977, Electcoms now has an estimated subscriber base of about 41,000, 

giving the company the largest market share in Malaysia. Of the five major paging companies, 

Electcoms is the only large paging company that is not linked to either an international paging 

company or a large local telecommunications firm. The company is also Malaysia's largest trunk 

radio operator, firom which it derives much of its revenue base. Also unlike the other paging 

companies v^ch focus mainly on alphanumeric paging, Electcoms subscriber base is currently 

80% numeric. 
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Komtel 

A subsidiary of Sapura Telecommunications, Komtel claims a subscriber base of25,000, 

and has a nationwide license. This subscriber base gives the company about a 17% maiicet share. 

Komtel also mamifactures its own pagers, and is the first local company to do so, although their 

sale has since been discontinued. 

Hutchison Paging 

Hutchison Paging is joint venture between Serting Mewah (51%) a local bumiputera 

company. Federal Flour Mills (24.5%, local Chinese capital) and Hutchison Telecommunications, 

a subsidiary of the Hong Kong based Hutchison Whampoa Group which now participates in 

paging networks in about thirty Asian and European countries. The company began its Peninsula 

wide network in 1991 and now includes 70 transmission sites on an investment of RM90 million. 

Hutchison began focusing on providing alphanumeric paging in 1993. Corporate clients make up 

60% of their subscriber base of 35,000. One of the company's biggest services is PC paging, 

which allows a company to dispatch messages to its own pagers through a direct connection from 

the clients personal computer to Hutchison's paging computer via modem connection. This 

service accounts for nearly 25% of their customer base. 

Easycall 

Easycall is a joint venture between Telesistem and Matrix Telecommunications Ltd., an 

Australian firm, reports that 30,000 paging subscribers were divided equally between numeric 

and alphanumeric paging. Matrix participates in paging markets in eight countries in Asia and 
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Europe and has been active in the paging market for twenty years, including paging tnarkets in 

China, India, the Philippines and Thailand. Easy Call received its first regional paging license in 

1990, and later received a nationwide license. 

Skytel 

Skytel is a joint venture between Telekom Malaysia (40%), Sceter (25%) which is a 

bumiputera company, and Mtel, an American firm (35%). A relative newcomer to the paging 

market, Skytel began offering its international paging services in 1993. It is the only nationwide 

paging licensee operating in East Malaysia. Also, unlike the other paging companies, Skytel 

operates at 932 MHz instead of the 150 MHz band that other paging companies are using. The 

company currently has a subscriber base of about 11,000. Skytel also gives a toll fixe 800 number 

to access its paging network, lowering the cost of calling in pages, a significant benefit, especially 

for a nationwide service. This is possible at low cost to the company because of its relationship 

with Telekom Malaysia. 

Presently, all paging services use the POCSAG protocol and companies offer a mix of 

numeric and alphanumeric paging. The latter has many advantages, but also involves longer 

airtime, thus lowering system capacity. 

The FLEX protocol, which operates at 6400 bps instead of POCSAG's 512 or 1200 bps, 

will be made available in Malaysia in early 1997. Celcom also owns two small paging companies 

and, in 1995, became the first Asian member of the ERMES Steering group, but has not yet 

attempted to become a significant player in the paging market. Staff at Malaysia's large paging 

operators feel that with the introduction of new paging technologies, the paging maricet in 

Malaysia will be able to grow substantially once again. They also believe that there will also 
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likely be a shake out of the smaller paging companies at that time, since these 'micronetworks' do 

not have the resources to invest in new paging networic equipment. 

Another &ctor that may revive the Malaysian paging market is the use of pagers as 

complements to hand phones. Pagers complement hand phones in two ways. First, a pager could 

be used to contact a hand phone user when the hand phone is engaged or ofiQine and second, there 

are still many areas of the country in which hand phones do not operate but where pagers can still 

receive a signal. Thus, many Malaysian hand phone subscribers are finding the possession of 

pagers in addition to hand phones beneficial. 

Nevertheless, in spite of the value of a pager as a complementary good and the 

introduction of new paging technology, the future of paging in Malaysia is far from bright. 

Ultimately, the narrow bandwidth of the paging network, which is a mere 25 KHz for the entire 

networic, may prove to be the limiting &ctor and eventually place today's paging networks in 

competition with higher frequency and higher bandwidth competition. 

5.7 EDI 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is a standard for passing doounents over computer 

networks. EDI is rather different from the two mobile communications sectors discussed above. 

Although effectively a Hata communications standard, companies offering EDI services have 

traditionally done so by offering their services over proprietary value-added networks (VANs). 

EDI services offered as VANs can thus operate as niche monopolies. Thus, instead of competing 

directly for the entire market, as operators do in the paging and cell phone sectors, EDI services 

compete to enter new market niches. Once occupied, however, these VAN providers are shielded 
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from direct competition because they o£fer specialized products to their customers that are not 

easily substituted. 

In Malaysia, the development of EDI has allowed the creation of three different 

companies; Value Added Data Services (VADS), HICOM Network Services (HNS), and EDI 

Malaysia (EDIM). VADS is a joint venture between IBM and Telekom Malaysia. HICOM 

Network Services is a joint venture between the Heavy Industry Corporation of Malaj^ia 

^COM), a government-owned investment corporation, and Singapore Network Services (SNS). 

The third company, EDI Malaysia, is an associate corporation of the Time Telekom. As of late 

1996, the status of these companies was as follows; 

Value Added Data Services Sdn. Bhd. (VADS) 

Value Added Data Services Sdn. Bhd. (VADS) is a joint venture between Telekom 

Malaysia and IBM and two government-owned companies, Permodalan Nasional Beiiiad (PNB) 

and Kumpulan Wang Simpanan Pekeija (KWSP, Malay for Employees Provident Fund), to 

provide virtual networks for data communications. VADS' uses IBM equipment as a platform for 

using the X.400 networking protocol for document interchange. It also emphasizes the utility of 

this system for multinational corporations that have strong international data conununications 

needs. VADS has a nimiber of offerings in the EDI area, including SUPPLY'NET, MISC*NET, 

MEDI*LINK and EC*LINK. SUPPLY*NET is used in Malaysia to transmit purchase orders and 

deliver receipts and invoices within the business community. Proton, Malaysia's national car 

company uses the service that also links it to Proton's foreign partner, Mitsubishi Motor 

Company, in J^an. MISC*NET is used by the Malaysian International Shipping Corporation and 
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links that company to agents at 75 ofiSces in 31 countries around the world. MEDI*LO^ is a 

joint venture between VADS and the College of General Practitioners of Malaysia used by the 

healthcare ccmmimhy to link together medical databases, laboratories, hospitals, clinics, 

healthcare suppliers and insurance companies. Fmally, EC*LINK (electronic commerce) is 

another specialized joint venture network developed for KWSP. It manages Malaysia's 

Employees Provident Fund, similar to Social Security in the US. These include the processing of 

funds from employers, as well as form processing for the Amanah Saham Nasional Q^ational 

Unit Trust). 

EDI Malaysia (EDIM) 

EDI Malaysia (EDIM) is a subsidiary of Time Engineering, Sdn. Bhd. EDIM manages 

the Port Klang Community System (PKCS), launched in April, 1994. This EDI network is 

analogous to Singapore's TradeNct, in that it &cilitates the handling of documentation for imports 

and exports through Port Klang, Malaysia's largest port of entry. There are currently about 800 

EDI subscribers on the PKCS. PKCS is part of another EDIM managed network called 

Dagang*Net (dagang means trade in Malay) intended to provide a broad array of EDI related 

services. Dagang*Net's second service, Ringgit*Net, was launched in July 1994 to provide EDI 

financial services for the business community. In 1995, EDEM's parent company. Time Telekom, 

began offering basic telecommunications sendees. This will provide an important complementary 

service to EDIM, since the availability of telecom net\vorking c^acity may become critical for 

EDIM's VAN services to be offered at competitive prices. Time Engineering, Time Telekom's 
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parent company, which was responsible for the building Malaysia's North-South Highway, also 

has strong links to UMNO (Gomez, 1994). 

HICOM Network Services (HNS) 

HICOM Network Services (HNS) was created in October, 1994, as a joint venture 

between HICOM Communications, Singapore Network Services (SNS) and FT Integrator, an 

associated company of SCS Computer Services. SNS is the Singaporean EDI firm that operates 

the TradeNet EDI network in that country. Originally, HNS' business activities were focused in 

the manu&cturing sector in and around Penang, but that has now been expanded to include other 

areas of Malaysia, especially in the Kuala Lumpur area. HNS provides EDI services to zibout 150 

companies in the Malaysian manufacturing sector in the area of supply procurement. The 

company's customer base is mostly made up of local subsidiaries of multinational corporations, 

including companies in the electronics sector. Examples of typical documents include purchase 

orders, delivery orders, goods received notes and invoices. 

5.8 The Internet 

Internet service in Malaysia began as a government sponsored project in 1992. Up to 

1996 there was only one Internet Service Provider, the Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic 

Systems (MIMOS), a government research group. Their service, called Jaring, began operations 

as a research network, and later expanded its services to the commercial sector and general 
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public. Although access to the general public and commercial sector was made possible early on, 

emphasis was placed on the development of a national research and education network. By late 

199S, the lack of a strong consumer focus ended up creating problems for MIMOS as demand for 

Jarmg's services exploded but facilities were simply not available. In July 1996, JTM issued a 

second license for an Intemet Service Provider to Telekom Malaysia, that began operations as 

Malaysia's second Intemet Service Provider in November 1996. 

5.8.1 The Malaysian National Research and Education Network 

One of MIMOS main focuses has been the development of Jaring as the Malaysian 

National Research and Education Network (MREN). The concept consists of four components: 

Jaringan Ilmu (knowledge network) set up in cooperation with the National Library, Jaringan 

Penyelidikan (research network), linking government research institutes and educational 

institutions, Jaringan Pendidikan (education network), linking Malaysian secondary schools to the 

Internet, and Jaringan Awam (public networic) to provide information &cilities for the general 

public. 

Each of the above projects involves progressive network expansion, generally involving 

four stages: 1. planning, 2. a pilot phase, in which a test site is set up, 3. a trial phase in which a 

group of selected locations are connected, and 4., the final stage of implementation in which the 

entire target conununity for the network in question is gradually brought online. 

Jaringan Ilmu (Malay for 'Knowledge Network') is a project being managed by MIMOS 

for the Malaysian National Library. The project has both domestic and international components. 

During Phase I, Jaringan Ilmu was developed as a wide area network using Jaring to link state 
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libraries around Malaysia. During Phase n. which is just beginning, other public, academic and 

research libraries will be added to expand the number of nodes on from 14 to 500. The National 

Library has also placed four of its databases on Taring. These databases, which together comprise 

350,000 records are: BINAR which includes the Library's catalog, MENTARI, a Malaysian 

periodical index, PANCARAN, a database of Malaysian conference proceedings, and SURIA, a 

Malaysian newspaper database. Jaringan Ilmu also has an international component that is to make 

libraries, librarians and Taring users in general, aware of library and information resources 

available on the Intemet around the world. 

Most research and development institutes and government agencies are also now on 

Taring and in various stages of bringing up their own information servers. These will be linked in 

a national research network called Taringan Penyelidikan (Malay for 'Research Network*). The 

goal is to get all of the major research centers in Malaysia to become Taring information 

providers. In many cases, such as the more technically oriented universities and some of 

Malaysia's research centers, these efforts have already begun more or less independently of 

MIMOS. Although Malaysia's universities and research centers are essentially all cormected at 

this time, connectivity is "thin", with only limited use of local area networks and many 

organizations using a combination of LANs with dialup lines. Thus, the next phase of Intemet 

expansion amongst the R&D and E communities will involve expanding their LANs to connect 

the majority of users in large organizations. In addition, many new tertiary educational fecilities 

are being set up which will also be part of this network. One of the resources on this networic, 

MASTIC, the Malaysian Science and Technology Information Centre, is being developed to 

serve the needs of this community, and has just come onto Taring, although MASTIC's 

information resources are still mostly under development. 
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Malaysia's National Education Netv^ ork, called Jaringan Pendidikan in Malay, includes 

the Computers-in-Education project. The project's goal is to set up local area networks in 

Malaysia's secondary schools that will then be linked to Jaring. During trial phase of this project, 

50 secondary schools in Malaysia were selected to have computers installed on site. 

The fourth planned fecet of MREN which will provide information resources to the 

general public, called Jaringan Awam (Malay for "Public Network'). So fer, the focus of this 

effort is on providing tourist-related and other public informatioa about Malaysia for the general 

public, but not to any target group specifically. An ambitious feature of Jaringan Awam will be 

the development of rural access to the Internet. MIMOS has been installing Jaring access sites in 

a number of small towns and villages around Malaysia. 

5.8.2 Commercial Sector Internet Development in Malaysia 

MIMOS and Jaring 

The Jaring network began operations in November 1992. Initially, Jaring's subscriber 

population grew rapidly, often at rates of about 15-20% per month. By the end of 1994, there 

were slightly more than 1,200 Jaring subscribers, three quarters of which were individual 

accounts and the remaining one quarter belonging to organizations. By the end of 1995, this 

number had grown to 25,000. At that time, it was reported that Jaring had begun to experience 

growth problems and that users would often have to wait a considerable amount of time before 

being able to make a dialup connection. In addition, it was also reported that some curtailment or 
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closure to new users occurred for a period of several months from late 1995 to early 1996. Some 

observers reported an informal freeze on new subscriptions. 

Nationwide access to Jaring is provided through a series of Points of Presence (POPs) 

located in Malaysia's major population centers. There are presently about 70 such POPs around 

the country, which are intercoimected through a network of 64 Kbps or T-1 leased lines. At each 

POP, users access the networic through either dialup lines, or analog and digital leased lines, and 

in some cases through X.25 and narrowband ISDN. 

The first international link A\'as a 128 Kbps satellite link between MEMOS and the U.S. 

which was upgraded to a T-1 (1.536 Mbps) through U.S. Sprint in November 1994. This T-1 link 

remained the only link abroad during the early high growth period of 1994 through late 1995. In 

March 1996, MIMOS announced that it had increased its a^egate international Internet 

bandwidth to 3.5 Mbps by adding an E-1 link to the T-1 link already in service. Both links 

connect to sites in California. Just 10 days after the installation of the second line, the added 

opacity was almost completely in use. 

In March 1996, MIMOS announced plans to set up a T-3 link to the US by the end of 

1996, a move later delayed until early 1997. MIMOS has joined the Asian Internet Holdings 

consortium in which a number of regional ISPs are sharing resources to enable more efficient 

routing and greater cost savings. 

In September 1995, MIMOS sent out a request for proposals to companies interested in 

becoming Janng Access Service Providers (JASPs). The idea behind creating JASPs was to allow 

private sector organizations to become involved in the commercial end of Internet development in 

Malaysia. 106 companies responded to the request. Six months later, in March 1996, MIMOS 

announced that it had chosen a short list of eight companies to become Jaring Access Service 

Providers. These were: Binariang, MRCB Telecommunications, the New Straits Times Press, 
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Utusan Malaysia, Sapura Holdings, Telekom Malaysia, Time Telekom, and the East Malaysian-

based JASP Konsortiimi. 

Several months of negotiations ensued and it was nunored that any company signing a 

JASP agreement would also have to sign a pledge to not become an independent Internet Service 

Provider in competition with MIMOS in the future. In July 1996, five companies were finally 

selected to receive JASP licenses. These were: Binariang, the New Straits Times Press, Time 

Media, a joint venture between Time Telekom and Sapura Digital, Utusan Malaysia, a Malay 

language newsp^er and Silicon Communications. The latter was the first, and so &r the only 

company to launch its Internet services in August 1996. 

At this time then, MIMOS is no longer handling the business fimction of providing Jaring 

services. MIMOS still handles the actual process of adding new subscribers to Jaring, however, as 

well as managing the network and it has been reported that there is still a substantial delay before 

new accounts become activated. Furthermore, a recent letter to a local newspaper indicated that, 

as of late October, there were still problems in providing adequate numbers of modems and 

dialup lines to Jaring. 

MIMOS also announced a target of providing end-to-end connectivity of 2 Mbps for 

Internet customers by the end of the decade. 

Telekom Malaysia and TMnet 

In July 1996, Telekom Malaysia was awarded the second Internet Service Provider 

license in Malaj^. Although originally selected as a potential JASP, the company had been 

lobbying to become an ISP for many months. Telekom has announced plans to invest up to 

RMIOO million in Internet infiastructure in the near future. Telekom Malaysia began ofTering its 
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Internet service, called TMnet, on November I, 1996. Their system provides online registration. 

New subscribers get on by first paying for the service at a local Telekom Malaysia branch, obtain 

software upon paying, and then register online. During the first three weeks of operations, TMnet 

reported that they had signed on 5,0G0 subscribers. 

The recently established COINS data communications network will be used to provide 

the domestic backbone for TMnet. Ten network access points have also been set up by Telekom 

Malaysia for Internet access in Malaysia's largest cities. There are plans to expand this number to 

26 by the end of 1997. Currently, three International links are in operation, two to the US with a 

total bandwidth of 2.5 Mbps of bandwidth and one to Japan vnth a bandwidth of 128 Kbps. 

5.8.3 Size and Growth Rate of the Internet in Malaysia 

According to Survey Research Malaysia, a local branch of the American firm, AC 

Nielsen, 80% of Jaring subscribers are single males. SRM also reported that MIMOS estimated 

the Intemet user population to be about 10% corporate and 1% connected through leased-lines. 

This means that at least 72% of the subscribers are individual dial-up subscribers, indicating that 

the relationship of subscribers to users must be close to one-to-one. 

The following figure gives the number of subscribers and the growth rate of the Intemet 

in Malaysia: 
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Date Subscribers Monthly Growth 
January 1,1993 30 — 

January 1,1995 1,200 17% 
October 1,1995 20,000 32% 
January 1, 1996 25,000 8% 
July 1,1996 35,000 6% 
October 1,1996 50,000 13% 
April 1,1997 85,000 10% 
October 1,1997 167,000 4% 
Rgure 5.9 Growth of Jaring 
(based on data from various sources) 

Figure 5.9 shows that between October 1995 and July 1996, the growth of Taring's 

subscriber population fell significantly and that it later picked up again after July 1996. Although 

the details of exactly why Internet growth fell during this period are unclear, some of the factors 

that may have been involved include: network congestion, the reorganization of Jaring to create 

JASPs, and competition with Telekom Malaysia. 

Three weeks after the launching of TMnet, TMnet's help desk reported that they had 

signed on 5,000 new subscribers, which corresponds to a 13% monthly growth rate for the 

Malaysian Internet as a vdiole. The latest data available on Internet use in Malaysia indicate that 

there were 167,500 Internet subscribers in Malaysia as of October 1967, (Lim 1997). The total 

subscriber population is now split more or less equally between the two Internet Service 

Providers with Jaring having 88,400 (53%) and TMnet 79,100 (47%). Thus, the growth rates for 

Internet use have &lien to only 4% per month, considerably below 1996 monthly growth rates. 

One might e?q>ect fiirther liberalization in the near future as a consequence. In his press release. 

Dr. Lim Kit Siang, the head of Malaysia's opposition Democratic Action Party recommended that 

time sensitive telqihone charges, which were put in place in Jime 1996, be repealed so as to 

encourage greater Internet use in Malaysia. 
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5.8.4 Supporting Technologies for Internet Development 

Telephone and Data Communications Infrastructure 

Malaysia's basic telqjhone inftastructure is already very good, with telephone penetration 

rates of 25 per hundred in urban areas and an overall average penetration rate of 15 per hundred 

for the entire country. 

Telekom Malaysia also has an extensive leased line service offering both analog and 

digital leased lines. Analog lines ofiPicially support data rates of up to 14.4 Kbps, but these circuits 

are commonly used at 32 Kbps. By the end of 1995, the customer base for analog leased lines had 

risen to 37,476. Two forms of digital leased lines are also available. Digitaline, which is 

unmanaged and Digitaline U, which is managed. In both cases, the digitzil leased circuits provide 

transmission speeds from 64 Kbps to 2 Mbps. As of October 1996, there were 312 Digitaline 

users and 1,590 Digitaline II users. ISDN has also been available since 1993. During 1996, 

c^acity was expanded to 4,000 lines, with access at 96 locations in Malaysia. As of October 

1996, there were 608 users of this service. 

Another recent development in data communications in Malaysia was the launching of 

Telekom's COrporate INformation Superhighway (COINS) broadband network in July 1996, 

providing a service based on SDH. Typical applications envisioned for the new service include 

high speed data transfer, Internet access, interactive multimedia services, video on demand and 

video conferencing with data rates of between 64 K to 2 Mbps now possible. The COINS 

networic will function as Telekom Malaysia's Internet backbone as well. 
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Computerization Levels in Malaysia 

Knowing the total base of personal computers in Malaysia as well as the total sales and 

the sales growth rates is useful in understanding what the potential market will be in Malaysia, 

since nearly all subscribers access the Internet using PCs and dialup modems. According to the 

Seventh Malaysia Plan, there were an estimated 350,000 personal computers in Malaysia at the 

end of 1995, up from 160,000 in 1990. That corresponds to an annual growth rate in the use of 

computers of 17%, wdiile the computer density at present is at two computers per himdred 

persons. 

Sales of personal computers are now about RM350m (US$140m) per year and the market 

is currently growing at about 20% per year. At an average cost per system are about RM 4,500 

(US$1,800) this works out to 75,000 units per year. 

Based on the above figures and assuming that there is no mortality rate amongst PCs, I 

have estimated the total PC base for Malaysia for the rest of the decade as follows: 

End of Year Total PC Base 
1995 350,000 
1996 425,000 
1997 515,000 
1998 623.000 
1999 753,000 
2000 908,000 

Figure 5.10 Projected Number of Personal Computers in Malaysia 
(based on estimates by author) 

Assxmiing that by the end of the year 2000,30% of all PCs in Malaj'sia are connected to 

the Internet, there will be about 300,000 Internet subscribers. The Seventh Malaysia Plan puts 
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forth the goal of having 400,000 Internet subscribers by the year 2000. Based on the above 

estimates, which is an attempt at a "best case" scenario, this level of Internet use will probably be 

difficult to achieve within the next five years. 

5.8.5 Competitive Market Staictures and the Internet 

Having a competitive market structure for Internet services is essential to providing those 

services at a competitive price, but with only two market players so fer, the Malaysian Internet is 

still fer from any sort of competitive equilibrium. Other Malaysian telecom markets are extremely 

competitive, overall the country has one of the most competitive telecommunications sectors in 

the world. 

Furthermore, because of its relatively low barrier to entry, Internet maikets are generally 

highly competitive, as is the case in just about every other country in the region. Thus, it would 

^pear very likely that the Internet market in Malaysia is in a state of transition at present, and 

will likely become more competitive in the future. 

Malaysia has an information policy whose aim is to control the flow of information 

entering the country. In Malaysia, the mass media are subject to a variety of controls. Printed 

publications must be licensed, and those licenses must be renewed annually. Though independent 

of the government, all of Malaysia's newspapers are owned or partly owned by political parties in 

the ruling coalition (Sivarasa, 1996). Radio and Television stations are still mostly owned by the 

govenunent-owned Radio Television Malaysia (RTM). Those that are not have strong links to the 

government, such as Time Highway Radio, a subsidiary of Time Telekom, or the new ASTRO 
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Diiect-to-User digital satellite television service, which is an associated company of Binariang 

and partly government-owned. 

In March 1996, Deputy Prime Minister Anwar announced at the opening of Internet 

World Asia in Kuala Lumpur that Malaysia would not attempt to censor the Internet but would 

instead support investment in the development of local Internet content. Six months later, 

however, an article in the New Straits Times newspaper quietly annoimced that the government 

was, ta feet, looking at ways to censor the Internet. 

5.9 Summary: Structure ofMafaysian Telecommunications 

Martlets 

The Malaysian telecommunications sector has become one of the most competitive in the 

world. All of the markets discussed above now have multiple operators, and nearly all entrants 

have been by companies with in which majority ownership was by Malay companies. Malaysia's 

current market structures can be seen as the direct outcome of the long-standing UMNO goal of 

increasing Malay ownership levels in the Malaysian economy, since competitive maricets produce 

the largest sustainable set of market players. 

In Malaysia, nearly every organization in the teleconmiunications sector is Malay-owned, 

while the rest have large Malay minority stakes. This conforms to the goals of the Malaysian 

government's bumiputra policy, in which the political power of the government has been used as 

a means to ensure that nearly all participation in the telecommunications services maiket come 

from Malay-owned companies. In spite of these ethnic constraints on maiket entry, which limit 
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competition to "trusted competitors", cellular telephony in Malaysia can be expected to remain an 

area of intense competition. 

To date, there are only two official Internet Service Providers in Malaysia, MIMOS, the 

Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic Systems, a former government research and development 

organization which was privatized in November 1996, and TMnet, a subsidiary of Telekom 

Malaysia, which began operations at the same time. By the end of 1996, there were about 60,000 

dial-up Internet users in Malaysia. Although the Internet is now a duopoly, it would also appear to 

be in a transition state and can be expected to become more competitive in the near future. 
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Chapter 6. Singapore 

"Should we leave it to the political process and hope that the best man will win?... Good 
government doesn't come by accident" Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong (quoted in "Good 
Govt Key to Growth, Says PM", Straits Times Weekly Edition, September 23, 1995). 

6.1 The Political Economy of Singapore 

6.1.1 The Emergence of Singapore's Authoritarian Political System 

Prior to independence, Singapore flmctioned in three capacities; as the port for the 

transshipment of goods within the region, as a military base to secure Britain's main Europe to 

Asia trade route, and as the railhead for exporting Malayan goods by sea. The rapid growth of the 

local population during the 1950s, both through irimiigration and natural increases in population, 

led to the realization that the labor force would grow dramatically during the 1960s. 

Consequently, there was a strong need for an industrial development policy in order to absorb the 

growing labor pool. 

Unlike most other developing countries, Singapore's economic structure as a port and 

tradmg center meant that the economy was always strongly centered around trading and public 

sector ^cilities, so there was essentially no local upper class or industrial group with strong 

political influence. This contrasts with most developing countries where there is an upper class or 

corporate interests based on manufacturing, agriculture or mineral extraction. Instead, the 

Singaporean upper class was composed of merchant houses whose profits were either repatriated 

to developed countries (mostly Britain). These groups were reluctant to become involved in local 
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industiial development because this would involved a long term commitment of capital under the 

volatile economic conditions that Singapore was experiencing just after World War n (Fong and 

Lim 1985). 

During the late 1940s, the UK was trying to rebuild its war-torn economy and was 

strapped for revenue. At that time, Malaya, with its large exports of tin and rubber, bad become 

Britain's most important colony economically (Hua 1983). Although the British had accepted 

plans for the eventual independence of both Malaya and Singapore by the early 1950s, they also 

sought to put governments in place that would support continued presence of British economic 

interests. At the time, the greatest challenges to British interests in Malaya were found in the 

mainly Chinese-supported Malayan Communist Party (MCP) along with radical labor 

organizations to which it was linked, which the British sought to destroy through a combination 

of military, police and political actions. The resulting period of authoritarian action on the part of 

the colonial government in many ways set the stage for similar actions in the fiiture, while 

making clear what sort of political ideology the British might find acceptable for self rule. 

At the time of Lee Kuan Yew's return from law studies at Oxford University in the early 

1950s, Singapore's political landscape consisted of two main groups, the Labor coalition which 

and the Malayan Communist Party (MCP) which had strongest political support, but wdiich had 

been outlawed by the British and were operating underground. Although then a small minority 

within Sing^X)rean society, Lee Kuan Yew and his followers were members of Singapore's 

English-educated middle class, which had the crucial advantage of holding political views 

sympathetic to British economic interests. Even before returning to Singapore, in a 1949 address 

to the Malaya Club in London, Lee presented his position on the significance of the leadership 

role that he and his associates sought to play; 
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"We, the retumed students, would be the type of leaders that the British would find 
relatively the more acceptable. For if the choice lies between a communist republic of 
Malaya and a Malaya within the British Commonwealth led by the people who, despite 
their opposition to imperialism, still share certain ideals in common with the 
Commonwealth, there is little doubt which alternative the British will find the lesser 
evil... But if we do not give leadership, it will come fi'om other ranks of society, and if 
these leaders attain power, as they wiU with the support of the masses, we shall find that 
we, as a class, have merely changed masters... But our trump card is that responsible 
British leaders realise that independence must and will come to Malaya and that therefore 
it will be better to hand Malaya to leaders sympathetic to the British mode of life, willing 
for Malaya to be a member of the British Commonwealth and, what is most important, 
willing to remain in the sterling area." (Minchin, 1986, p. 46-47) 

Creating a political organization able to meet both British e?q}ectations while also having 

an electoral following was very much on the minds of the founders of the PAP when it was 

established in November 1954. From the beginning, the PAP was created as an imeasy alliance 

between two very different Actions. The intent was to find political operatives that, in spite of 

their ideological differences, were willing to ally themselves with Lee as a means of gaining 

political power in Singapore. From the beginning, then, the rank and file of the PAP represented 

Chinese woridng class interests, while Lee and his group were only a tiny minority within the 

party. Lee and his associates were, however, able to place themselves in a leadership role in the 

party's Central Executive Committee, since it was clear fi'om the outset that they represented the 

sort of political perspective that the British sought. 

The PAP won its first parliamentar\' election in 1959. Political infighting between Lee 

and the PAP's left wing, however, continued through the late 1950s and early 1960s. Later, when 

Lee's group was firmly in control of the party, a new struggle began between the PAP and a new 

political opposition organization, the Barisan Sosialis (BS, Socialist Front) which was created 

firom members of the opposition, including many ex-PAP members. 

During the period just before and during merger with Malaya, Sukarno, vdiose political 

ambitions included the creation of a 'Greater Indonesia', began his militant 'konfi'ontasi' policy 
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aimed at pressuring into caprtulating to Sukarno's expansionist plans. In practice, kon&ontasi 

involved sending terrorists and other political operatives into Malaysia, which Singapore was 

then a part of. The efTect, though, was exactly the opposite of what Sukarno intended 

(Barraclough, 1988, p. 43). Instead of undermining the position of the PAP within Singapore and 

strengthening opposition to PAP rule, Lee was able to use the external threat to deal a strong blow 

to his political opponents, who he was able to characterize as a threat to state security. On 

February 27th, 1963, the Singapore government mounted Operation Cold Store, in which 111 

persons were arrested: including 24 leaders of the BS, 7 leaders of associated parties, 50 labor 

union leaders, five journalists and 11 student leaders fi'om the local university. A protest march 

that occurred one month later resulted in 12 additional arrests. That same year, the Singapore 

Association of Trade Unions (SATU, the acronym means 'one' in Malay) was also deregistered by 

the government and a new PAP-controIIed organization, the National Trade Union Congress 

created in its place. At the same time, new relationships were created with political allies, such as 

the civil service, and a new PAP controlled trade union association named the National Trades 

Union Congress (NTUC), was created in order to circimivent or undermine the development of 

future political threats to the PAP regime. The NTUC would to play a key role as labor's only 

oflScially sanctioned representative to the Singaporean government and the head of the NTUC 

was eventually promoted to ministerial status. 

In 1965, the brief two-year union with Malaysia ended. Already at that time, major 

differences in politics and ideology had developed between the two entities, with the leadership 

of UMNO in Malaysia insisting on special rights for the Malays while the PAP in Singapore 

continued to press its non-racial ideology. Furthermore, by adding Singapore to Malaysia, the 

number of Chinese in Malaysia outnumbered the Malays, and that, along with the ideological 

differences between the PAP and UMNO were felt to be a ticking bomb by UMNO's leadership. 
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Racial tensions emanating from these policy differences appear to have been a major &ctor which 

led to the race riots which occurred in Singapore in July and September, 1964, in which 33 were 

killed and 600 injured (Rodan, 1989, p. 79). 

On August 9"*, 1965, the government of Malaysia decided that Singq}ore must leave 

Malaysia. Singaporean independence came as a total surprise to the leadership of the PAP. In a 

speech broadcast over the radio that night, Lee was remarkably candid and pessimistic about 

Sing^re's fixture prospects; 

"Lee Kuan Yew - for a few hours and perfiaps for the only time in his long and brilliant 
political career - was out of his depth: it was difficult for him to seriously imagine 
Sing^re remaining viable if its political frontiers were to become conterminous with its 
geographic ones. During the night of August 9-10, 1965, he said on the radio: Tor me, it 
is a moment of anguish bccause all my adult life, I have believed in the merger and unity 
of these two territories' " (Regnier, 1987, p.25). 

The leaders of the now independent island republic were suddenly fiiced with both a 

political and economic dilenmia. From the perspective of Singapore's leaders, this new crisis 

required that the local population understand how political and economy policy decisions were 

inseparably linked to the countr>''s now very uncertain future. The government's position, termed 

"the ideology of survival' by one author (Chan, 1971), was that the country's limited size and 

resources left no room for open debate and political discourse. In Lee's own words: 

"Societies like ours have no &t to spare. They are either lean and healthy or they die. We 
have calculated backwards and forwards for eleven months on an independence we never 
sought that our best chances lie in a very tightly organized society." (Chan, 1971) 
This new ideology mariced the beginning of the last stage of the political development of 

modem Sing^ore that began with the country's independence and has continued to the present 

day. Since the country's independence, the PAP has actively attacked any real or perceived 

challenge to its political position, tolerating only very limited forms of opposition to its rule. 
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A key step was the final elimination of the independent labor movement. As the 

V^emius mission had previously argued, controlling labor was critical for Singapore's future, 

since labor was simultaneously the government's greatest source of political opposition and the 

key to the government's economic plans. As previously mentioned, a new government controlled 

labor confederation, the National Trade Unions Congress, was created in the ^ly 1960s. In 

addition to this, shortly after separation fix)m Malaysia, new laws were passed that further 

reduced labor's ability to take independent action, including the Trade Union (Amendment) Bill, 

the Employment Act, and the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act. The new regulations 

approved under these acts included increasing the woric week to 44 hours, reducing sick leave and 

anniial leave, banning strikes for essential services, making strikes illegal unless ^proved by 

secret ballot. Furthermore, employment issues such as promotions, dismissals and reinstatements 

were placed under the jurisdiction of the Industrial Arbitration Court. As shown in Figure 6.1, the 

overall goal of placing the Singaporean labor movement under government control succeeded in 

almost totally eliminating labor unrest by the late 1960s. 
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Figure 6.1 Work Stoppages in Singapore 
Source: Deyo (1981, p. 43) 

A further step to consolidate the government control over Sing^wrean society occurred 

in the early 1970s when the government moved to reorganize the Sing^orean press. In 1971, 

four editors of the Chinese daily Nanyang Siang Pau were imprisoned and two of Sing^x)re's 

English-language newspapers, the Eastern Sun and the Singapore Herald, were deregistered. 

Furthermore, under ±e Newspaper and Printing Presses Act of 1974, newspaper editors needed to 

be personally approved by the Prime Minister (Rodan, 1989, p. 231). A decade later, the process 

of ejctending control over the newspapers was further consolidated with the forced merger of the 

Chinese dailies, and the establishment of Singapore Press Holdings (SPH) as the government-

owned umbrella organization for all of Singapore's daily newspapers. Singapore's last 

independent daily newspaper, Tamil Murasu, came under government control in 199S (Thio, 

1996). Besides this, any and all attempts to use the mass media to express opposition views or 

efforts to develop credible opposition figures have been the subject of legal actions on the part of 
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the govenunent 

Ehiring the 1980s and 1990s, the PAP has continued its attack against real and perceived 

political opposition whenever it arises. Most recently, numerous court cases have been brought 

against opposition politicians and other dissenting voices, such as those in the international press. 

Examples of this have been the recent court cases against Francis Seow (see Seow, 1994), a 

former government ofBcial, Chris Lingle (see Lingle, 1996), a former lecturer at the National 

University and Chee Soon Juan, the former head of the Singapore Democratic Party (see Chee, 

1994 and 199S). Typically these are libel cases in which huge fines are levied against the accused, 

whose only real 'crime' has been making public statements that criticize the actions of the 

government or its leaders. 

Thus, through a variety of measures such as those described above, Lee Kuan Yew was 

able to create a stable authoritarian political system in Singapore that remains in place today, hi 

the end, the political situation in Singapore has left the leaders of that coimtry in the enviable 

position of making policy without having to &ce any serious opposition. While government 

policies have changed direction at times, the overall political structure of Singapore has remained 

more or less the same since independence. Having gained control of the reins of power through 

the creation of an authoritarian state, the government has continued to work to maintain its 

control over Singaporean society by eliminating any identifiable or potential sources of pohtical 

opposition to the PAP-controUed State. 

6.1.2 The Development of Singapore's Export-Oriented Economy 

Shortly after winning its first parliamentary victory in 1959, the PAP government began 

the process of planning the development of the Singaporean economy. In the late 19S0s, it was 

already known that an industrial policy for Singapore would become a critical issue during the 
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1960s since explosive growth in the island's labor force was projected. Singapore's merger with 

Malaya was therefore viewed as a critical &ctor in the island's economic fiiture. 

In 1960, an influential UN Industrial Survey Mission headed by Albert Winsemius 

recommended an Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI) policy for Sing^ore, using the much 

larger Malayan population as the market for Singapore's industrial goods. The report argued that, 

in view of Sing^x)re's relatively late start in attracting industrial investment, state intervention 

was essential if Singapore was to compete successfully for investment with other countries in the 

region. The Winsemius report also made a number of recommendations on how to implement this 

policy, including control over labor and holding down wage levels, the provision of tax incentives 

and free remittance of coital. In 1961, Singapore's First State Development Plan 1961-1964 was 

released. This plan largely adopted the recommendations of the Winsemius report. 

Events of the early 1960s were to make these plans short lived, however. First, beginning 

in 1963, trade with Indonesia was greatly reduced as part of that coimtry's 'konfrontasi' policy, 

intended to pressure Malaysia (including Singapore) to become part of a 'Greater hidonesia'. 

Economically, this was a significant problem, because Indonesian trade with Sing^xjre was 

second only to that with Malaysia, even though the official statistics have long been kept secret 

for political reasons (Regnier, 1989). Although the konfi-ontasi policy was abandoned by 

Indonesia following the coup d'etat that brought Suharto to power, the vulnerability of Singapore 

to her laige southern neighbor has been keenly felt ever since. 

The 1965 separation from Malaysia, however, had the greatest effect on undermining the 

Singaporean government's original economic plan, which was to be based mainly on Import 

Substitution Industrialization (ISI) into the much larger Malaysian maricet. With independence 

this was no longer possible. 

Finally, in late 1966, the British government announced its intention to completely 
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withdraw the British by 1971. This meant that the country would lose its laigest single source of 

revenue: 

"In 1967 the British spent $450 million in Sing£^}ore through their bases, amounting to 12 
per cent of total GNP. A fiuther 11-12 per cent of GNP was attributed to the indirect 
effects of the bases. The withdrawal was expected to lead to an estimated loss of 
approximately 100,000 jobs." (Rodan, 1989, p.87) 

G}nfi'onted by three major blows to its economic base, Singapore's post-independence 

economic future looked bleak. Lee Kuan Yew and his supporters were by that time, however, in 

firm control of the Singaporean political scene, setting the stage for independent action by the 

government in developing an industrial policy that was to dramatically improve Sing^ore's 

economic fortunes. The new, post-separation industrial policy involved two main components, 

based largely on the original recommendations of the Winsemius report. These were focussed on 

the creation and maintenance of an attractive environment for foreign investors to build 

manu&cturing &cilities in Singapore along with enhancing Singapore's regional role as a free 

port. 

Thus, shortly after its independence, Singapore was forced to look for a new basis for its 

economic development plans. Without access to local markets, Singaporean government planners 

found that their coimtry's best opportunities for economic development lay in developing the 

island as an of&hore manu&cturing platform. The new economic development focus was still 

based on the Winsemius plan, albeit redirected towards external maricets. The three main planks 

of the Winsemiiis team's recommendations remained intact: 1) control over labor, 2) high quality 

infirastructure, and 3) attractive investment conditions. 

Along with the export oriented industrialization plan, the government also began a 

program of state c^italism, mostly investing in infirastructure projects, but also involved in a 
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broad array of other areas where local expertise exists, such as shipping, housing, construction, 

trade promotion and banking. 

The financing and management of industrial development was given to a specially 

created statutory board, the Economic Development Board (EDB) which was originally 

established in 1961. A key feature of the plan is the mandatory employee savings plan called the 

Central Provident Fund (CPF). The CPF operates in a similar feshion to Social Security in the 

United States, although the savings rates have historically been much higher with workers 

currently contributing 25% of their income and employers contributing an amount equivalent to 

15% of employee's salaries. CPF funds are then reinvested by the government, mostly in the 

business activities of Sing^x>re's government-linked companies. Along with the creation of the 

CPF, the government of Sing^ore also created the Development Bank of Singapore (DBS), 

whose role has been to loan the fiinds (often CPF fimds) for infiastructure investments required to 

make Singapore an attractive investment site. 

As already noted, Singapore's government takes a highly interventionist approach to 

economic policy. Government-directed activities &11 into three broad categories: the direct 

operations or government departments, the activities of Singapore's statutory boards, and the 

activities of Singapore's government-linked (and often government-owned) companies. 

Singapore's statutory boards essentially operate as semi-public corporations. The first 

statutory boards, such as the Singapore Harbour Board (SHB) and the Board of Commissioners of 

the Currency (BCC) began their operations nearly a century ago (Quah 1985). After Singapore's 

independence, the role of the statutory boards was modified and expanded. Today, there are 

nearly one hundred such boards in operation. Statutory boards operating in the area of 

information technologies include the Telecommimications Authority of Singapore, the Sing^x>re 
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Broadcasting Authority, the National Computer Board, and the National Science and Technology 

Board. 

The most imusual feature of these boards is the way that they embody efficient operation 

while still acting as govenmient bodies. Each statutory board is established by a special law that 

defines its operational activities. While the governing boards of Singapore's statutory boards are 

drawn from senior government officials, statutory boards have a great deal of leeway in their day-

to-day operations. Furthermore, most statutory boards have their own income sources fix>m which 

they finance their operations. 

Beginning in the late 1960s, Singapore's govenunent began an extensive program of state 

c^italism. Because of its geographic structure as a free port without other economically 

productive areas, Sing^ore's economy did not historically include strong local economic 

interests outside of the public sector. Singapore's first state-owned companies, the Development 

Bank of Sing^re (DBS), the International Trading Company (Intraco), and the Neptune Orient 

Lines (NOL) were created during the late 1960s (Rodan, 1989). By 1977, the number of 

Singaporean GLCs had grown to about 70 (Deyo, 1981, p. 58). Within a decade, this number had 

grown to over 500 (Castells, 1988). Today, there are about 700 that control a remaricable two-

thirds of the Singaporean economy (U.S. Embassy, Singapore 1994). 

The continued e:q)ansion of this 'GLC sector through the creation of new companies and 

subsidies and the continuing privatization of government organizations remains central to the 

PAP's development program. Because of the size of the Singaporean government and large 

number of GLCs, the core of the PAP's support comes fi'om the class of English educated 

apparatchiks who work in these organizations and who have benefited most fi'om Singz^re's 

economic expansion. 
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In 1978, the Singaporean government began a new phase of its industrial development 

plan, tiie so-called Second Industrial Revolution. Having absorbed all available sources of labor 

into the Sing^re's expanding economy, the government sought to move up the value chain 

through changes in her FDI policy on foreign direct investment, aimed at pressuring lower value-

added forms of manufecturing off the island in favor of high technology projects. Overall, 

however, the project proved a &ilure and Singapore's economy slowly ground to a halt as foreign 

investment not only slowed, but in some cases reversed itself (Rodan, 1989). In 1985, for the first 

time in two decades, Singapore experienced negative economic growth, prompting government 

planners to abandon the Second Industrial Revolution policy. Policy changes that were 

implemented included a reduction in the employer contribution in the CPF fi-om 25% to 15% of 

employee salaries and a lowering of corporate and personal income taxes to 30%. 

Consequently, following the 1985 recession, the Singaporean government began to focus 

on new directions for economic development that did not depend on manu&cturing as the main 

producer of national revenue. These new directions have included the development of Singapore's 

role as a regional financial sector and the privatization of government-owned companies, along 

with their expansion into international markets through the establishment of joint ventures and 

local subsidiaries in foreign markets. 

A related phenomenon has been the privatization of government-owned companies (as 

opposed to "government-linked companies" which are controlled by the government but may not 

have direct financial ties to the government). Unlike many other developing countries, the system 

of creating statutory boards and other efforts to create efficient operations in Singapore has meant 

that govemment-run enterprises are reasonably efficient economically, which is often a major 

motivation to privatize an organization. In Singapore, however, the motivation to privatize has 

been rather different. One of the country's new strategic economic directions is that of playing a 
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greater role in the regional economy and investing abroad in general. Government departments 

and statutory boards are poorly placed to do this, but private corporations are not. Thus by 

reinventing themselves as privatize sector organizations. Singapore's large, government-linked 

companies can now move into new business ventures in international maikets. Indeed, one of the 

main goals of Singapore's national planning document for economic development over the next 

decade, the Strategic Economic Plan, is "becoming internationally oriented": 

For the last 25 years, Singapore's success has been based on tapping world 
markets and global companies. In the next 1^, the country has to go beyond this and tap 
global resources, global technology and global talent. To do this, businesses must learn to 
operate globally, investing wherever there are good opportunities that can generate 
economic spin-offe to Singapore. MNCs have done this very successfully for the last two 
decades...Singaporeans must be willing to venture into other countries in order to tap the 
virtually unlimited opportunities that exist there." (Economic Plaiming Committee, 
Ministry of Trade and Industry, 1991, p. 59) 

6.2 Telecom Privatization and Liberalization 

Between 1881 and 1955, telephone operations in Singapore were run by the Oriental 

Telephone and Electric Company (OTEC), a London registered company which held the license 

to develop the Bell and Edison patents in areas east of Malta. In 1955, the colonial government 

established the Singapore Telephone Board (STB), which took over OTEC's assets in Singapore. 

A second statutory board, the Telecommunications Authority of Singapore was also established at 

that time to provide international telephone service. This dual organizational structure continued 

for twenty years until the passage of the Telecommunications Authority of Singapore Act of 

1974. Under the TAS Act, the STB and the TAS were merged into a reorganized 

Telecommunications Authority of Singapore, thereafter referred to locally as Telecoms'. In 1982, 

postal services were incorporated into TAS, partly as a means to avoid "unproductive competition 
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between postal mail and electronic mail" (Kuo, 1993, p. 267). In 1989, the organizational name 

was changed to Singapore Telecom. 

The idea that Telecoms be privatized was first mooted as part of the list of 

recommendations on how to stimulate the Singaporean economy in a report by the Ministry of 

Trade and Industry following the 1985 recession. As in many other coimtries, the first step 

towards privatization was in the liberalization of the equipment market. In 1987, Telecoms began 

to allow the sale of approved PABX, key telephone and multi-line systems by third parties. 

Private ownership of pagers and fax machines was also allowed during 1987. 

Periiaps not unsurprisingly for a completely urban entity, the penetration level of basic 

telephone services in Singapore is quite high. By 1993, it had reached 41 per hundred and was 

more or less saturated. Furthermore, in contrast with telecommunications departments in other 

countries that are privatized to fi'ee the government of an inefiicient, unprofitable organization, 

the Teleconununications Authority of Singapore (TAS) was producing an operating surplus 

during the 1980s. Thus, the motivation to privatize based on the hope of efiGciency gains was not 

a consideration since, as a statutory board, Singapore's telecom organization was already 

organized in a more or less efficient manner. During the late 1980s, however, a privatization 

study by Coopers and Lybrand did recommend privatization based on a new &ctor, international 

business opportunities since, as a government agency, Singapore Telecom was not able to 

effectively enter foreign markets (Kuo 1993). 

In &ct, Singapore Telecom began to take part in foreign ventures several years before it 

was corporatized. In 1988, a wholly owned subsidiary, Sing^ore Telecom International (STI) 

was created to offer services and take part in joint ventures in international markets. As of 1995, 

STI had made 29 investments in 14 countries in Asia, Europe and the Indian Ocean basin. 

Perh^s the most ambitious of these is Singapore Telecom's role as a minority partner in 
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Belgacom, the Belgian national telecom operator. Technologically, the scope of STI's business 

activities is extremely broad and includes ventures in data conunimications, paging, TV 

broadcasting, cellular services, cable television, and radio broadcasting. 

In 1993, TAS was again reorganized as a small government regulatory body, while 

business operations were renamed Singapore Telecom and became a publicly traded corporation. 

Though privatized and traded on the Stock Exchange of Singapore, Sing^ore Telecom is still 

85% government-owned as of 1996. Nevertheless, Singapore Telecom remains one of Asia's 

corporate giants. It is the largest corporation on the Stock Exchange on Sing^}ore and the fiith 

largest telecommunications operator (excluding Japan) after China's MPT, Korea Telecom, 

Taiwan's DGT and Hong Kong Telecom. Total assets in 1995 were S$6.8 billion, an increase of 

28% over the previous year. Total turnover increased during the 1994/95 fiscal year to S$3.5 

billion. Operating profits also rose by 13.9% to S$1.72 billion during the same period. During the 

1994/95 fiscal year. International Direct Dial calling accounted for 48% of revenue. This was 

followed by mobile communications as the second largest revenue source that accounted for 18% 

of revenue (Low and Dhilawala, 1996). 

As of the end of March 1997, TAS reported an operating income of S$57 million, a 9% 

increase over the 1995/1996 financial year. Nearly 90% of TAS' operating income was derived 

fi-om license and radio firequency fees levied on users or operators for access to the radio 

spectrum as well as fees fix>m the public postal operator. Thus, as telecommunications in 

Singapore continues to liberalize, TAS income is likely to continue to grow. 

In its own words, the new role of TAS is to enhance the competitiveness of the Republic 

of Singapore by encouraging a telecommunications infiastructure that is globally competitive. 

Since maintaining the quality of Singapore's telecommunications infiastructure is critical to 

Singapore's competitiveness, an ongoing policy of liberalization has now replaced the historical 
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system of benchmaridng in which a monopoly maiicet was maintained, but prices were set at 

levels comparable to those in competing markets such as Hong Kong. TAS liberalization policy 

is based on two main principles, maintain world class quality of service and provide this service 

at prices that are among the most affordable and competitive worldwide. A chronology of some 

of the main highlights of TAS liberalization policy is listed below in Figure 6.2: 

Jun94 Licensing of second mobile data services operator 
Dec 94 Reselling of public switched telecommunications services for existing resellers in 

hotel and service apartment sector 
May 95 2"^ cellular phone operator and 3 more paging operators licenses announced 
Aug 95 Resale of int'I phone services via customer-owned coin phones allowed 
Sep 95 Two additional Internet Access Service Providers announced 
Oct 95 Resale of Internet services by public access providers allowed 
May 96 Expiry of SingTel's basic services monopoly moved up to the year 2000 
Mar 97 Tender opened for up to two additional cellular telephone operators announced 
Apr 97 New paging and cellular phone operators begin operations 
Rgure 6.2 Chronology of Selected TAS Liberalization Moves 
(Source: TAS Annual Reports) 

1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

Figure 6.3 Growth of Basic Services in Singapore 
(Source: TAS Annual Reports) 
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6.3 Basic Services 

The penetration level of telephone lines in Singapore has been growing at a more or less 

linear rate during the 1980s and 1990s (see Figure 6.3). As of March 31", 1997, there were a total 

of 1.56 million telephone exchange lines in Singapore which corresponds to a penetration level 

for telephone lines of S1.33 per hundred persons, higher than any other country in the region save 

Australia and Hong Kong. 

The overall state of Singapore's basic services telecom infrastructure is excellent. As of 

September 1994,100% of both the switching and transmission fecilities between Sing^x)re's 28 

central offices were digital (Mesher, 1995b). In 1993, SingTel began to convert trunk lines 

between its switches from the PDH (E-hierarchy) standard to SDH (SONET). Newly installed 

trunk lines in Sing^ore now exclusively use the SDH hierarchy. Typical data rates currently 

being installed are STM-1 (155 Mbps) or STM-4 (622 Mbps). Singapore Telecom also has 

ambitious plans to deploy fiber optics within the country. As of September 1995, a total of 

165,000 kilometers of fiber-optic cable had been installed in Singapore. The Fiber-to-the Curb 

program is scheduled for completion by late 1997 when the last of the Main Distribution Frame 

rooms will be coimected. A Fiber-to-the-Home program is zdso underway in which every home in 

Singapore will have a fiber connection by the year 2005. 

Singapore Telecom is also actively involved in Singapore's third national IT development 

plan, called FT 2000. This plan has the ambitious goal of transforming Singapore into an 

"intelligent island" by early in the next decade. At that time, the goal is to provide at least 95% of 

all homes with broadband conununications &cilities including such services as interactive TV, 
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electronic home shopping, distance learning and Internet access. A number of projects are now 

underway as part of the IT2000 program. For instance, in a joint venture between TAS, SingTel 

and Technology Parks (Singapore Science Park's managing GLC), a teleconununications R&D 

&cility in the Sing^iore Science Park called Teletech Paric began operations in 1996. 

The most recent FTZOOO initiative is the Singapore One project that was announced in 

1996. The goal of the Singapore One project is to build a national multimedia broadband testbed. 

Sing^rean statutory boards whose piu^dew includes some aspect of broadband conununications 

are also involved. Besides TAS, these are the National Computer Board, National Science and 

Technology Board, the Economic Development Board, and Singapore Broadcasting Authority. A 

new GLC was also launched on February 1, 1997 named 1-Net Singapore Pte. Ltd. Jointly owned 

by TAS's subsidiary, Singapore Communications Investments (40%), Singapore CableVision 

(30%) and Singapore Telecom (30%). A Pioneer investment package has been created to attract 

investors to the project. A number of high tech multinational corporations have already joined the 

project, such as Hewlett Packard, IBM, Microsoft, Motorola, NEC and Sun Microsystems. 

As part of the Singapore One initiative, broadband communications trials to a limited 

number of home users are also currently underway. These include the use of Asymmetrical 

Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL), video jukeboxes and interactive television. These trials will be 

expanded to 5000 users by the end of 1998, and the project's goal is to expand broadband use to 

all 800,000 Singaporean homes by the year 2006. 

Basic telecommunications services in Singapore are still a monopoly provided by 

Singapore Telecom. In May 1996, however, TAS announced that the date for ending that 

exclusivity agreement would be moved up from 2007 to the year 2000 and a lump sum of S$l.5 

billion would be given to SingTel as compensation. This action was reportedly taken in order to 

safeguard Sing^x)re's competitive edge because, in TAS's own terms. 
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"the erstwiiile regulatory regime where TAS is a proxy competitor for SingTel cannot 
substitute fully for real competition to spur providers to raise efficiency, improve service 
and lower prices." (TAS Annual Report 1995/96, p. 28) 

A tender is now underway, and up to two further basic services providers will be 

announced in 1998. The licenses will include services for voice telephony, international direct 

dialing, leased circuits, pubUc switched messaging and data services. To date, several groups 

have expressed interest in providing these services, but it is highly likely that the new licenses 

will be given to consortia dominated by Singaporean GLCs already active in the 

telecommunications area (Dhilawala, personal communication, 1996). Some of Singapore's 

largest GLCs with an interest in telecom, such as Singapore Technologies and Sing^)ore Power 

have already publicly expressed their interest in providing basic services. 

6.4 Payphones 

As of March 1995, there were 31,000 payphones in Singapore. Of these 15,000 were 

public phones owned by Singapore Telecom and installed in public places. About 75% of these 

public payphones are cardphones. In 1993, the market for coin operated telephones was 

liberalized and there are now 16,000 privately run, coin-operated payphones in Sing^re in 

hotels, restaurants and on the premises of other business establishments. Operators of these 

privately operated phones are allowed to keep the revenue, while SingTel collects line charges 

and usage fees. Together, the number of payphones corresponds to a penetration level of L02 

payphones per hundred persons, which is the highest payphone penetration in the world, hi 1995, 

payphone owners were allowed to provide international trunk calls and there are now 130 

resellers in this maricet. 
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6.5 Cellular Telephones 

Cellular telephone service v^as first offered in Singapore in 1988. As of die end of March 

1997, Sing^re Telecom's MobileLink subsidiary had four cellular networics in operation, based 

on the AMPS, ETACS, GSM and DCS-1800 protocols. At that time, there were a total of431,000 

cellular phone subscribers in Singapore, corresponding to a penetration rate of 14.2% (See Figure 

6.4). Prior to opening cellular services to competition, the use of cell phones in Singapore had 

been growing at about 30% per year. 

Year Subscribers Growth Rate Penetration Companies in 
Marlttt 

1993/94 179,000 49% 6.2% 1 
1994/95 235,632 32% 8.0% 1 
1995/96 305,914 29% 10.2% 1 
1996/97 431,010 41% 14.2% 1 
1997/98* 672,000 56% 21.7% 2 
•first 7 months of fiscal year only 

Figure 6.4 Cellular Phone Penetration in Singapore 
(Source: TAS Annual Reports 1992/93 through 1996/97) 

An AMPS cellular network with a maximum capacity of 50,000 was the first to be 

launched in Singapore in 1988. A second cellular network based on the ETACS protocol was 

launched in 1991 with a capacity of 100,000 subscribers. In 1993, the AMPS networic c^acity 

was expanded to 77,000 subscribers. Both the analog networks have now reached maximum 

c£q)acity. MobileLink does not plan to expand these netwoiics although there are plans to 

introduce D-AMPS, the digital form of the AMPS protocol. Both the AMPS and ETACS services 
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feature roaming c^abilities. In addition, they offer a number of enhanced features such as call 

hold, call waiting, call transfer, and three-way calling. 

In 1994, a locally developed software system named AutoCell was implemented to 

alleviate AMPS network congestion. The system was jointly developed by Sing^ore Telecom 

and the National Computer Board's Information Technology Institute (111). AutoCell 

automatically reassigns frequencies from cells where mobile phone usage is low to cells in which 

the demand for service is higher. 

Singapore Telecom launched its first digital cellular service in March 1994. It is based on 

the GSM standard with a maximum capacity of 143,000 subscribers. By February 1996, the GSM 

service already had 113,000 subscribers. The service's main attraction is its roaming c^abUities, 

currently available for nearly three dozen countries in Europe, the Middle East and Asia. In 

February 1996, MobileLink awarded a contract to increase the GSM networic cj^acity by 20% as 

well as expanding coverage from 95% to 99%. 

MobileLink's latest network, a Personal Communications Network (PCN) service with a 

c^acity of 160,000, was launched in December 1995. 10,000 customers had signed up for the 

service by the end of January 1996. The PCN system currently provides about 95% coverage with 

more than 100 base stations installed island wide and in some neighboring island. The service 

also supports a range of enhanced features such as; Call transfer, call waiting, call hold, call 

barring for STD and IDD calls, three-way calling, call number display, voice-mail, messaging 

and two-way fexing, autoroaming to Malaysia and Thailand, and a service which connects PCN 

phones to a company's PABX. 

Thus, as a monopoly provider, SingTel's approach to cellular network development has 

focussed on investment recovery. Cellular offerings have not generally been placed in direct 

competition with one another. Instead, networks are allowed to fill to near cqiacity before new 
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netwoiks based on competing and often more advanced technologies are introduced into the 

market. Another related decision aimed at investment recovery is Singapore Telecom's use of the 

"fiill rate" cell phone charging scheme, which charges the subscriber based on airtime, regardless 

of whether or not the call was initiated by the subscriber. 

As a prelude to opening the cellular phone market to competition, in early 1995, the 

Telecommunications Authority of Singapore required Singapore Telecom to create a new 

subsidiary, subsequently named MobileLink, to handle its operate its cellular operations. 

MobileLink's monopoly on mobile phone services ended on April 1, 1997, when MobileOne, 

Singapore's second cellular provider began operations. MobileOne is a joint venture between two 

GLCs, Singapore Press Holdings (35%), the Keppel Group (35%), and Great East 

Telecommunications (30%), which is itself a joint venture between Cable and Wireless, a private 

British firm with extensive Asian experience and Hong Kong Telecom, a government-owned 

corporation in Hong Kong. 

MobileOne plans to provide two separate cellular networks, a GSM networic and a PCS 

netwoiic to be based on CDMA technology. Network trials for its GSM networic began dining late 

November 1996. The GSM service was launched on 1 April 1997 when Singapore Telecom's 

monopoly expired. MobileOne's service has been extremely popular within the first few weeks 

of launch, MobileOne had captured 10% of the cellular market share. By October 1997, some six 

months after launch, MobileOne already achieved a subscriber base of 100,000 cellular 

customers. MobileOne plans to launch its CDMA-based PCS network during early 1998. 

The effect of creating a more competitive market by bringing in a second provider during 

1997 seems to have stimulated a higher growth rate for Singapore's cellular maricet. Between 

January and October of 1997, cellular phone use in Singapore grew by 67%, which is corresponds 

to an annual growth rate of more than double that of 1996. 
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Finally, in March 1997, the Singaporean Minister of Communications announced that up to two 

additional cellular telephone operators would be licensed by mid-1998 and allowed to start operations in 

the year 2000. 

6.6 Paging 

Sing^x)re Telecom began ofifering radiopaging in 1973. The paging network grew 

rapidly during the 1980s and early 1990s, at rates over 20% per year, but is now showing some 

signs of market saturation (see Figure 6.5). As of March 31", 1997, there were 1,072,526 pagers 

in Sing^Kjre, or a penetration level of 35.2%, the world's highest. The main reason for this high 

penetration rate would ^pear to be Singapore's paging rates which are lower in absolute terms 

(S$16 per month just prior to competition) than any other country in the region, save South 

Korea, which has a substantially lower per capita income. Singapore's high penetration of 

payphones is also considered to be a critical complementary fiictor in the success of paging 

services. 

Figure 6.5 Paging in Singapore 
(Source: TAS Annual Reports) 
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During the early 1990s, new types of paging services were offered, such as Skypager, an 

international paging service, alphanumeric paging, capable of longer text messages and 

Telestock, an alphanumeric paging service that notifies subscribers that a stock has reached a 

certain level. Other paging irmovations include the introduction of the FLEX protocol, the ability 

to receive computer-based messages, and Chinese character paging. 

Numeric pagers are still by &c the most common, however. PageLink has been 

promoting alphanumeric pagers with value-added features such as PageTalk, which allows 

subscribers to have messages transcribed by an operator, and InfoPage which allows subscribers 

to receive local news headlines, TV highlights and updates on the most active stocks on the local 

stock market. Other new services include providing local weather information, notification of 

when the local stock market index reaches a specified level and lottery results. 

In 1995, as a prelude to creating a more competitive paging market, TAS required paging 

services at Sing^re Telecom to be reorganized under a new subsidiary, named PageLink. 

Sing^wre's paging maricet became the country's most competitive telecommunications services 

market when three new providers began operations on April 1, 1997. The three companies are: 

1) MobileOne, described in the previous section, which is now operating a FLEX-based paging 

networic. 

2) Hutchison IntraPage, a joint venture between Singapore companies Intraco Holdings (30%), a 

Singaporean GLC, Teledata (Singapore) which is a subsidiary of Intraco (40%), and 

Hutchison Telecommunications of Hong Kong (30%). 
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3) ST Messaging (now called ST SunPage), which is owned by Singapore Technologies (80%), 

with BellSouth of New Zealand as a minority (20%) partner. The Comfort Group, a local 

business group who operates Singapore's largest taxi fleet was originally a second minority 

partner, but later sold its stake of 20% based on the idea that new paging maricet players may 

not be viable, given the already high level of paging penetration. 

During the first month of operation in the newly competitive paging maricet, the use of 

pagers grew by 4.6 percent to 1,121,528. As of June 30, 1997, however, TAS reported a total 

pager count of 1,117,900, indicating that, in spite of the increased competition, the pager maricet 

may be experiencing slower growth or may even be approjiching saturation. In feet, as of October 

1997, TAS reported a paging penetration of 40% but this level had remained more or less 

constant over the last three months. 

6.7 EDI 

The subject of Singaporean EDI services has been an active one in both the academic and 

telecommunications trade literature (see, e.g.. Boon, 1994). TradeNet, Sing^ore's main EDI 

offering, has been in heavy use since the scrvice was initiated in 1989, giving local trading firms 

the ability to have their customs declaration forms rapidly processed. Singapore Network Systems 

(SNS), the GLC created to manage TradeNet, was incorporated in March 1988. SNS is jointly 

owned by the Sing^orean Trade Development Board Holdings (which holds the controlling 

interest), with minority shares held by the Port of Singapore Authority, Sing^re Telecom, and 

the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore. 
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By the end of the first year of operation, 40% of all import/export declarations were made 

electronically. After two years, 2200 users had joined the network and more than 90% of all 

declarations were made electronically, at which point the manual counter was closed. After four 

years of operation, 3,500 companies are using TradeNet and over 95% of all Singaporean trade 

declarations are made through it. Today, about 70,000 messages are processed through TradeNet 

daily. 

TradeNet has been popular because of the substantial e£5ciency gains it has produced. A 

single electronic document, which used to take a minimum of two days to process, can now be 

sent to all relevant government agencies and returned with the necessary approvals within 15 to 

30 minutes. The EDI networic has been estimated to have increased labor productivity by 20 to 30 

percent, while savings to government and businesses involved in TradeNet, when compared to 

the costs of processing the forms manually, have been estimated to be about 1 billion Singaporean 

dollars per year. 

In order to further enhance TradeNet's utility, international links have been set up with 

other networks, such as with the INTIS system at the port of Rotterdam, Holland. Last year, a 

connection was established with the U.S. Customs Automated Customs Service. With a single 

electronic declaration, TradeNet users are able to streamline their export declaration process all 

the way to a shipment's destination. 

Besides simplifying and fecilitating the trade documentation process, TradeNet also 

provides users with a wide range of trade information such as company profiles, global trade 

leads, and foreign exchange rates. TradeNet services are also constantly expanding into new 

areas. Over the last year, EDI documents for the export of rice and timber, previously handled 

manually, were added to the system. To increase access to TradeNet for small volume users, 

service centers have been opened which also accept faxes. There is also a 24-hour help desk. 
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SNS also provides a number of other EDI services such as CoInNet, for the construction 

industry, LawNet, for processing legal documents, MediNet, linking the healthcare community 

and SLink, an EDI network for financial transactions. 

In spite of the availability of the Internet, SNS continues to operate its proprietary 

networic for EDI transactions, though this would increase the ease of use and availability of the 

system. Why this move has not been made is unclear, but is likely an attempt to avoid exposure to 

a more competitive environment. 

6.8 The Internet 

The Internet in Singapore began in 1991 with the opening of the first link between the 

National University of Singapore (NUS) and Princeton University in the US. Sing^ore's first 

ISP, Technet, began operations at that time from the Computer Center at NUS, with financial 

support from the National Science and Technology Board. Originally, Technet's mandate was to 

set up a national R&D network. Within two years after starting operations, nearly every major 

R&D fecility and tertiary educational institution in the country was connected to Technet. In June 

1994, Technet's mandate was fiirther expanded to include the educational sector, with a project to 

expand Internet connectivity to Singapore's secondarv' schools. 

Also during 1994, SingNet was established as a subsidiary of Singapore Telecom and 

began offering Intemet services to the commercial sector. Although both Technet and SingNet 

were government-owned, it was clear at the time that the Intemet in Singapore had entered a 

more competitive phase during this period, since some price competition began to occur. Though 

Technet was officially given a mandate to operate in R&D areas only, the boundary between this 
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and the rest of the commercial sector was never clear. Furthermore, Singapore Telecom began 

lobbying for an expanded role in 1X2000, originally a joint project between the National 

Computer Board and the National Science and Technology Board, for vdiich the Internet will 

play a critical role. 

In late 1995, Technet was privatized and sold to a consortium of companies lead by 

Sembawang Media, a subsidiary of Sembawang Corporation (a GLC involved in the shipping 

industry). The new company is named Pacific Internet. Pacific Internet is a joint venture between 

local companies Sembawang Media (50%), Singapore International Media (25%), and ST 

Computer Systems and Services (25%). In June 1995, prior to the takeover for S$2.5 million, 

Technet had a subscribership of 50,000 from R&D organizations and academic institutions. 

TAS granted a third ISP license in September 1995 to the newly formed Cyberway that 

launched its networic operations in March 1996 and hopes to achieve a user base of about 20,000 

by the end of 1996. Cyberway is jointly owned by Singapore Press Holdings (55%), a GLC that 

owns Singapore's newspapers, and Singapore Technologies Teleconmiunications (45%), a 

subsidiary of the highly diversified GLC, Singapore Technologies. Cyberway signed up National 

Computer Systems (NCS), a subsidiary of the National Computer Board, as its Internet access 

reseller. NCS has also developed an alphanumeric paging and &xing service through its web site, 

FocusAsia. 

At the time of the Cyberway launch, in March 1996, there were an estimated 100,000 

Internet users in Singapore, or a penetration rate of 3%. About 60% of all Internet access was 

then through leased lines, with the remainder accessing through dial-up connections. Since 

December 1995, TAS has published records on the growth of dial-up access in Singapore, which 

is listed in Figure 6.6. Based on this data, one can see that Internet demand in Singapore has been 

strong. During 1996, for example, the number of dial-up users grew by over three hundred 
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percent. By March 1997, the number of Internet dial-up users had reached a total of 162,000 

subscribers, divided between the three ISPs as follows; SingNet (45%), Pacific Internet (39%), 

Cyberway (16%). The most recently reported figures are for the end of October 1997, show that 

the total had grown to 243,000, corresponding to a dial-up penetration rate of 7.8 per hundred. 
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Figure 6.6 Growth of Dial-up Internet Access In Singapore 
(Source: TAS Annual Reports). 

For the purposes of regulating content, Singapore is treating the Intemet as another 

broadcast medium. In July 1996, the Singapore Broadcasting Authority (SBA) announced new 

rules on how Intemet content will be regulated. The SBA now requires that all 'Internet service 

providers' must register with the government (including cybercafes), and owners of Web pages 

with political or religious information must also register. Singapore's three ISPs were also 

required to provide proxy servers for Web access, and some Web sites are being blocked. So fer, 

though only about one dozen sites are reportedly being blocked. A special SBA unit has also been 

established to monitor Intemet activities in Singapore. In spite of these efforts, SBA officials 
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admit that the Internet will be impossible to completely control. Most observers of the Internet 

see this as a move that will retard Internet growth in Singapore, but the data do not, as yet, bear 

this out since Sing^ore clearly already has one of the highest Internet penetration levels of any 

country in Asia and worldwide. 

These steps are not surprising as the Singaporean government has kept tight control over 

all forms of the mass media for more than a quarter of a century. In early 1970s, the last 

independent English and Chinese daily newspapers, were shutdown and all Singaporean daily 

newsp^ers are now organized under a government-linked company named Singapore Press 

Holdings (SPH), one of whose rules of operation is that new editors must be personally approved 

by the Prime Minister (Tremewan, 1994). Foreign publications that publish articles critical of the 

Sing^rean government, such as the International Herald Tribune and the Far Eastem Economic 

Review, often feced libel suits in the Singaporean courts (Lingle, 1996). Broadcasting in 

Singapore is primarily organized under Singapore International Media, which includes the Radio 

Corporation of Sing^wre, the Television Corporation of Singapore and TV Twelve. Although 

broadcasting has become somewhat less monolithic during the 1990s and a few "independent" 

broadcasting organizations now exist, they are also owned by other GLCs, most notably 

Singapore CableVision, owned by Singapore Technologies, and SAFRA, the armed forces radio 

station. Nevertheless, in spite of the policy goal of controlling Internet content, it is from clear 

that this is possible, and many Singaporeans, including government officials, believe that the 

government efforts will feil in their efforts to do so. 

Singapore's Internet companies are also heavily involved in Singapore's IT2000 initiative. 

A few months after the creation of 1-Net Singapore Pte. Ltd., the GLC charged with overseeing 

the development of SingaporeOne, it was also announced that TAS' investment subsidiary, 

Singapore Communications Investments would sell 30% of the ownership of 1-Net Sing^rare's to 
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Cyberway and Pacific Internet. The new ownership structure for 1-Net Singapore is now: 

Sing^re Communications Investments (10%), Singapore Cable Vision (30%), Singapore 

Telecom (30%), Pacific Intemet (15%) and Cyberway (15%). Thus, all of Singapore's ISP are 

now involved in the project to build a national multimedia broadband testbed. 

5.9 Summary: Political Conduct and Telecommunications Market 

Structure in Singapore 

In the six markets examined, all save the Singaporean Intemet were found to be 

monopoly markets during the study period, and in every case network operators were also found 

to be government-linked companies. Since the government has no competing economic interests 

to deal with, monopoly markets are able to maximize profits for the monopolists, which can be 

seen as fulfilling the interests of the main stakeholder. 

This situation will be changing somewhat in the near fiiture, as both paging and cellular 

telephony will become more competitive during 1997. All new entrants, however, will continue 

to be GLCs, so the level of competition that will occur is not yet clear, and is a major research 

issue that will be of interest in the near future. 

Although often touted as one of the world's most open economies, large segments of 

Singqx)re's domestic market where Singapore's GLCs operate have historically been closed to 

competition. This pattern may be changing now, but the newly emerging pattem appears to be 

one of opening Sing^orean markets to 'inside' as opposed to an opening to outside competition. 
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Chapter?. Conclusions 

In this dissertation, I have presented the Stakeholder-Structure, Conduct, Performance (S-

SCP) paradigm that links politics and economics into a single framework that can be used for 

analyzing both national telecommimications policy-making and maiicets. S-SCP is based on a 

simplified version of public policy analysis combined with the Structure-Conduct-Performance 

fiamewoiic used in industrial economics. Using that framework, I have developed a case study 

template composed of eight sections: one each on the political economy and privatization 

background for each case followed by six additional sections which describe the markets for basic 

services, payphones, cellular telephony, paging, EDI and Internet services for each case. I believe 

the effort to look at and compare a set of market segments is innovative, since research on the 

political economy of telecom to date has tended to only look at one country and a single aspect of 

the maricet, such as basic services. By looking at a number of maricet segments, a clearer pattern 

of the relationship between policy making and market structure can be obtained, since each 

telecommunications services market sector requires a separate governmental decision on how 

many licenses to issue, to which companies and for what technologies. Thus, each sector serves 

as a natural replicate of the relationship between policy and maricet dynamics. 

Based on the S-SCP paradigm, 1 carried out field research in Malaysia and Singapore. By 

far the most important result of the approach developed here has been an explanation of the 

patterns of ownership and market structures observed in the countries studied here. In Malaysia, 

every market looked at was competitive by the end of the study period in late 1996 and nearly 

every organization in the telecommunications sector organization was found to be Malay-owned 

and managed. In the more centrally controlled political system of Singapore, all of the maricet 
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sectors studied were found to be monopolistic during the study period and all telecom sector 

organizations were found to be government-linked companies. In both cases, the S-SCP approach 

has been a valuable tool in understanding the underlying goals upon which telecom policy is 

based and the emergent characteristics of national telecom markets. 

7.1 One Governing Party, One Main Staiceholder 

Malaysia and Singapore have been described as authoritarian political systems since, in 

both countries, a single political party dominates the political landscape and the leaders of those 

parties are the main source of national policy (see e.g., Rodan, 1989, Tremewan, 1994, Lingle, 

1996, Gomez and Jomo, 1997 and Crouch, 1993). In both cases as well, one party rule is enforced 

by a system of social control in which potential sources of opposition are either formally or 

informally incorporated into the government, intimidated from voicing their dissent or silenced, 

generally through the judicial system. To be sure, the system is less comprehensive in Malaysia 

than in Singapore and some authors have described Malaysia as "semi-authoritarian" or "semi-

democratic" (Crouch, 1993), since the government of Malaysia is more obviously beholden to its 

constituents in the Malay commune. In either case, however, the result has been more or less the 

same, with the same group making policy decisions over a long period of time with relatively 

little outside interference. 

In Malaysia, the primary policy objectives continue to be improving the economic 

position of the Malay commune while maintaining a high national economic growth rate. In the 

Malaysian telecom market, the overall trend of creating competitive maiicets has not changed 
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since the 1970s. For the Malaysian government, creating such markets in which many, mostly 

Malay-owned, companies participate has the dual benefit of creating new economic opportunities 

for Malays, ^^lile at the same time forcing these same companies to operate in an eSicient 

manner. In recent years, the government of Malaysia has allowed two non-Malay corporations to 

enter Ae telecom sector. By allowing these companies to enter the maricet, the government has 

put additional competitive pressiu^ on the market while at the same time showing that all 

Malaysians are being allowed to participate in the country's development and that no company 

can take its market position for granted. The selection process for new maiket entrants, however, 

is still characterized by patronage at the highest levels of the government. 

Singapore's current telecom policy originated in that country's program of state 

capitalism. Since the 1960s, the main focus of Singaporean government policy has been the 

creation of government-linked companies whose role is to provide high quality^ infiastructure as 

part of an overall strategy of creating favorable conditions for attracting foreign investment. 

Initially, there was only one organization in the market, Singapore Telecom. As Singapore's 

economy has grown, however, many other government-linked companies became involved in 

telecom, such as Singapore Technologies Telecommunications, the Television Corporation of 

Sing^jore, Sembawang Media, Singapore Press Holdings, and Singapore Network Services, to 

name a few. More recently as Singapore's economy, has continued to develop, the government has 

begun to privatize and liberalize its markets as a means of allowing Singaporean govenmient-

linked companies to move into international markets, where their best chances exist for further 

growth. 
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7.2 Market Structure and the Goals of the Primary Stakeholder 

Figure 7.1 suimnarizes my findings on the number of participants in Malaysia and 

Singapore for the six market sectors discussed here. In Malaysia, nearly all telecom 

Sector Malaysia Singapore 
Basic Services 6 
Cellular Telephones 7 1(2*) 
Payphones 3 1 
Paging 38 1(4*) 
EDI 3 1 
Internet 2 3 
'additional licensees as of April, 1997 
'^additional licenses to be issued in 1998 

Figure 7.1 Selected Telecom Licensees in Malaysia and Singapore (as of 4/97) 

organizations were found to be Malay owned. This conforms to the idea that increasing the 

number of Malay-owned corporations is a key policy goal of the Malaysian government. In spite 

of these ethnic constraints on market entr}', teleconmiunications markets in Malaysia are 

generally competitive, at least in so far as competition is allowed between "trusted competitors". 

Of the mailcets looked at, all are competitive, including the maiicet for Internet services, which 

became competitive with the entry of Telekom Malaysia and the privatization of MIMOS during 

November 1996. Competitive markets have long been used as a way to maximize the number of 
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maiket players, allow for the rapid deployment of new technologies, while keeping the quality of 

service high and prices low. 

In Siiig^)ore, the privatizatioQ and liberalization process of the telecommunications 

services market fits into the long-standing government policy of state c^italism. Up to 1995 in 

Singapore, government policy makers tended to create monopoly maricets nm by government-

linked companies. Initially, all of the market segments studied in Singapore were being operated 

as monopolies. This included Singapore Telecom's former monopoly on mobUe services, its 

continuing monopoly on basic services, SNS' monopoly on EDI services and TechNet's former 

monopoly on the Internet that was later partitioned when SingNet became the monopoly Internet 

provider for the conunercijil sector of the Singaporean economy. The policy of creating monopoly 

markets made sense in terms of maximizing investment recovery, but may have slowed the rate at 

which new technologies were introduced into the Singaporean telecom market. 

After the end of the study period, however, this monopolistic market pattern began to 

change. First, with the creation of an Internet duopoly in September 1995 and later, in 1997, with 

the liberalization of Singapore's paging and cellular phone markets, three of the six maricets 

studied became competitive. During 1998, the announcement of at least two new basic service 

providers will also be made. All new entrants to date, however, are GLC dominated consortia, but 

these consortia also include foreign, minority partners. This new pattem also involves the 

restructuring of Singaporean markets such as those in telecom, so that Singapore's government-

linked companies are better able to take part in international maricets, especially in countries on 

the Pacific Rim and in the Indian Ocean basin where Singaporean expertise has a respected 

reputation. Singapore Telecom, Singapore Technologies and Singapore Networic Services, for 

example, are now all heavily involved in a wide range of foreign business ventures. One possible 

endpoint will be the restructuring of the Singaporean telecom market into a small number of'full 
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service' telecom providers. This will allow the local market to become an advanced testbed and 

showcase for services that Singapore will want to sell to other countries in the region. 

Some elements of the new Singaporean pattern are also beginning to be seen in Malaysia. 

Celcom/TRl and Telekom Malaysia, for example, have already set up a number of subsidiaries 

and foreign joint ventures and a number of prominent Malaysian telecom companies including 

Mutiara Telecom, Celcom/TRI and Binariang have sold a significant amount of their equity to 

foreign minority partners. 

7.3 Secondary Stakeholder Conduct in Malaysia and Singapore 

For the most part, only the behavior of the main stakeholder in the political systems of 

Malaysia and Singapore has been considered here. In general, the policy making process in 

Malaysia and Singapore is produced in a very top-down feshion. There are occasionally some 

exceptions to this, especially for powerful organizations within a country, including telecom 

companies. But given that the actual policy making process generally occurs behind closed doors, 

it is difficult to gather information about it. Furthermore, strategic conduct between competing 

firms is also difficult to observe, at least in a systematic way. It is generally not reported on in the 

press, and my personal observation was that employees in most companies were usually 

extremely reluctant to discuss strategic activities. For these reasons, information on both political 

and strat^ic conduct tended to be anecdotal. 

Nevertheless, as more companies enter Malaysian and Singaporean telecom markets, 

more and more cases of strategic conduct by these companies has been occurring. This 
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"secondary stakeholder" conduct can be divided into two categories: political conduct, essentially 

lobbying the government on behalf of an interest group, and strategic conduct, which includes all 

efforts to tnaintain or increase a company's market share. In an effort to address the conduct 

component of the firamework, this section describes a few anecdotal cases of political and 

strategic conduct on the part of firms in Malaysia and Singapore. 

7.3.1 Public Lobbying Against Rationalization: Interest Group Politics In Malaysia 

Perh^s the most blatant cases of overt political conduct were the lobbying efforts on the 

part of some of Malaysia's newly created telecom organizations over "rationalizing" the 

telecommunications maricet. During September 1995, the Malaysian government announced that 

it had come to the conclusion that the country's telecom maricet was only large enough to support 

three basic service providers, even though sL\ such licenses had already been issued. 

Consequently, and not surprisingly, the three companies that felt that their licenses were at risk 

began an intense lobbying campaign, which included public statements. In one such public 

statement, Vincent Tan, the head of Mutiara Telecom, compared Malaysia to Chile, pointing out 

that the Chilean government had issued eleven licenses for basic services even though it's 

population was slightly more than half that of Malaysia. In the end, after numerous closed door 

discussions which apparently resolved little, the government of Malaj^a reversed its decision to 

force the rationalization in July 1996, saying that the survival of Malaysia's basic services 

providers would instead be left up to market forces. That this should h^pen shows that secondary 

stakeholders can be active participants in the policy-making process and influential in the 

outcome. 
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An alternative e}q}lanation may be found in the idea that the government sought to prcq) 

up the less competitive Malay-owned telecom organizations. While the debate was ostensibly 

about the license for basic services, in retrospect it is possible that the actual debate was about the 

formation of "fiill service" telecom companies and the future viability of organizations that would 

only be able to offer a limited range of telecom services. Added to this, the real competition going 

on in the marketplace at that time was in the cell phone maricet where both Binariang and Mutiara 

Telecom were rapidly expanding their digital services. At the time, it was becoming clear that 

two of the Malay-owned competitors in that market, Sapura Digital and MRCB Telecom had 

present or fiiture weaknesses. During the first half of 1996, MRCB Telecom, the holder of the 

third PCN license, was aheady running into financial trouble owing to the fierce competition in 

the cell phone market. Furthermore, the company, most of whose business activities were in the 

real estate market, only held the one telecom license and so had limited abilities for expansion or 

long term viability. Thus, the sale of the company's assets to a larger venture was likely its best 

option. 

The other major rationalization change was sale of parts of Uniphone and Sapura Digital 

to Time Engineering. Although Sapura Digital's PCN product Digi 1800 was doing well in the 

mailcet, the company did have the weakness of only holding a limited number of telephone 

services licenses, mostly in the mobile communications area. It lacked, for instance, a license to 

provide basic services. Time Telecom's licenses for basic services and EDI, were, by chance, 

complementary to Sapura's. The strategic alliance formed by the two companies may have been a 

government-brokered effort to create a corporate "marriage" in order to form another Malay-

owned full service telecom entity. Thus, the rationalization effort in this latter case may have 

involved influence by the government on these companies rather than the other way around. 
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7.3.2 strategic Conduct and The Internet in Malaysia 

Another example which combines both political with strategic conduct was the lobbying 

by Telekom Malaysia over receiving a license to provide Intemet access along with attempts by 

MIMOS to retain control over the Intemet market. At the time, most of the equity in Telekom 

Malaysia was still held by the Malaysian government and MIMOS was a government department, 

thus both companies were ostensibly under government control. Nevertheless, some strat^c and 

political conduct did occiu' on the part of both organizations. 

By December 1996, MIMOS Intemet service was showing signs of severe congestion 

with insu£5cient international bandwidth, inadequate modem banks with poor line quality, and an 

arduous process for obtaining an account that involved making a special trip to MIMOS 

headquarters in Kuala Lumpur. While the public at large blamed MIMOS for its poor service 

record, MIMOS' ofiBcials and knowledgeable observers saw Telekom Malaysia as responsible for 

some of the problems, such as delays in providing new dial-up access lines. Other observers also 

blamed Telekom Malaysia for the long delay in restoring Jaring's international connectivity after 

the telephone cable through which Jaring was connea to the outside world was accidentally cut. 

Thus, during the fell of 1995 it was widely believed that the Intemet services maricet would be 

liberalized in early 1996. 

Instead, MIMOS, the monopoly Intemet provider at the time, began pressing for a 

continuation of its monopoly while at the same time, a number of other organizations, the most 

prominent of wWch was Telekom Malaysia, were apparently actively lobbying to be licensed as 

Intemet Service Providers. In a conference presentation during March 1996, MIMOS' director. 
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Tengku Azzman, argued that allowing new entrants into the Internet market would lead to 

inefSciencies and that these would delay the development of Internet infiastructure in Malaysia 

since such actions would undermine MIMOS efforts to set up new netwoiic access points and 

increase Taring's international bandwidth. During the question and answer period that followed, 

however, Telekom Malaysia employees argued their case with Azzman for a second ISP license 

for their company. 

In a series of press releases shortly after the Internet World conference, MIMOS began to 

unveil its plans for developing Jaring. The upshot of the plans were that, while access to Taring 

and backbone provision for Jaring would both be liberalized, MIMOS intended to retain 

monopoly control over the Internet. If successful, the plan would have combined elements of the 

country's competitive telecom market to enable MIMOS to overcome its dependence on Telekom 

Malaysia without giving up control of the Internet. The participants in the scheme, however, 

which included many prominent Malaysian telecom and newsp^er organizations were 

apparently disappointed by the scheme. Instead of opening the Internet market, it merely placed 

their efforts under the control of MIMOS. For instance, four of the five companies that signed 

contracts to become "Jaring Access Service Providers" had not, by the end of the study period, 

developed those services. 

Meanwhile, Telekom Malaysia continued to lobby, more or less overtly, that it be given a 

second Intemet license. In feet, in early 1996, the company had already set up a division to 

provide Intemet access, which began operating on an "experimental" basis. It appears that the 

matter was eventually settled between the two organizations behind closed doors in high level 

meetings with government officials since, in July 1996, Telekom Malaysia was awarded a license 

to provide Intemet service. The Intemet Service Provider, called TMnet, began operations in 

early November 1996 just after MIMOS was privatized as MIMOS, Berhad. 
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At present, the Internet in Malaysia continues to be a duopoly, possibly due to the 

government's desire to continue some form of protection for MIMOS while the organization is in 

the early stages of privatization. In the near future, this will likely change and the Malaysian 

Internet maricet will become more competitive, but exactly when this will happen is uncertain. 

7.3.3 Strategic Conduct in the Singaporean Internet Market 

The government of Singapore is well known for its efforts to control the Internet. Much 

has been made, for example, of the double regulatory regime in Sing^wre whereby both Internet 

service and content are regulated by separate organizations and of the strong measures which will 

be taken against organizations violating Singapore's Internet content laws. Constraints on market 

entry are also strong. In contrast to Hong Kong where there were about 80 ISPs as of December 

1996, the government of Singapore has licensed only three. 

Nevertheless, in spite of the small number of Internet providers and the strength of 

government control, some events have occurred which can be called strategic behavior. These 

began in 1994 when SingNet received its license to offer Internet services to the commercial 

sector. At the time, Technet was Singapore's only ISP and was rxm by a staff of about half a dozen 

individuals. In theory, there was no competition between the two ISPs since they were operating 

in different market segments. Nevertheless, competitive behavior did begin to occur. Technet's 

interpretation of its mandate to provide Internet services to the research, academic and 

educational communities began to be interpreted in a very liberal manner and privately, it was 

said that Technet was willing to offer Internet access to any organization that asked for it. In 

Fespoose to the launch of SingNet, Technet's pricing also dropped and, consequently, the growth 
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rate of the service jumped. The efforts by Technet to compete with SingNet, however, may have 

been seen as going too &r by Singaporean leaders. In March 1995, it was announced that the ISP 

would be privatized and its assets sold off. Although ostensibly a research organization, Technet's 

head did have an entrepreneurial streak and his willingness to compete at a time when Sing^}ore's 

laige GLCs were waking up to the significance of the Internet may have been the reason for 

Technet's demise. In September, 1995, Technet's ISP license was sold to a newly created 

corporation named Sembawang Media, a subsidiary of the Sembawang Corporation, which itself 

was reportedly linked to the head of Singapore's Economic Development Board. 

Some competitive behavior also occurred on the part of Singapore's third ISP, Cyberway 

as well as by its parent oiganizadon, Singapore Press Holdings. First, when Sembawang Media 

tried to place ads in the Straits Times (Owned by SPH, Cyberway's parent organization), these 

were refiised. Second, imlike SingNet which uses in house labor to provide Internet services, and 

Pacific Intemet, which is part of a small consortium of GLCs, Cyberway took an unusual step 

when attempting gain new market by bringing in a number of private sector support 

organizations. Thus, unlike SingNet and Pacific Internet, Cyberway also attempted to broaden its 

maricet share to the Sing^orean community by using organizations that were not GLCs. 

7.4 Performance: Malaysia and Singapore as Fast Followers 

Malaysia and Singapore have both been very successful at rapidly developing their 

telecommunications maricets. In both countries, where authoritarian or semi-authoritarian rule has 

been in place for decades, an important part of the social contract justifying the centralization of 

political authority and implementation of systems of social control has been the high rates of 
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economic growth achieved by the government, hi both cases, although through different means, 

an important component of achieving that rapid rate of economic growth has been by creating an 

investment climate attractive to foreign firms in a package that has included high quality 

infrastructure, including telecom infrastructure. 

Following this proven recipe for economic growth, both Malaysia and Singapore, 

generally speaking, have been "&st followers" in the adoption and diffusion of new telecom 

technologies. More recently, a new direction for economic growth has begun in which local 

companies are beginning to enter and compete in international maricets as an outgrowth of their 

historical role of providing high quality local infrastructure. 

This track approach to development can be illustrated by comparing both coimtries 

with the US in their adoption of some of the newer telecom technologies studied here. For 

instance, while it is still unclear how and when competition will occur in the basic services 

market in the US, competition in the basic services market began in Malaysia during late 199S. 

In the case of cellular telephony, both Malaysia and Singapore adopted the digital GSM 

standard and networks began operating on this standard during 1995. Likewise, both Malaysia 

and Singapore already have Personal Communication Networks (PCN) installed and began 

operations in 1995 and 1996, respectively. In the US, much of cellular telephony is still based on 

the analog AMPS standard and networks operating on the PCS standard only began during 1997. 

The implementation strategics used by Singapore and Malaysia have been somewhat 

different, however. As a monopoly provider, SingTel's approach to cellular network development 

has focussed on investment recovery. Cellular offerings have not generally been placed in direct 

competition with one another. Instead, networks are allowed to fill to near capacity before new 

networics based on competing and often more advanced technologies are introduced into the 

market. The Malaysian strategy, by contrast, of issuing licenses for new technologies to new 
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maricet entrants and creating competitive markets has enabled the r^id introduction of new 

technology without increasing the cost of services. Thus, new entrants into the Malaysian cellular 

market sector have had to do so in the &ce of other market players who may also have been 

expanding their network capacity and aggressively marketing their services. 

Another major difference in the approach to cell phone network implementation between 

Malaysia and Singapore is in the way calls are charged. In Singapore, a cell phone user pays for 

calls v^ether the call is being received or sent, a scheme that is sometimes called "full rate" 

charging. In Malaysia, cell phone users are only charged for outgoing calls. Incoming calls are 

charged to the calling party. This "half-rate" scheme has the effect of subsidizing the use of hand 

phones for low volume callers, and has been an important &ctor in the rapid growth of the 

Malaysian cell phone maricet, since it allows new hand phone users to enter the maiket at a low 

cost. The overall effect of these two strategies has been a much higher growth rate of Malaysian 

cellular maricets, at times double that of those in Singapore. 

Paging is a somewhat more puzzling case. In Malaysia, paging has turned out to be a 

feilure as a telecommunications technology with less than one pager per hundred persons. 

Singapore on the other hand, has reached a density of forty pagers per hundred persons, the 

highest paging density in the world, so high that the market would appear to be close to reaching 

saturation. Because the countr\' uses full-rate pricing, hand phones are a more expensive mobile 

communications alternative. Furthermore, Singapore's payphones are in high density in 

Sing^)ore, rarely out of order and often located in businesses and other ofif-street locations. 

Presumably the dramatic difference in the success of paging between Malaysia and Singapore is 

due to the effect of half-rate versus full rate pricing, which I have already discussed, along with 

the availability of payphones. In spite of the large number of installed payphones in Malaysia, 
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their utility remains problematic since many are out of order and most are outdoors, in public 

places where traffic noise often drowns out conversation. 

With regard to the Internet, it would appear that policy makers are wary of letting the 

Internet get out of control, to the point that Internet traffic cannot be monitored and policed. How 

long this will remain the case is unclear, however, as both countries now have ambitious national 

telecom projects underway for which include rapid Internet development is an integral part 

In Malaysia, Internet growth slowed considerably during late 1997 and is now down to 

less than 5% per month. The overall use of the Internet remains modest, however, with about 

180,000 users in Malaysia by the end of 1997, or about 1 dial-up Internet account per hundred 

persons. When this situation will change is unclear, but a major watershed will almost certainly 

occur in January 1999 when full competition will be in place between Malaysia's basic service 

providers. In Singapore, Internet use has been growing at roughly the same rate of 5% per month 

and by the end of 1997 should be approaching a penetration of about 9 dial-up accounts per 

hundred persons. 

After TradeNet was introduced in 1989, Singapore emerged as a world leader in the use 

of EDI. Its use of EDI for customs declarations helps give Singapore's port the world's &stest 

tum-around for the processing of cargo ships. Although the use of EDI in Malaysia has trailed 

that in Singapore by several years, a more diversified market structure exists there and a variety 

of services for a wide range of industries are now available. It is significant, however, that EDI 

providers in both countries have only recently begun to move on to the Internet as a means to 

transport EDI docimients, preferring to hold onto niche markets as VAN providers where they are 

less subject to competition. Given the relative simplicity of EDI and the consequently low 

technological barrier to entry, however, one can expect EDI services to become more competitive 
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in the near future. In Malaysia, a number of specialized EDI services are available and in use. 

Statistics on EDI use in Malaysia were not gathered, however. 

Thus, although differences in the political economies of Malaysia and Singapore have 

produced different maricet structures, both countries have had relatively high growth rates in most 

telecom markets, which has been a key factor in both countries overall economic growth rates. 

7.5 The Future of Telecom In Malaysia and Singapore 

Malaysia's highly competitive telecommunications maricet now includes about eight 

companies >Adiose capitalization is at least one billion Ringgit. The telecommunications industry 

is already responsible for 8% of market capitalization on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange, and 

this will likely increase over time as many of Malaysia's larger telecom companies are still not 

listed on the stock exchange. Some Malaysian telecom companies such as TRl/Celcom and 

Telekom Malaysia are now e?q}anding overseas and becoming multinational corporations in their 

own right as they have been involved in numerous projects in dozen developing countries in Asia 

and Africa. Other Malaysia telecom companies, such as Binariang, Mutiara and Syarikat Telefon 

Wireless have also taken on developed country partners, a move which may also help position 

them to pursue international markets in the near future, as well as provide an ongoing avenue for 

technology transfer. 

Telecommunications will continue to play a key role in Malaysia's development. During 

1996, tiie government of Malaysia announced its' most ambitious development project yet, the 

Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC). Although still in the planning stages, the idea is to create a 
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high technology expoit processing zone focussed on producing advanced information technology 

products and complete with an advanced, broadband telecommimications backbone. The MSC 

will be 15 kilometers wide and 40 kilometers long and include the southern half of Kuala Limipur 

down to Putiajaya, which will be Malaysia's new capital city and home to the new Kuala Lumpur 

International Airport. Putrajaya will also be a site for a new form of government that will include 

'he concept of a "p^)erless government". 

Telekom Malaysia has been given the role of providing the broadband infirastructure for 

the MSC and has said that it will invest some RM5 billion over the next eight to 10 years. 

Broadband telecommimications services will be offered by Telekom Malaysia through its COINS 

netwoik acting as the MSC's telecom backbone and operating at speeds of between 2.5 and 10 

Gbps. Many other broadband projects both within the MSC and in other locations in Malaj^ia are 

now under development as well. 

Thus, through a combination of rapid telecom infi:astructure development, international 

business development by Malaysian telecom companies and the creation of advanced broadband 

research, development and export facilities, Malaysia's telecom sector will continue to play a 

strategic role in the country's continued development. 

Similar events are now unfolding in Singapore, although some of the details will not be 

made known until 1998. Although fewer in number than those in Malaysia, Singapore has a 

number of telecom organizations that are already aggressively moving into international markets. 

Singapore Telecom and Singapore Network Services, for instance, are both involved in numerous 

international projects. Singapore Technologies Telecom is one of the prime movers in the Asia 

Pacific Mobile Tel^hony project that will focus on providing telephone access for rural locations 

using a geosynchronous satellite link. The APMT project includes both Chinese and Thai 

partners. Also, as part of Singapore's goal to become a regional information hub, Singapore's 
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Internet providers are now involved in a number of partnerships with groups in less developed 

countries in the r^on to provide Intemet access. 

Foreign investment in Singaporean telecom organizations is also beginning to occur, 

although so &r, Singapore has been relatively closed to foreign investment in local telecom 

companies. This will change, however, when the new licenses are issued for basic services in 

1998, since the consortia applying for those licenses include a number of international telecom 

companies as minority partners, including Cable and Wireless, NTT, and WorldCom. 

Sing^x)re also has an ambitious broadband project underway called SingaporeOne. 

Singapore's broadband initiative began in 1991 Avith the announcement of IT2000, Sing^x)re's 

third national FT policy. Among the policy's broad goals were creating a broadband network for 

the entire population by early in the 21" century. During 1997, TAS began to maricet the 

SingjqjoreOne concept. Although the endpoint of the project, i.e., the sorts of services, their costs, 

etc., is still not completely clear, the project to develop broadband in Singapore has already 

entered a pilot phase in June 1997 during which more than 600 users began to access 

SingaporeOne's multimedia applications. 

Thus, telecommunications will continue play a key role in both Malaysia's and 

Singapore's economic development. Malaysia is attempting to use the competitive structure of its 

telecom sector as part of an overall strategy to transform the country into a developed nation 

within the next quarter of a century', while Singapore is using telecom as a strategic tool to 

maintain the country's comparative advantage. Nevertheless, in spite of the restructuring of some 

of Malaysia and Singapore's telecom markets to include more foreign investment and to 

participate in international markets, the imderlying historical goals of expanding Malay economic 

participation and expanding the role of GLCs in Singapore will no doubt continue for the 

foreseeable future. 
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Appendix A. Glossary of Terms 

A.1 General and Regional Terms 

ASEIAN. Association of South East Asian Nations. Political and economic association of 
Southeast Asian countries. ASEAN was originally a political group created with U.S. 
support in the 1960s to organize countries in the region against a regional communist 
threat. Since that time, the organization has become perhaps the most successful regional 
political and economic organization in the developing world. 

EOI. Export Oriented Industrialization. A strategy for economic development in which goods or 
services are exported into foreign markets. EOI policies have been implemented in a 
number of Asian countries such as Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Singjqx>re and have been 
seen as a key fector in their recent economic success. 

ISI. Import Substitution Industrialization. A strategy for economic development in which 
domestic markets are protected from competition in goods or services by barring foreign 
competitors from entry. This is sometimes implemented by establishing high tariff 
instead of an outright ban. The basis for the concept originated the historical experience 
of industrial growth in Latin America during the 1930s and 1940s when the combination 
of the global Depression and World War provided protection for indigenous industries. 
The policy's most noteworthy implementation in the information technology was by 
Brail during the 1980s. The result, however, was a hothouse industry whose products 
were both obsolete and expensive. The Brazilian experience, among others, have led 
policy makers to support export oriented strategies for development, especially in 
technology-related areas. 

Konfrontasi. Sukarno's early 1960s policy of confrontation aimed at pressuring Malaya/Malaysia 
and Singapore into joining a "Greater Indonesia". The policy involved sending terrorists 
and other political operatives into Malaya and Singapore. The effect of these activities, 
however, was exactly the opposite of what Sukarno intended. 

SCP. Structure-Conduct-Performance. A framework for analyzing industrial or^nization. The 
SCP framework looks at a market's Structure, number and size of the finns participating 
in a market, their Conduct towards one another and towards consumers of their products 
and services and the overall performance of the market in such terms of market growth, 
prices, or the introduction of new technologies. In addition, the interactions between the 
three frictors are also considered. 

SFE. Stakeholders-Faimess-Efificiency. Zajac's 1995 framework, based on the SCP concept, to 
analyze policy making and regulatory process from a economic perspective. Stakeholders 
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are the individuals, groups and organizations that have a vested interest seeing in a 
certain policy outcome emerge. Fairness refers to the statements which stakeholders 
make to gain support for their positions, and EfGciency considers whether or not the 
outcome makes sense from an economic standpoint. 

A.2 Telecommunications Terms and Abbreviations 

AMPS. Advanced Mobile Phone Service. Analog mobile telephony standard developed by 
AT&T and now in widespread use in North America. AMPS frequency spectrum is 
divided into 30 KHz channels. The protocol operates at around 800 MHz and uses 
FDMA as its access method. 

APOC. The Advanced Paging Operators' Code is proprietary protocol developed by Philips and 
released in 1993. Its advanced features include very smaU, credit card sized pagers and a 
60 week battery life as well as 6.4 Kbps operations. Furthermore, APOC also allows a 
migration path to its standard so subscribers will not need to give up their existing pagers 
when the system is implemented. 

CDMA. Code Division Multiple Access. A class of modulation that uses specialized codes to 
provide multiple communication channels. Initially developed by Qualcomm, Inc., the 
CDMA protocol is potentially important because it is able to increase the channel 
capacity of a mobile communications network by approximately one order of magnitude. 

CT2. (Cordless Telephone-2). Second generation cordless phone standard also referred to as 
"telepoint", because subscribers need to be within a relatively short distance from a base 
station to make calls. CT2 came out of the United Kingdom. CT2 uses 40 channels in the 
900 MHz range multiplexed in a combination of frequency division multiple access 
(FDMA) and time division duplex (TDD), FDMA/TDD. TTie fact that CT2 technology 
was actually available, while the DECT standard was in development, led a number of 
European PTTs to adopt CT2 telepoint in trials. Due to regulatory limitations, CT2 
allows two-way conversations within the home but only outgoing calls when outside, a 
feet which has proved to be telepoint's great weakness. CT2 was rejected for use as the 
basis of the European standard and remains an interim standard that must be reviewed 
every two years to retain its status as a standard. 

D-AMPS. Digital version of AMPS. This standard has the unique feature of co-locating both 
digital and analog signals over the same bandwidth, providing a seamless migration path 
from analog to digital signaling. D-AMPS, that uses TDMA encoding, also allows for a 
significant increase in channel capacity since the encoding scheme only uses 10 KHz per 
channel. Thus, each AMPS analog channel is divided into three D-ANff S channels. 

DCS-1800. Digital Communications System, 1800 MHz. Protocol used for 1.8 GHz PCN Mobile 
Communications networks which uses the same encoding system as GSM. Like GSM, 
the protocol uses a combination of TDMA and FDM as its multiple access method. 
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DECT. Digital European Cordless Telecommunications Standard. The standard is under 
development within the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and 
was planned to be the ultimate cordless standard for European cordless telephony. DECT 
supports twice as many channels as CT2, incorporates encryption as standard, and 
supports data as well as voice. Two important applications have been connecting to a 
wireless PABX in the o€Bce and for use in radio LANs. The standard operates at 1900 
MHz using a combination of TDMA and FDM as its multiple access method. 

ERMES. European Radio Messaging System. European-based advanced paging standard 
developed as a Pan-European standard by the Paging Systems Technical Committee of 
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). Among ERMES advanced 
features are its roaming capability, allowing paging subscribers to migrate between 
networks and still receive messages. 

ETACS. Extended Total Access Communications System. British analog mobile telephony 
standard which operates at 900 MHz using H)MA as its multiple access method. CTACS 
uses 25 KHz and has a total channel capacity of 1240. 

FLEX. Motorola's advanced paging protocol that operates at 1.6, 3.2 or 6.4 Kbps. It also allows 
for variable length messages and includes many other advanced features such as longer 
battery life and improved error correction. 

GSM. Global System for Mobile communications. Originally from French for Groupe Speciale 
Mobile. A digital mobile communications standard operating at 900 MHz \^ch 
originated in Europe. GSM has many advanced features including roaming and is now 
being used in about 50 countries worldwide. The standard uses a combination of TDMA 
and FDM as its multiple access method. 

ISP. Internet Service Provider. A company or organization which provides access to the Internet. 

NMT-450. The analog Nordic Mobile Telephone standard operating at 450 MHz. NMT 450 was 
the first cell-phone system with automatic roaming. It was set up in 1981 in cooperation 
between the Nordic PTTs. NMT-450 uses FDMA as its multiple access method and has a 
total channel c^acity of 200 channels each with a bandwidth of 25 KHz. A related 
standard, NMT-900 also exists which has a substantially higher number of channels. 

PCM. Pulse Code Modulation. Standard developed by Bell Labs for the digitization of voice 
based on the Nyquist Theorem that states that for signal fidelity to be maintained in a 
digital encoding, a sampling rate of twice the highest fi:equency of the signal must be 
used. PCM uses an 8-bit encoding scheme with samples taken 8,000 per second to encode 
an analog voice signal whose bandwidth is 300-3300 Hz. The resulting 64 Kbps signal, 
known as a DSO (digital signal 0), is the basis for the PDH hierarchy. 

PCN. Personal Communications Network. European 2 GHz band standard for mobile 
communications. 
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PCS Personal Communications System. U.S. 2 GHz band standard for mobile conomunications. 

PDH. Pleisiochronous Digital Hierarchy. The original digital trunk line transmission multiplexing 
hierarchy whose timing is based on the use of atomic clocks. In North America and 
Japan, the hierarchy is also referred to as 'T-carriers", while in Europe and most of the 
rest of the world uses 'E-carriers". 

PHS Personal Handyphone Service. Japanese 2 GHz standard for mobile communications 
operating at 1.9 GHz. The standard uses a combination of TDMA and FDM as its 
multiple access method. 

POCSAG. Post Office Code Standardization Advisory Group. The most widespread paging 
protocol in the world, POCSAG was developed during the 1970s by the British Post 
Office in an effort to standardize paging encoding and signaling formats. POCSAG is 
transmitted at three transmission rates-512, 1200 and 2400 bps. Most commercial paging 
companies today use at least 1200, although many companies who own their own paging 
terminals for in-house use transmit at 512. 

P.O.T^. Plain Old Telephone Service. Euphemism for an ordinary analog telephone service in 
contrast to the main new forms of telecommunications services which are now being 
offered. 

SDH/SONET. Synchronous Digital Hierarchy. In North America, the same standard is referred 
to as SONET, for Synchronous Opticd Networking. In contrast to PDH, the lowest level 
of the SDH hierarchy operates at 51.84 Mbps. Standards up to 5.12 Gbps have already 
been defined while much higher standards are still possible based on the ability of SDH 
to interleave data fi-om lower speed SDH protocols. 

TCP/IP. Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. The suite of Protocols upon which the 
Internet's internetworking capability is based. 

A.3 Malaysia 

The Alliance. The original political coalition that ruled Malaya/Malaysia between 1957 and 
1969. The Alliance began as an informal partnership between the MCA and UMNO in 
1952 during municipal elections in Selangor State. With the addition of the MIC, the 
tripartate Alliance won all but one of the seats in the Federal Legislative Council in 1955. 

Binariang. Malaysian telecom provider that also operates Malaysia's domestic satellite netwoik, 
MEASAT, launched its Maxis Mobile GSM service in August, 1995. This system 
operates using a bandwidth of 15 MHz and operates at around 900 MHz. GSM combines 
FDMA and TDMA techniques. GSM also uses encryption techniques, meaning more 
secure communications than previously available for analog systems. Binariang's Maxis 
Mobile now has over 100,000 subscribers. 
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BN (Barisan Nasional). National Coalition in Malay. The mling coalition that includes UMNO, 
the MCA, MIC, Gerakan, and a number of East Malaysian political parties. The BN is the 
successor coalition to the Alliance and has ruled Malaysia since 1971. 

Celcom (Cellular Communications Network Sdn. Bhd.). Wholly owned subsidiary of 
Technology Resources Industries Bhd (TRI) which operates Malaysia's largest cellular 
netwoiic. It's cellular network, which began operations in 1989, is based on the ETACS 
standard. It also operates a GSM network, which began operations in 1995. There are 
plans to convert the current system to the digital GSM standard. 

DAP (Democratic Action Party). Malaysia's largest opposition party formed after separation 
from Sing^x)re in 1965. Some of the DAP's leaders had earlier belonged to the 
Singapore-based PAP. Although ideological non-communal, most of the leadership, 
membership and sources of electoral support for the DAP is Chinese. 

Gerakan (Gerakan Rakyat Malaysia). Non-communal, Chinese dominated party founded in 
1968 whose main base of support is in Penang State. Gerakan has been the ruling Penang, 
since its upset electoral victory over the MCA in the 1969 elections. Through subsequent 
negotiations between Gerakan and UMNO leaders, the party became a member of the 
Barisan Nasional in 1972. The party's non-communal ideology and goals, however, 
remain a point of tension between it and UMNO. 

BINS (HICOM Network Services). Joint venture between HICOM Communications, Sing^rare 
Network Services (SNS) and IT Integrator, an associated company of SCS Computer 
Systems. HNS provides EDI services, mainly to multinational corporations. 

JARING (Joint Access Research Integrated Networking) acronym for the MIMOS-based 
Malaysian networking service initiated in 1990. Originally based on BITNET the 
protocol the service began access to the Internet in November 1992. 

JTM (Jabatan Telekom Malaysia). The Malaysian Telecommunications Department. The 
department in the Malaysian Ministry of Posts, Telecommunications and Energy whose 
current function is to act as the official regulatory body overseeing telecommunications in 
Malaysia, such as the licensing of new telecom service providers. 

MCA (Malaysian Chinese Association). Chinese party founded in 1949 which is currently a 
member of the BN. Originally a social organization created at the suggestion of British 
colonial authorities to counterbalance communist influence within the Chinese 
community, the MCA became a political party in 1952. In that year, the party entered into 
a partnersUp with UMNO to contest the Kuala Lumpur municipal elections that later led 
to the formation of the Alliance. 

MIC (Malaysian Indian Congress). Malaysia's main Indian. Due to the limited size of the 
Indian population in Malaysia (9%) and their scattered distribution, the MIC has 
benefited from participation in the ruling coalition by receiving a parliamentary quota 
from the BN wUch it would otherwise not likely be able to achieve. The MIC, along with 
the MCA and UMNO were the original members of the Alliance. 
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MIMOS (Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic Systems). Government R&D agency under 
the Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment (MOSTE). MIMOS has also 
had close ties to the Prime Minister's department. MIMOS held Malaysia's original ISP 
license and was privatized in November 1996 as MIMOS, Beriiad. 

NDP (New Development Policy). Successor policy to the NEP when the latter lapsed in 1990. 
The. goals of the NDP are similar to those of the NEP, the main difference being that 
constraints have been relaxed on participation by non-bumiputras. Like the NEP, the 
main ideas behind the NDP are restructuring society to provide a more equitable 
distribution of wealth between ethnic groups and the eradication of poverty. 

NEP (New Economic Policy). In response to interethnic violence in 1969, the Malaysian 
government formulated an economic polic>' aimed at eradicating poverty one the one 
hand, and accelerating the process of economic restructuring to improve the economic 
position of the Malay commune within Malaysian society. The policy, which began in 
1970, operated until 1990, when it was replaced by the NDP. The pro-ethnic policies of 
the NEP included greater employment opportunities for Malays, greater educational 
opportunities, subsidization of housing and automobile purchases and the creation of 
many new, Malay-owned corporations. In short, the NEP has been, by &r, one of the 
most important economic policies implemented in Malaysia since independence. 

PAS (Parti Islam Se Malaysia). Originally an Islamic-oriented affiiiatft of UMNO, PAS broke 
away firam UMNO and registered as a political party in its own right in 1995. PAS is 
committed to Islam as a complete system of faith and political ideology and totally rejects 
secularism. The three main components of the party's political appeal are the Malay 
support for Islamic values, PAS support for Malay communal interests, and PAS support 
for rural Malay populations. 

PNB (Permodalan Nasional Berhad). PN6 was incorporated in 1978 as a v^olly owned 
subsidiary of Yayasan Pelaburan whose goal is to encourage bumiputra economic 
participation. PNB's best known product to date has been the Amanah Saham Nasional 
(National Unit Trust) which allows bumiputras to invest in a managed portfolio of 
investments. The move was controversial, however, with critics, including PAS saying it 
was un-Islamic. 

SDN BHD (Sendiran Berhad) Private, Limited in Malay. 

STW (Syarikat Telefon Wireless). Malaysia's smallest provider of basic services. STW b^an 
operations in 1994 on Langkawi Island. After the success of its pilot program in 
Langkawi, STW was subsequently provided a license to ofiTer its services nationwide. 
STWs network uses the digital AMPS standard. 

TM (Telekom Malaysia). Also known as STM (Syarikat Telekom Malaysia). Telekom Malaysia 
became a private company in January 1987. Telekom Malaysia was publicly listed on the 
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange in November 1990, although the govenmient still owns 



the majority of shares in the company. The company is now the largest corporation in 
Malaysia with profits of MR1.95 billion on an aimual turnover of MRS .2 billion in 1995. 

TMnet Telekom Malaysia's Internet Service Provider that began operations on November 1, 
1996. The service provides online registration. During the first three weeks of operations, 
TMnet reported that they had signed on 5,000 subscribers. 

TRI (Technology Resources, Inc.) Celcom's parent company. Celcom and TRI were recently in 
1996 with essentiallv all of Celcom's subsidiaries becoming subsidiaries directly under 
TRI. 

UMNO (United Malay National Organization). The main Malay political party founded in 
1946 in Segamat, Johor. UMNO was originally formed to oppose the British-supported 
Malay Union that included &irly liberal provision for giving non-Malays citizenship 
based on the fear that the Malays would consequently become dispossessed in their own 
country. The essence of UMNO's platform continues to be based on the idea that Malays 
must be united and politically organized in order to safeguard their legitimate communal 
interests. UMNO's platform has expanded since the 1950s to support programs that create 
a more equitable distribution of wealth as well as improved educational opportunities for 
Malays. 

A.4 Singapore 

APMT (Asia-Pacific Mobile Telecommunications Satellite). A regional satellite project whose 
aim is to use a large geosynchronous satellite for rural telephony and other mobile 
telecommunications applications. The Project includes Singapore Technologies 
Teleconununications as a one of its primary participants. 

BS (Barisan Sosialis). A historically important opposition party to the PAP created during the 
1960s to oppose the extrajudicial measures taken at the time by Lee Kuan Yew. 

Cyberway. Singj^re's third Internet Services Provider. Cyberway is a joint venture between 
Sing^wre Press Holdings (SPH) which has the majority 55% share and Singapore 
Technologies Telecommunications, with a 45% share. 

GLC. Government-linked Company. A private sector firm that is wholly or partly owned by the 
Singaporean government. Over 600 GLCs now exist in Singapore which together account 
for roughly two-thirds of the Singaporean economy. 

IntraPage. Joint venture between Singapore companies Intraco Holdings (30%) and Teledata 
(40%), and the Hong Kong based company, Hutchison (30%). 

MobileLink. SmgTel subsidiary responsible for mobile telephony. In 1995, in order to promote 
greater competition, TAS required that SingTel reorganize its mobile services into 
separate business units. 
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Mobile One. In 1995, TAS granted a second license to MobileOne, a joint veotuie between 
Singapore Press Holdings (SPIi), the Keppel Group, Cable and Wireless and Hong Kong 
Telecom, (two are owned by the Sing^orean government, one is a British private sector 
firm with extensive Asian experience and the last is a government-owned company in 
Hong Kong). MobileOne will begin operations in April, 1997 and is planning on 
providing two separate networks at the time of its initial service, a GSM networic, and a 
PCS networic to be based on CDMA technology. 

NTUC (National Trades Union Congress). PAP controlled trade union congress created in 
1961 to replace the independent Singapore Trade Union Congress. 

NUS (National University of Singapore). Located in Singapore's Clementi district, NUS was 
originally called the University of Malaya. 

Operation Cold Store. Operation conducted by the Internal Security Council that began on 
February 27, 1963. Under the pretext of Sukarno's Konfi'ontasi policy. 111 members of 
opposition political parties were detained without trial including the executives of 6S, the 
political parties associated with it, and the leadership of SATU. 

Pacific Internet. In September, 1995, Technet was purchased by a consortium of Sembawang 
Media, Sing^x>re Technologies Computer Systems and Services, and Singq)ore 
International Media for S$2.5 million. Sembawang Media is the controlling partner in the 
consortium, with a 50% share, while the other two companies each own 25%. 

PageLink. SingTel subsidiary responsible for Paging. In 1995, in order to promote greater 
competition, TAS required that SingTel reorganize its mobile services into separate 
business units. 

PAP (People's Action Party). Sing^ore's main political party headed by Lee Kuan Yew. The 
PAP controls nearly all seats in Parliament. 

SATU (Singapore Association of Trade Unions). Former trade union confederation outlawed in 
1963. SATU was formed in 1961 from the left wing of NTUC. Satu means 'one' in 
Malay. 

SDP (Singapore Democratic Party). Singapore's best known opposition party whose leader 
Chee Soon Juan provided one of the most ardent of recent challenges to the PAP regime. 

Singapore Herald. Independent Singaporean English-language daily newspaper shutdown in 
1971 when its annual printing license was not renewed. 

SingNet.Singsqxire's second ISP established in 1994. SingNet is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
SingTel. 

SingTel (Singapore Telecom). Singapore's incumbent teleconununications provider established 
as a private corporation in 1993. 
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SM (Sembawang Media). Parent corporation of Pacific Internet. SM provides a variety of 
Internet based services for PI., The result of privatizing Technet is more like a 
miniconglomerate with about half a dozen companies working under the Sembawang 
Media banner. Pacific Internet handles the dial-up users and general Internet 
connectivity. Contact maikets Internet services to corporate users, including "intranets". 
Silk Route Ventures handles Web support, Multi Media Studio handles multimedia 
applications, and Information Frontiers is handling financial services. 

SPH (Singapore Press Holdings). Holding company that owns all major Singaporean 
newspapers including the Straits Times, the Business Times, three Chinese dailies, Berita 
Harian and the Tamil Mmasu. The latter was acquired in 1995, effectively completing the 
SPH monopoly on Singaporean daily newspapers. SPH is also one of two companies 
owning Cyijerway, Singapore's third ISP. 

ST (Singapore Technologies). Large government-link conglomerate with close ties to the 
Sing^wrean Ministry of Defense. A number of companies in the Singapore Technologies 
Telecommunications division are involved in telecom. 

TAS. Telecommunications Authority of Singapore. Originally the telecommunications provider, 
TAS was reestablished as Singapore's regulatory body in 1993. TAS is a statutory body 
whose revenues are derived firom its licensing fees. 

TechNet. Sing£q)ore's original Internet Service Provider, founded with support from the National 
Science and Technology Board and housed in the NUS. Technet's original mandate was 
to create a research and development netwoik. This was later extended to the educational 
community as well. In 1995, Technet's was sold to a group of private sector companies 
headed by Sembawang Media. The ISP was then renamed Pacific Internet. 

WP (Worker's Party). Singaporean opposition party. Aside fi-om the SDP and PAP, the only 
political party to have parliamentary representation since the early 1960s. 
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Appendix B. GDP/cap. & Other Development Measures 
(Source; Showers, 1989) 

Country Region GDP/ Infant Illiteracy Life College Phones Radios 
capita Mort. (%) Expect. Students /100 /1000 

Afghanistan 1 194 205 76.3 36.9 1.2 2 78 
Bangladesh I 153 128 66.9 54.6 4.1 1.5 8.1 

Bhutan 1 128 139 82 45.8 0.2 12 8.8 
Brunei 1 15277 12 22.2 71.4 1 114 229 
Burma I 202 70 34.1 57.5 4.8 1.4 24 
China 1 249 39 30.7 67.8 1.2 5 69 

Hong Kong 1 6391 7.5 11.9 75.4 13.6 384 510 
India 1 262 105 56.5 51 8.2 4.4 62 

Indonesia 1 529 84 25.9 53.6 4 4.3 140 
Iran 1 3802 101 49.2 60.2 3.6 51 178 

Japan 1 16155 5.5 0 77.4 19.5 513 713 
Kampudiea 1 166 160 52 43.4 0.8 1 131 

Korea(N) 1 1177 30 10 67.8 19.4 149 209 
Koiea(S) 1 2361 30 7.3 67.7 29.4 165 451 

Laos I 219 122 16.1 49.7 1.4 2.2 114 
Macao 1 2628 7.2 38.7 67.5 3.7 79 294 

Mal£^a 1 1725 18.3 26.6 67.8 4.9 66 439 
Mongolia 1 886 53 10.5 62 14.4 25 104 

Nepal 1 148 139 74.4 49.5 3.5 1.1 25 
Pakistan 1 326 120 73.8 59.1 6.1 5.2 77 

Philippines 1 549 51 14.3 61.9 30.3 15 45 
Singapore 1 6708 9.1 13.9 72.4 14.2 369 249 
Sri Lanka 1 398 30.5 13.9 69.7 4.1 6.9 117 

Taiwan 1 3091 7.5 12.9 73.3 21.8 209 269 
Thailand I 802 48 9 62.9 21.8 13 146 
^etnam 1 310 76 16 58.9 2.1 1.8 52 

Costa Rica 2 1664 18.9 6.4 73.8 26.9 123 86 
Cuba 2 2948 13.6 2.2 74.4 19.4 50 315 

Dominican Rep. 2 867 75 22.7 72.5 11.7 29 201 
El Salvador 2 1088 35.1 27.9 63.6 15.7 25 412 
Guatemala 2 1027 56 45 59.9 6.4 13 45 

Haiti 2 419 128 62.4 52.8 1.1 7.1 23 
Honduras 2 828 82 40.5 59.8 7.6 8.6 49 

Mexico 2 2260 53 9.6 64 15 86 291 
Nicaragua 2 1331 76 13 59.8 10.4 13 278 

Panama 2 2239 26 11.8 74.9 23.9 105 160 
Puerto Rico 2 6397 14.9 10.9 74 47.1 196 750 

Argentina 2 2188 35.3 4.5 69.7 19.6 105 540 
Bolivia 2 975 124 25.8 50.8 12.2 24 575 
Brazil 2 1950 71 22.3 64.1 11 76 386 

Country Region 

Chile 2 

GDP/ Infant Illiteracy Life College Phones Radios 
capita Mort. (%) Expect. Students /100 /1000 

1370 19.5 5.6 70 10.9 54 304 
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Colombia 2 1163 50 11.9 63.7 14.7 73 141 
Ecuador 2 1154 70 17.6 62.8 33.6 38 356 

Paraguay 2 1420 45 11.8 65.1 9.6 24 80 
Peru 2 731 99 15.2 58.5 20.7 30 164 

Uruguay 2 2084 29.5 3.7 70.4 17.2 116 586 
Venezuela 2 2808 26.1 13.1 68.6 22.4 88 406 



Appendix C. Internet Hosts vs. GNP (July, 1994) 
(Source: Internet Society, http://www.isoc.org/isoc/charts/host-gnp.txt. File date: 9/12/94) 

Domain Name Code Internet Hosts GNP Total GNP/Host Pop(M) 
Iceland is 3.268 $5,456,000,000 1.67 0.3 
Australia au 127.514 $290,522,000,000 2.28 16.8 
Norway no 38.759 $98,079,000,000 2.53 4.2 
Finland fi 49.598 $129,823,000,000 2.62 5 
U.S. Total var 2,044,716 $5,694,900,000,000 2.79 252.7 
New Zealand nz 14,830 $46,200,000,000 3.12 3.4 
Sweden se 53,294 $202,498,000,000 3.8 8.6 
Netherlands nl 59.729 $249,600,000,000 4.18 15 
Canada ca 127,516 $542,774,000,000 4.26 26.8 
Switzeriand ch 47.401 $238,050,000,000 5.02 6.8 
U.K. uk 155.706 $923,959,000,000 5.93 57 
South Africa za 15.595 $96,000,000,000 6.16 38.5 
Israel il 8,464 $56,400,000,000 6.66 4.8 
Denmark dk 12,107 $91,100,000,000 7.52 5.2 
Hong Kong hk 9.141 $71,303,000,000 7.8 5.8 
Austria at 20,130 $164,100,000,000 8.15 7.6 
Chile cl 3.703 $30,500,000,000 8.24 13.2 
Germany de 149.193 $1,495,679,000,000 10.03 87 
Singapore sg 4,014 $43,200,000,000 10.76 2.7 
Costa Rica cr 544 $5,900,000,000 10.85 3.1 
Hungary hu 5.390 $60,100,000,000 11.15 10.6 
Portugal Pt 4,518 $50,700,000,000 11.22 10.6 
Ireland ie 3.308 $41,354,000,000 12.5 3.6 
Belgium be 12.107 $171,800,000,000 14.19 9.9 
Taiwan tw 10,314 $150,800,000,000 14.62 20.7 
France fir 71.899 $1,099,750,000,000 15.3 56.4 
Poland pi 7.392 $162,700,000,000 22.01 38.6 
South Korea kr 12.109 $273,000,000,000 22.55 44.5 
Spain es 21.147 $487,500,000,000 23.05 39.8 
Greece gr 2.958 $77,600,000,000 26.23 10.1 
Kuwait kw 297 $8,750,000,000 29.46 1.6 
Mexico mx 5.164 $172,400,000,000 33.38 88.6 
Malaysia my 1.322 $44,900,000,000 33.96 17.4 
Japan jp 72.409 $3,140,948,000,000 43.38 124.5 
Ecuador ec 256 $11,500,000,000 44.92 11.1 
Italy it 23,616 $1,090,000,000,000 46.16 57.8 
Brazil br 5.896 $358,000,000,000 60.72 161.7 
Nicaragua ni 23 $1,600,000,000 69.57 3.7 
Turkey tr 1.204 $91,780,000,000 76.23 57.8 
Thailand th 1.197 $92,000,000,000 76.86 57.4 
Uruguay uy 101 $9,100,000,000 90.1 3 

http://www.isoc.org/isoc/charts/host-gnp.txt
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Appendix C. (continued) 

Domain Name Code Internet Hosts GNP Total GNP/Host Pop(M) 
Venezuela ve . 399 $52,300,000,000 131.08 20.3 
Romania ro 453 $71,900,000,000 158.72 23.4 
Cyprus cy 38 $6,100,000,000 160.53 0.7 
Panama pa 24 $5,000,000,000 208.33 2.5 
Tunisia tn 46 $10,900,000,000 236.96 8.3 
Macao mo 12 $3,100,000,000 258.33 0.5 
Fiii fi 5 $1,300,000,000 260 0.8 
Puerto Rico pr 75 $22,831,000,000 304.41 3.3 
Colombia CO 144 $45,000,000,000 312.5 33.2 
Argentina ar 248 $101,200,000,000 408.06 32.7 
Bulgaria bg 79 $37,136,000,000 470.08 9 
Peru pe 42 $25,150,000,000 598.81 22.9 
Philippines ph 65 $47,000,000,000 723.08 68.5 
Egypt eg 52 $39,200,000,000 753.85 57.7 
India in 316 $328,000,000,000 1,037.97 834.7 
China cn 325 $452,000,000,000 1,390.77 1148 
Indonesia id 54 $116,200,000,000 2,151.85 195 
Algeria dz 7 $54,000,000,000 7,714.29 26.5 
Iran ir 4 $90,000,000,000 22,500.00 57.6 
Saudi Arabia sa 1 $104,000,000,000 104,000.00 14 



Appendix D. Malaysia's Paging Operators 

Name of Licensee Scope of Services 
Secter (Skytel) International 
Telesistem (Easy Call) Nationwide 
Electcoms Nationwide 
Komtel Nationwide 
ABC Paging Consortium Nationwide 
Hutchison Serting Peninsular Malaysia 
CMRS Peninsular Malaysia 
Artier Peninsular Malaysia 
Telepage Penang, Kedah and Perlis 
Pagecom Elektronik Perak, Pahang, Sabah 
PanTrada Perak 
Kilatcom Selangor, Kuala Lumpur, 

Negiri Sembilan & Melaka 
CT Paging Selangor and Kuala Lumpur 
Titian Sebaran Selangor and Kuala Lumpur 
Anjay Selangor and Kuala Lumpur 

and Johor 
Samen Selangor, K.L. Negiri 

Sembilan, Melaka & Johor 
Multipage Negiri Sembilan & Melaka 
Rawa Enterprise Negiri Sembilan & Melaka 
Sole Radio P^er Johor 
Phena Kelantan & Tcrengganu 
Ledder Enterprise Sarawak & Labuan 
Wakkom Enterprise Sarawak 
Yamada Paging Sarawak 
Antaratek Sarawak 
Nabapas Radio Paging 
Services 

Sarawak & Sabah 

Saratech Engineering Sarawak 
Telejaya Bersatu Sabah 
Alfin Oceans Kedah, Perlis, Penang, 

Selangor, K. L. & Johor 

(Source: Ministiy of Energy, Telecoms and Posts, Malaysia, 1995) 
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